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AMULETS.

5218. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 018 mill.

With eyelet above. Roughly cut.

_Bibl._: _Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212._

5219. Heart as amulet. — Hæmatite. — Height o m. 018 mill.

With eyelet above.

_Bibl._: _Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212._

5220. Heart as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 018 mill.

With eyelet above.

_Bibl._: _Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212._

5221. Heart as amulet.—Soft greenish stone (limestone?). — Height o m. 022 mill. (pl. I).

Eyelet above with two incised lines. Lower part crossed by oblique incised lines.

_Bibl._: _Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212._

5222. Heart as amulet. — Limestone colored pink. — Height o m. 024 mill.

Top square, not round, with eyelet with two incised lines, like n° 5221.

_Bibl._: _Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212._

_Catalogue du Musée, n° 5218._
5223. Heart surmounted by sun’s disc, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 03/4 mill.

Top square, surmounted by sun’s disc, on the back of which there is an eyelet. Glaze, nearly all gone.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212.

5224. Heart as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 016 mill.

Without neck above. Upper part pierced by hole, on each side of which is small groove.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212.

5225. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 02 cent.

Top square. Eyelet plate, unpierced, roughly cut.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212.

5226. Heart as amulet. — Yellow limestone. — Height o m. 018 mill.

Top square. Eyelet plate, unpierced. Right hand projection on side, broken off. Traces of black.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212.

5227. Heart as amulet. — Black glass. — Height o m. 018 mill.

Top square. Eyelet plate, unpierced. Projection on left side, broken.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212.

5228. Heart as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 02/4 mill.

Top round. Eyelet plate, unpierced.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4212.

5229. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 03/4 mill.

No projections on sides. Incised ring around top. Eyelet on top.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4213.
AMULETS.

5230. **Heart as amulet.** — Reddish breccia. — Height o m. 057 mill. — Abydos, May 1893.

Ring around top with eyelet above.

**Bibl.** : *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 30421.

5231. **Heart as amulet.** — Pink granite. — Height o m. 055 mill. — Saqqarah, November 1859.

In form similar to n° 5230, without projections on sides.

**Ornamentation and inscription** : On front, roughly incised ⬇️. On back, four vertical lines roughly incised.

**Bibl.** : **Maspero, Catalogue (fiches)**, n° 5224; *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 5738.

5232. **Heart as amulet.** — Height o m. 043 mill.

Somewhat like n° 5230, without projections on sides. Eyelet plate unpierced.

**Bibl.** : **Maspero, Catalogue (fiches)**, n° 5294.

5233. **Heart as amulet.** — Hard green porphyry. — Height o m. 038 mill. (pl. I).

Eyelet on top. Front crossed by three incised lines like the back of a beetle.

5234. **Heart as amulet.** — Carnelian. — Height o m. 034 mill.

Similar in form and ornamentation to n° 5233.

**Bibl.** : **Maspero, Catalogue (fiches)**, n° 5218.

5235. **Heart as amulet.** — Green porphyry. — Height o m. 05 cent. — Purchase. Huber collection (pl. I).

Eyelet on top. Back flat. On front, in roughly incised lines, a *bennou*, crowned with the ⬇️, and in front of it, in one horizontal line : (→) ⬇️ ⬇️ ⬇️ (sic).

See **Lepsius, Todtenbuch**, Cap. xxx and Cap. lxxiv, l. 33 ff. See n° 5235, 12056, 12197, 12198, 12199.
On back five horizontal lines of inscription:

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4226; *Journal d’entrée du Musée*, n° 5286.

5236. Heart as amulet. — Brown porphyry. — Height o m. 0.48 mill. — Purchase. Huber collection.

Eyelet plate on top, unpierced. Incrusted with whitish substance. One horizontal line of incised signs across front:

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4226 (?); *Journal d’entrée du Musée*, n° 5279.

5237. Heart surmounted by human head, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.48 mill.

Eyelet with three incised lines. Roughly formed. Face gilded. Wig, dark blue.

5238. Heart surmounted by human head, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.68 mill. (pl. I).

Eyelet on back of head, now broken off. Hair parts and iris, dark. Necklace, with a winged soul hanging from it. Trace of gilt.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4226.

5239. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.27 mill.

Round top; eyelet plate, unpierced.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4219.

5240. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.19 mill.

Like n° 5239.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4219.

5241. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.23 mill. (pl. I).

Similar to n° 5239.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4219.

(1) See Lepsius, *Todtenbuch*, Cap. xxiv, lines 33 ff. See also n° 5231.
5242. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.23 mill. (pl. 1).

Like n° 5239. Roughly cut.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5219.

5243. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.28 mill.

Square top; eyelet plate, unpierced. Slender; bottom, marked with oblique incised lines.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5219.

5244. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.21 mill.

Round top; eyelet on top with two incised lines.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5219.

5245. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.21 mill.

Round top; eyelet on top. Very roughly cut.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5219.

5246. Heart as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.24 mill.

Square top; eyelet plate, unpierced. Not polished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5219.

5247. Heart as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.23 mill.

Square top; eyelet broken off (?). Back flattened. Front polished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5219.

5248. Heart surmounted by sun's disc, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.28 mill. (pl. 1).

Supporting post behind pierced by hole. Projections on side, the top and the bottom, marked with incised lines. Poor glaze.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5219.
5249. Heart surmounted by sun's disc, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 029 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4219.

5250. Heart as amulet. — Bluish grey fayence. — Height o m. 029 mill.

Square top, surmounted by eyelet with four incised lines. Front and back, just alike marked like n° 5249. Dull glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4219.

5251. Heart as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 022 mill (pl. I).

Square top with eyelet with four incised lines. Bottom marked by vertical incised lines. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4219.

5252. Heart as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 017 mill.

Round top with eyelet.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4219.

5253. Heart as amulet. — Green jasper. — Height o m. 03 cent. (pl. I).

Square top; eyelet plate, unpierced.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4219.

5254. Heart as amulet. — Light green jasper (?). — Height o m. 027 mill.

Square top. No eyelet. Roughly cut.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4219.

5255. Heart as amulet. — Greyish green stone. — Height o m. 021 mill.

Round top; eyelet on top, with three incised lines.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4219.
5256. Heart as amulet. — Greyish yellow stone. — Height o m. 025 mill.

Round top; eyelet plate, unpierced.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4219.

5257. Heart as amulet. — Green and black finely speckled stone. — Height o m. 03 cent.

Round top; eyelet plate, unpierced, with three incised lines on top.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4219.

5258. Heart as amulet. — Hæmatite(?). — Height o m. 024 mill. (pl. I).

Round top; eyelet plate, unpierced, with six incised lines. Projections on side, serrated. Bottom, incised oblique lines. Both sides, alike.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4219.

5259. Heart as amulet. — Gold. — Height o m. 028 mill.

Oblong rectangular top with eyelet. Hollow; back crushed in. Overlaid (?) with gold.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4229.

5260. Heart as amulet. — Gilded wood. — Height o m. 033 mill.

Square top. Neck pierced from side to side by small hole.

5261. Ded-sign as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height o m. 037 mill. (pl. I).

Supporting post up the back, pierced by small hole near top.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4230.

5262. Ded-sign as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 036 mill.

Like n° 5261.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4230.

5263. Ded-sign as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 035 mill.

Like n° 5261.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4230.
5264. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.37 mill.
   Like n° 5261.

5265. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Whitish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.34 mill.
   Like n° 5261.

5266. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.35 mill.
   Like n° 5261.

5267. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Bluish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.34 mill.
   Like n° 5261.

5268. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Bluish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.34 cent. (pl. I).
   Similar to n° 5261, but back post, pierced by small hole. Underside of cross bars marked with vertical incised lines. Blind eyelet on top. Shaft crooked.

5269. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.33 mill.
   Similar to n° 5261. Shaft has very sharp edges.

5270. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Bluish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.35 mill.
   Like n° 5261. Rough.

5271. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.35 mill.
   Like n° 5261.
5272. *DED-sign* as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.39 mill.

Like n° 5261.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4230.

5273. *DED-sign* as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.37 mill.

Like n° 5261.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4230.

5274. *DED-sign* as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.36 mill.

Like n° 5261.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4230.

5275. *DED-sign* as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.36 mill.

Like n° 5261.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4230.

5276. *DED-sign* as amulet. — Light bluish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.34 mill.

Like n° 5261.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4230.

5277. *DED-sign* as amulet. — Whitish fayence. — Height o m. 0.32 mill.

Like n° 5261.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4230.

5278. *DED-sign* as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height o m. 0.3 cent. (pl. 1).

Similar to n° 5268. Basis.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4230.

5279. *DED-sign* as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 1.13 mill. — Saqqarah, January 1859.

Post up back, unpierced. Underside of upper three cross pieces, marked with vertical incised lines. Glaze damaged on one side.


*Catal. du Musée*, n° 5218.
5280. **Ded-sign as amulet.** — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 1.24 mill. — Saqqarah, April 1860.

Similar to n° 5261. Poorly glazed. Back support, unpierced.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4330 (?); *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 16526.

5281. **Ded-sign as amulet.** — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.24 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4220.

5282. **Ded-sign as amulet.** — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.25 mill.

Supporting post behind. Shaft plain. Eyelet on top.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4220.

5283. **Ded-sign as amulet.** — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.24 mill.

Back rough. Front of shaft divided in four parts by three incised horizontal lines. No eyelet. Dull.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4220.

5284. **Ded-sign as amulet.** — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.3 cent.

Like n° 5261, but shaft plain. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4220.

5285. **Ded-sign as amulet.** — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.3 cent.

Like n° 5261. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4220.

5286. **Ded-sign as amulet.** — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.32 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4220.

5287. **Ded-sign as amulet.** — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.29 mill.

Supporting post behind pierced by hole. Blind eyelet above. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4220.
5288. *Ded-sign as amulet.* — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0'33 mill.

Similar to n° 5287, but very well cut.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5289. *Ded-sign as amulet.* — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0'36 mill.

Like n° 5290. Incised lines on top of eyelet. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5290. *Ded-sign as amulet.* — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0'4 cent. (pl. 1).

Both sides alike. Blind eyelet on top. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5291. *Ded-sign as amulet.* — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0'39 mill.

Like n° 5290.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5292. *Ded-sign as amulet.* — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0'41 mill.

Like n° 5261.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5293. *Ded-sign as amulet.* — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0'39 mill.

Like n° 5261.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5294. *Ded-sign as amulet.* — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0'36 mill.

Similar to n° 5268. Projection (blind eyelet?) on top square and plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5295. *Ded-sign as amulet.* — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0'37 mill.

Like n° 5294.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.
5296. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Pale blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.55 mill.

Similar to n° 5278, but no incised lines on underside of lowest cross-bar nor on projection above.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5297. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Purplish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.52 mill. (pl. I).

Front like n° 5268. Back flat. Eyelet, with five incised lines. On top five cross-bars.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5298. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.46 mill.

Similar to n° 5268; no incised lines on underside of lowest cross-bar.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5299. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.43 mill. (pl. I).

Back flat. No projection above. Five cross pieces. Forked line, incised on front of shaft. Pierced, from end to end, lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5300. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.43 mill.

Like n° 5299.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5301. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Yellow limestone. — Height o m. 0.38 mill. (pl I).

Supporting post behind, unpierced. Shaft, in front, crossed by three pairs of incised lines.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5302. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.38 mill.

Rough, with eyelet on top. Shaft plain. Poorly polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4221.

5303. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 0.23 mill.

Like n° 5261. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4221.
5304. *Ded-sign as amulet. —* Carnelian. — Height o m. 0\text{.}32 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4221.

5305. *Ded-sign as amulet. —* Carnelian. — Height o m. 0\text{.}32 mill.

Supporting post behind, unpierced. Three incised lines across middle of shaft. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4220.

5306. *Ded-sign as amulet. —* Carnelian. — Height o m. 0\text{.}27 mill.

Both faces alike. Eyelet, with three incised lines, on top. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4221.

5307. *Ded-sign as amulet. —* Carnelian. — Height o m. 0\text{.}27 mill.

Rough supporting post behind, pierced. Blind eyelet with two incised lines, on top. Three incised lines across middle of shaft. Highly polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4221.

5308. *Ded-sign as amulet. —* Carnelian. — Height o m. 0\text{.}26 mill.

Supporting post behind, pierced. Shaft plain. Polished poorly.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4221.

5309. *Ded-sign as amulet. —* Carnelian. — Height o m. 0\text{.}27 mill.

Rough, flottish back. Dull finish.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4221.

5310. *Ded-sign as amulet. —* Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0\text{.}39 mill.

(pl. 1).

Supporting post up the back, unpierced. Foot projects forward and also the top of post. Basis. Roughly formed; poorly glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4216.

5311. *Ded-sign as amulet. —* Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0\text{.}42 mill.

Like n° 5310. Somewhat broader.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4216.
5312. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 036 mill.

Like n° 5310. Somewhat broader.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h4916.

5313. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 041 mill.

Like n° 5310.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h4916.

5314. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 169 mill. — Saqqarah, February 1861. Pit of « Taho, son of Ahmon ».

Similar to n° 5261; top like n° 5310. Supporting post, thin, unpierced.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h229; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 15063 (?).


Similar to n° 5261. Thin supporting post, unpierced. Five narrow bands across shaft.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h315; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 8102.


Similar to n° 5315. Shaft more angular.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h315; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 4956.

5317. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height 0 m. 08 cent. — Saqqarah, July 1861 (pl. 1).

Similar to n° 5315. Top different. Brown stain around base.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h315; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 15605.

5318. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 15 cent. — Purchase. Huber collection.

Like n° 5294. No hole through post.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h215; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 4955.
5319. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height 0 m. 1 02 mill.

Like n° 5315.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4215.

5320. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Light greenish fayence. — Height 0 m. 0 96 mill.

Like n° 5315.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4215.

5321. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Greenish fayence. — Height 0 m. 0 94 mill.

Like n° 5315. Stained brown.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4215.

5322. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 1 1 cent.

(*pl. I).*

Projection on top, very high. Supporting post behind, unpierced. Shaft, marked with short incised lines, like the bark of a tree. Basis.

5323. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 0 8 cent. — Saqqarah, January 1859.

Like n° 5310. Incised vertical lines on underside of upper three cross-bars. Poorly glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4223; *Journal d’entrée du Musée*, n° 3 539.

5324. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 0 88 mill. — Abydos (written on back).

Atf crown on top. Eyelid, behind. Roughly formed; poorly glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4223; *Journal d’entrée du Musée*, n° 28341 (?).

5325. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 0 95 mill.

(*pl. I).*

Atf crown on top. Isis on right, Nephthys on left, standing, holding to ded-sign. Front of shaft ornamented with rings and groups of narrow bands. Top of crown broken off. Glaze, much damaged.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4223.
5326. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Green fayence. — Height 0 m. 11 cent.

Similar to n° 5315. Left side of lowest cross-bar broken off. Stained brown.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 1546.

5327. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 097 mill.

Similar to n° 5317.

5328. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Brownish grey fayence. — Height 0 m. 113 mill.

Similar to n° 5317. Glaze sprung open in front.

5329. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 10 cent.

Similar to n° 5315. Dirty.

5330. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 11 cent.

Similar to n° 5315. Rather flat.

5331. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 115 mill.

(pl. I).

Similar to n° 5315, exactly like n° 5330.

5332. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 109 mill.

Like n° 5330.

5333. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 098 mill.

— Saqqarah, January 1859.

Similar to n° 5315.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 3538.

5334. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 115 mill.

Similar to n° 5315.

5335. *Ded*-sign as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 087 mill.

(pl. I).

Somewhat like n° 5315.
5336. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 1 0 2 mill.

Similar to n° 5317. Underside of upper three bars marked with incised vertical lines. Left end of uppermost bar broken off. Crooked.

5337. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Green fayence. — Height o m. 1 0 cent. — Saqqarah, August 1892 (pl. I).

Rectangular block on top. Five cross-bars; intervening space marked by incised vertical lines. Three bands around shaft. Both sides alike.

5338. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 0 6 1 mill.

General form like n° 5316. Post behind pierced. Underside of upper three bars, incised vertical lines. No rings or bands around shaft. Top low.

5339. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Bluish green fayence. — Height o m. 0 7 5 mill. (pl. I).

Supporting shaft behind, pierced by hole. Front of shaft curved; back flat.

5340. *Ded-sign* as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0 9 9 mill. — Gizeh, Pyramids.

Similar to n° 5378 with uraeus crown on top. Post behind, unpierced. Exquisitely formed. End of left horn of crown, broken off. Black stains.  

Bibl.: *Journal d’entrée du Musée*, n° 30836.

5341. Double *ded-sign* as amulet. — Greyish fayence with blue spots. — Height o m. 0 4 cent. — Saqqarah (1), January 1860.

Side by side, each similar to n° 5399 in front, but with slight elevation on top and three bands across front of shaft just below cross-bar. Back flat. Each pierced lengthwise. Cut out between the shafts which join only at base. Glaze uneven.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4328; *Journal d’entrée du Musée*, n° 6617.

5342. Double *ded-sign* as amulet. — Greyish fayence with one or two blue spots. — Height o m. 0 4 cent. — Saqqarah, January 1860.

Like n° 5341.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4328; *Journal d’entrée du Musée*, n° 6618.

(1) N° 5341-5345 and 5378-5381 are from same date and place.  
Catal. du Musée, n° 5218.
5343. Double ded-sign as amulet. — Greyish fayence. — Height o m. 0.4 cent. — Saqqarah, January 1860.

Like n° 5344.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4228; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6619.

5344. Double ded-sign as amulet. — Light brownish fayence. — Height o m. 0.41 mill. — Saqqarah, January 1860.

Like n° 5344.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4228; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6620.

5345. Double ded-sign as amulet. — Light brown fayence. — Height o m. 0.4 cent. — Saqqarah, January 1860.

Like n° 5344.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4228; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6621.

5346. Double ded-sign as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.25 mill.

Front like n° 5344, but poorly made, rounded. Pierced like n° 5344. Back flat.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4223.

5347. Knot as amulet. — Reddish brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.45 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4216.

5348. Knot as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.5 cent. — Huber collection.

Eyelet on top. Back unmarked, flat. Center of top loop, cut out. One line, vertical, roughly scratched:

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5274.

5349. Knot as amulet. — Greenish and brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.52 mill. — Saqqarah, December 1858 (pl. 1).

Eyelet on top. Back, plain. Center of top loop inlaid with green stone.

5350. **Knot as amulet.** — Greenish and brown jasper. — Height 0 m. 055 mill. — Saqqarah, December 1858.

Like n° 5349, except that loop on top is cut out in center.

_Bibl._: *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 3156.

5351. **Knot as amulet (a).** — Blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 046 mill. (pl. 1).

Back plain. Pierced from end to end by small hole.

5352. **Knot as amulet.** — Red and green paste. — Height 0 m. 056 mill. — Purchase. Huber collection.

Eyelet on top. Front somewhat like n° 5351. Back plain with one vertical line, roughly scratched: [drawing]. Red paste with green surface.

_Bibl._: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 6216; *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 5376.

5353. **Knot as amulet.** — Red paste with green surface. — Height 0 m. 049 mill. — Saqqarah, January 1859.

Eyelet on top. Center of top loop, cut out. Few rough lines on front. Back plain.

_Bibl._: *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 4500.

5354. **Knot as amulet.** — Carnelian. — Height 0 m. 051 mill. (pl. 1).

Eyelet on top. Center of top loop, cut out. Both sides alike; polished.

_Bibl._: *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 756.

5355. **Knot as amulet.** — Red paste. — Height 0 m. 065 mill.

Eyelet on top. Center of top loop, cut out. Back, flat with one rough line as follows.

5356. **Knot as amulet.** — Reddish brown glass. — Height 0 m. 057 mill.

5357. Knot as amulet. — Reddish brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.75 mill. — Saqqarah\(^{(1)}\), March 1862. Tomb of Beki.

Similar to n° 5355. On back, four and one half lines of roughly scratched signs:

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 19144.

5358. Knot as amulet. — Reddish brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.55 mill.


5359. Knot as amulet. — Reddish brown glass. — Height o m. 0.41 mill. (pl. I).

Very roughly made (a). Back left rough. Pierced from side to side by irregular hole. Unpolished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4214.

5360. Knot as amulet. — Reddish brown glass. — Height o m. 0.41 mill.

Like n° 5359.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4214.

5361. Knot as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.26 mill. (pl. I).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4217.

5362. Knot as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.25 mill.

Like n° 5361.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4217.

5363. Knot as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.23 mill.

Like n° 5361.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4218.

\(^{(1)}\) From same tomb, n° 5483, 5423, 19019.

\(^{(2)}\) See Lexies, Todesbuch, Cap. clxi.
5364. Knot as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.23 mill. (pl. 1).

Similar to n° 5361 with three more lines on front.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4217.

5365. Knot as amulet. — Pinkish jasper (?). — Height o m. 0.21 mill.

Similar to n° 5361 but plain. Edges broken.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4217.

5366. Knot as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.25 mill.

Like n° 5364 but without the line up the middle. Real eyelet on top.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4217.

5367. Knot as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.24 mill. (pl. 1).

Eyelet on top. Both sides alike.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4217.

5368. Knot as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.21 mill. (pl. 1).

Blind eyelet on top, crossed by three incised lines. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4217.

5369. Knot as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.22 mill. (pl. 1).

Eyelet on top, crossed by three incised lines. Front plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4218.

5370. Knot as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Height o m. 0.24 mill. (pl. 1).

Eyelet on top, crossed by three incised lines. Line up the front.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4217.

5371. Knot as amulet. — Light blue faience. — Height o m. 0.22 mill. (pl. 1).

Supporting post behind, pierced by small hole. Poor glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4218.
5372. Knot as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.22 mill.

Like n° 5371.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4218.

5373. Knot as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.3 cent.

Like n° 5371.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4218.

5374. Knot as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.22 mill.

Like n° 5371.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4218.

5375. Knot as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.18 mill. (pl. 1).

Very bright glaze. Back, plain. Small hole from side to side through the top loop.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4223.

5376. Knot as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.33 mill. (pl. 1).

Eyelet on top. Back, plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4223.

5377. Knot as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.34 mill.

Like n° 5376.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4223.

5378. Double knot as amulet. — Light greenish fayence. — Height o m. 0.4 cent.

— Saqqarah, January 1860 (1) (pl. 1).

Side by side. Poorly glazed and colored. Each one pierced from end to end. Back, plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4227; *Journal d’entrée du Musée*, n° 6623.

5379. Double knot as amulet. — Light greenish fayence. — Height o m. 0.4 cent.

— Saqqarah, January 1860 (1).

Like n° 5378, exactly.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4227; *Journal d’entrée du Musée*, n° 6623.

(1) See n° 5371.
5380. **Double knot as amulet. — Light greenish fayence. — Height o m. 0.38 mill.**
— Saqqarrah, January 1860 (1).

Like n° 5378. Lines deeper and rougher.

*Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4297; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6634.*

5381. **Double knot as amulet. — Light greenish fayence. — Height o m. 0.39 mill.**
— Saqqarrah, January 1860 (1).

Exactly like n° 5380.

*Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4297; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6625.*

5382. **Double knot as amulet. — Blue-green fayence. — Height o m. 0.34 mill.**
— Huber collection (1) (pl. II).

Pierced like n° 5378. Name of [image].

On back three horizontal and two vertical lines:

*Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4293; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5232.*

5383. **Double knot as amulet. — Blue-green fayence. — Height o m. 0.32 mill.**
— Huber collection (1).

Just like n° 5382.

*Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4293; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5233.*

5384. **Double knot as amulet. — Blue-green fayence. — Height o m. 0.31 mill.**
— Huber collection (3).

Just like n° 5382.

*Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4297; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5234.*

5385. **Double knot as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.27 mill.**
— Saqqarrah, April 1860 (pl. II).

Part of necklace. Two eyelets on each side. Back, plain.

*Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 10150.*

(1) N° 5382-5384 belong to the same person.
(2) Extract from Book of the Dead in corrupt form, cf. Lavees, Totenbuch, Cap. vi.
(3) See n° 5382.
5386. Group of two knots and one "ded"-sign as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 019 mill.

Joined together forming square plate with plain back. Two eyelets on each side, one of them red and one broken off. Part of a necklace. The eyelets are separate beads, fused on.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4229.

5387. Group of two knots and one "ded"-sign as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 019 mill.

Like n° 5386. Two red eyelets, one broken off. Where the red eyelets are fused on, the glaze is purple.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4229.

5388. Group like n° 5386.—Light greenish blue fayence.—Height 0 m. 019 mill.

No red eyelets. Three eyelets broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4229.

5389. Group like n° 5386.—Light greenish blue fayence.—Height 0 m. 019 mill.

No red eyelets. Three eyelets broken.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4229.

5390. Group like n° 5386.—Light greenish blue fayence.—Height 0 m. 019 mill.

No red eyelets. One eyelet broken.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4229.

5391. Group like n° 5386.—Purple fayence.—Height 0 m. 019 mill.

Light blue eyelets, broken.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4229.

5392. Group like n° 5386.—Purple fayence.—Height 0 m. 019 mill.

Light blue eyelets, broken.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4229.
5393. Group like n° 5386. — Purple faience. — Height 0 m. 019 mill.

Light blue eyelets, three broken.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4229.

5394. Papyrus column (w;|sign) as amulet. — Bright light blue faience. — Height 0 m. 075 mill. (pl. II).

Single column with open capital. Large eyelet on top, crossed by four incised lines.
Bands around neck.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4115.

5395. Papyrus column (w;|sign) as amulet. — Light blue faience. — Height 0 m. 065 mill. — Gizeh Pyramids, 1884.

Like n° 5394.
Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25690.

5396. Papyrus column (w;|sign) as amulet. — Light blue faience. — Height 0 m. 063 mill.

Like n° 5394. Poorly glazed.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4123.

5397. Papyrus column (w;|sign) as amulet. — Pale bluish green faience. — Height 0 m. 072 mill. (pl. II).

Somewhat like n° 5394. Eyelet plain. Leaves around base more elaborate.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4123.

5398. Papyrus column (w;|sign) as amulet. — Light blue faience. — Height 0 m. 066 mill. (pl. II).

Somewhat like n° 5394.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4115.

5399. Papyrus column (w;|sign) as amulet. — Light blue faience. — Height 0 m. 068 mill.

Like n° 5394 (base like n° 5398).
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4115.
Catal. du Musée, n° 5318.
5400. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.72 mill. (pl. II).

Somewhat like n° 5394.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4115.

5401. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.76 mill.

Similar to n° 5400, not so well made. Incised lines rougher.

5402. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Pale bluish fayence. — Height o m. 0.7 cent.

General form like n° 5394. Eyelet with incised lines, but capital, stem and base, plain.
Black specks.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4117.

5403. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height o m. 0.63 mill. — Abusir.

Similar to n° 5398 but much more finely executed.
Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 29371.

5404. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.68 mill.

Like n° 5402 (plain).
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4123.

5405. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Pale green fayence. — Height o m. 0.78 mill.

Like n° 5398 but with the base plain.

5406. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Pale bluish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.63 mill.

5407. Papyrus column (\(\text{\textit{w'd}}\)-sign) as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 069 mill.

Like n° 53g9. Technique like n° 5403.


5408. Papyrus column (\(\text{\textit{w'd}}\)-sign) as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 078 mill.

Like n° 53g4.


5409. Papyrus column (\(\text{\textit{w'd}}\)-sign) as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 068 mill. (pl. II).

About like n° 53g4. Eyelet, plain. Top more spreading.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4123.

5410. Papyrus column (\(\text{\textit{w'd}}\)-sign) as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 057 mill.

About like n° 53g0. Dirty.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4123.

5411. Papyrus column (\(\text{\textit{w'd}}\)-sign) as amulet. — Pale greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 058 mill.

Like n° 53g4 but with base, plain. Glaze, very poor.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4123.

5412. Papyrus column (\(\text{\textit{w'd}}\)-sign) as amulet. — Greenish black fayence. — Height 0 m. 05 cent.

Eyelet on top. Quite plain.

5413. Papyrus column (\(\text{\textit{w'd}}\)-sign) as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 058 mill. (pl. II).

Similar to n° 53g4.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4123.
5414. Papyrus column (m'd-sign) as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0'46 mill.

About like n° 53g4.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4123.

5415. Papyrus column (m'd-sign) as amulet. — Pale blue fayence. — Height o m. 0'45 mill.

Similar to n° 53g8.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4123.

5416. Papyrus column (m'd-sign) as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 0'41 mill.

Similar to n° 5402.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4123.

5417. Papyrus column (m'd-sign) as amulet. — Pale greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 0'43 mill.

Like n° 53g4. Roughly made, poorly glazed.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4120.

5418. Papyrus column (m'd-sign) as amulet. — Pale bluish green fayence. — Height o m. 0'45 mill.

Like n° 53g4.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4120.

5419. Papyrus column (m'd-sign) as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0'39 mill. (pl. II).

Back flat. Pierced from end to end.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4120.

5420. Papyrus column (m'd-sign) as amulet. — Blue glass. — Height o m. 0'52 mill.

Both sides flattened. Metal (bronze?) eyelet, gilded. Broad ring of gilt around neck. Otherwise plain (no leaves).
5421. Papyrus column (w恒大-sig) as amulet. — Greenish blue feldspar. — Height 0 m. 058 mill. — Huber collection.

Both sides slightly flattened. Quite plain. Of two pieces joined at base of capital.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4117; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5219.

5422. Papyrus column (w恒大-sig) as amulet. — Greenish blue feldspar. — Height 0 m. 07 cent. (pl. II).

Capital flattened on both sides. Eyelet on top. Of two pieces joined by bronze peg. Shaft of darker stone. One vertical line of roughly scratched signs on front of shaft.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 5115.

5423. Papyrus column (w恒大-sig) as amulet. — Bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 056 mill. — Saqqarah [1], March 1862. Tomb of Beki.

Eyelet on top, with three incised lines. Back flat. Front, leaves and bands like n° 5398. Inscription, front:

$$\text{[Illustration: Inscription, front]}$$

Back, two vertical lines of incised signs:

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4117; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 19146.

5424. Papyrus column (w恒大-sig) as amulet. — Greenish grey stone. — Height 0 m. 072 mill.

Eyelet on top. Front plain. Back, flat with two lines (vertical) of signs:

$$\text{[Illustration: Inscription, back]}$$

[1] From same tomb, n° 5683; 5557; 13019.


5425. Papyrus column (\(\mu\delta\)-sign) as amulet. — Greyish black. — Height o m. 0·5 cent.

Eyelet on top. Front plain, except for bands around shaft. Back, one vertical line of roughly scratched signs:

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4123.

5426. Papyrus column (\(\mu\delta\)-sign) as amulet. — Greenish blue feldspath. — Height o m. 0·48 mill. — Saqqarah, January 1859.

Eyelet on top. Leaves, in incised lines, around capital and base. Two bands around shaft. One vertical line on front of shaft. Flattened on both sides.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 4106.

5427. Papyrus column (\(\mu\delta\)-sign) as amulet. — Dull bluish green glass. — Height o m. 0·53 mill.

Flattened on both sides. Quite plain. Eyelet on top.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4120.

5428. Papyrus column (\(\mu\delta\)-sign) as amulet\(^{(1)}\). — Haematite. — Height o m. 0·4 cent.

Eyelet on top. Plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5429. Papyrus column (\(\mu\delta\)-sign) as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 0·38 mill.

Eyelet on top. Plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5430. Papyrus column (\(\mu\delta\)-sign) as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 0·33 mill.

Like n° 5428.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

\(^{(1)}\) See also n° 5425:5425.
5431. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 03 cent.

Eyelet on top, with three incised lines. Best plain.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5432. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 02 4 mill.

Like n° 5429.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5433. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 02 3 mill.

Blind eyelet on top. Very roughly made.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5434. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 03 cent.

Eyelet on top. Bands around top of shaft.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5435. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 02 8 mill.

Like n° 5434.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5436. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 03 1 mill.

Like n° 5434.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5437. Papyrus column (w'd-sign) as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 02 9 mill.

Like n° 5434.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.
5438. Tablet with papyrus column (\(\psi\delta\)-sign), as amulet. — Greenish blue feldspath. — Height 0 m. 0.25 mill.

Front of tablet slightly curved. Papyrus column (\(\psi\delta\)-sign) incised. Eyelet on top. Back plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4942.

5439. Tablet with papyrus column (\(\psi\delta\)-sign), as amulet. — Greenish blue feldspath. — Height 0 m. 0.22 mill.

Like n° 5438. Eyelet with incised lines.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4942.

5440. Tablet with papyrus column (\(\psi\delta\)-sign), as amulet. — Greenish blue feldspath. — Height 0 m. 0.26 mill.

Tablet like n° 5438. Eyelet on top, with incised lines. Papyrus column, in relief, plain except for bands across the top of shaft.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4943.

5441. Tablet with papyrus column (\(\psi\delta\)-sign), as amulet. — Greenish brown feldspath. — Height 0 m. 0.28 mill.

Long narrow tablet with eyelet (incised lines). Papyrus column, rough, in relief.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4943.

5442. Tablet with two papyrus column (\(\psi\delta\)-sign), as amulet. — Pale green feldspath. — Height 0 m. 0.28 mill.

Tablet like n° 5441 with blind eyelet. Papyrus columns very roughly cut in relief side by side.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4923.

5443. Tablet with papyrus column (\(\psi\delta\)-sign), as amulet. — Pale greenish feldspath. — Height 0 m. 0.28 mill.

Like n° 5441.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4923.
5444. Tablet with papyrus column (wld-sign), as amulet. — Bluish green feldspath. — Height o m. 03 cent.

Like n° 5441, but still more roughly cut.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4923.

5445. Tablet with papyrus column (wld-sign), as amulet. — Greenish blue feldspath. — Height o m. 025 mill.

Tablet nearly square; otherwise like n° 5441.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4923.

5446. Tablet with papyrus column (wld-sign), as amulet. — Height o m. 033 mill.

Blind eyelet; otherwise nearly like n° 5441.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4923.

5447. Tablet with papyrus column (wld-sign), as amulet. — White and pale blue feldspath. — Height o m. 035 mill.

Tablet like n° 5446, blind eyelet with three incised lines. Papyrus column, in relief, roughly cut, with three bands across top of shaft.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4923.

5448. Serpent's head as amulet (a). — Carnelian. — Length o m. 04 cent. (pl. II).

Eyelet on upper end. Roughly cut. Unpolished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5449. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 03 cent.

Like n° 5448. Dull polish.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5450. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 032 mill. (pl. II).

Like n° 5448. Polished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

Catal. du Musée, n° 5318.
5451. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 03'4 mill. (pl. II).

Like n° 54448, but with blind eyelet. Polished.

Bibli: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5452. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 04 cent.

Like n° 5451.

Bibli: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5453. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 026 mill. (pl. II).

Like n° 54448. Highly polished. Eyelet broken.

Bibli: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5454. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 03'4 mill. (pl. II).

Blind eyelet on upper end. Head not raised. Traces of gilding. Hole through end next to blind eyelet.

Bibli: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5455. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 04 cent.

Like n° 5454; eyelet on upper end. Polished.

Bibli: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5456. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 03 cent.

Something like n° 5454 but very rough. Eyelet blind.

Bibli: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5457. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 029 mill.

About like n° 5454; eyelet on upper end. Polished. Eyelet crossed by two incised lines.

Bibli: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.
5458. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 034 mill.

Like n° 5454; eyelet on upper end. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5459. Serpent's head as amulet. — Light colored carnelian. — Length 0 m. 025 mill.

Like n° 5458.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5460. Serpent's head as amulet. — Light colored carnelian. — Length 0 m. 019 mill.

Like n° 5458: blind eyelet.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5461. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 023 mill.

Like n° 5458.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5462. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 021 mill.

Like n° 5458.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5463. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 029 mill.

Like n° 5458. Slender.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5464. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 023 mill.

Like n° 5458. Slender.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5465. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 026 mill.

Like n° 5458. Very slender.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.
5466. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 034 mill.

Like n° 5458.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5467. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 024 mill. (pl. II).

Similar to n° 5448. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5468. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 03 cent.

Similar to n° 5450.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5469. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 031 mill. (pl. II).

Blind eyelet.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5470. Serpent as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 024 mill.

About like n° 5450.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5471. Serpent as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 035 mill.

About like n° 5450. Short and thick.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5472. Serpent as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 024 mill.

Similar to n° 5469.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5473. Serpent as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 03 cent. (pl. II).

Very roughly cut. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.
5474. Serpent as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.29 mill. (pl. II).

Blind eyelet. Unpolished.

Bill. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5475. Serpent as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.29 mill.

Like n° 5478.

Bill. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5476. Serpent as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.27 mill.

Like n° 5473. Unpolished.

Bill. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4195.

5477. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.38 mill. (pl. II).


Bill. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4241.

5478. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.44 mill. — Gurnah, 1896 (pl. II).

Back end set into piece of gilded wood, pierced from side to side by a small hole. Polished.

Bill. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 31543.

5479. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.45 mill. (pl. II).

Back crossed by seven incised lines. Eyes inlaid, amethyst set in gold rim. Setting lost out of one eye. Polished.

Bill. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4241.

5480. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.57 mill. (pl. II).

Rim of eyes deeply incised, leaving center raised. Hole through upper end. Polished.

Bill. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4241.
5481. Serpent's head as amulet. — Ivory. — Length o m. 055 mill.

Eyes similar to n° 5480; centers broken out. One vertical line of roughly scratched signs on back : \[\text{[image of signs]}\]. Eyelet on end.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h241.

5482. Serpent's head as amulet. — Ivory. — Length o m. 059 mill.

Eyes only indicated. Otherwise about like n° 5480.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h241.

5483. Serpent's head as amulet. — Brownish red jasper. — Length o m. 057 mill. — Saqqarah \(^{(0)}\), March 1862. Tomb of Beki.

Eyes, two holes which meet inside the head, originally inlaid. Otherwise, about like n° 5480. Two lines, vertical, of roughly scratched signs on throat :

\[\text{[image of signs]}\]

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h241; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 19142.

5484. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 052 mill. — Saqqarah, March 1862.

Roughly cut, and polished. Hole through back end. One vertical line, on back of roughly scratched signs :

\[\text{[image of signs]}\]

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h241; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 19142.

5485. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 056 mill.

About like n° 5479. Amethyst eyes set in whitish oxdized substance. One vertical line on throat roughly scratched :

\[\text{[image of signs]}\]

Back end inclosed in sort of yellowish plaster and pierced by a hole.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h241.

\(^{(0)}\) From the same tomb, n°° 5423, 5357, 12019.
5486. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 065 mill.

Eyes, small white heads set in, one of them lost out. One vertical line on back and one on throat:

Back end, like that of n° 5485.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5481.

5487. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 055 mill.

Eyes, not indicated. Roughly cut. Otherwise about like n° 5480.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6261.

5488. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 057 mill.

About like n° 5480; eyes not so deeply incised.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6261; Journal d'entrée du Musée (4 figures).

5489. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 042 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6261.

5490. Serpent's head as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 043 mill.

Similar to n° 5480. Rims of eyes, of gold; setting lost out. Back end dressed down to receive plaster like n° 5485.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6261.

5491. Serpent's head as amulet. — Red carnelian, opaque. — Length 0 m. 047 mill. — Saqqarah, December 1879 (pl. II).

Throat flat. Polished. On back, one line of roughly scratched signs:

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6261; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 5793.

5492. Serpent’s head as amulet. — Ivory. — Length 0 m. 044 mill.

Roughly cut.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6261.
5493. Papyrus column ( testData-sign ), as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.25 mill.

Plain. Blind eyelet on top.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4203. See n° 5394.

5494. Papyrus column ( testData-sign ), as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.21 mill.

Plain. Eyelet on top crossed by two incised lines.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4203.

5495. Papyrus column ( testData-sign ), as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.17 mill.

Plain. Roughly cut. No eyelet.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4203.

5496. Amon’s testData feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height o m. 0.32 mill. (pl. II).

Plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238.

5497. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height o m. 0.27 mill. (pl. II).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5498. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — White limestone. — Height o m. 0.24 mill. (pl. II).

Plain. Blind eyelet on back. Top pierced from front to back.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5499. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height o m. 0.33 mill. (pl. II).

Back plain. Front, slanting incised lines. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4079.

 testData Or rather the sign psi-lf; vgl. Steindorff, Grab der Mentu-hosep, p. 24, n° 57.
5500. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height 0 m. 041 mill. (pl. II).

Plain. Low lump on back. Hole through top. Unpolished.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5501. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height 0 m. 021 mill.

About like n° 5496, without the middle line. Large eyelet behind. Polished.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5502. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Yellowish glass. — Height 0 m. 024 mill. (pl. II).

Similar to n° 5500. Incised line across front and one across back.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5503. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height 0 m. 017 mill.

Like n° 5501, but much more rudely cut.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5504. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Dark glass (?). — Height 0 m. 026 mill. (pl. II).

Supporting post up the back, with traces of plaster in the corners. Unpolished.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5505. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height 0 m. 026 mill. (pl. II).

Three lines across back. Hole through top. Polished.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5506. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Carnelian (?). — Height 0 m. 022 mill.

About like n° 5505, without the hole. Several lines across front, like n° 5504.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5507. Amon's feathers as amulet. — White limestone. — Height 0 m. 027 mill.

About like n° 5498, without the hole.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

CataI. du Musée, n° 5918.
5508. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height 0 m. 025 mill.
About like n° 5496. Unpolished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5509. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height 0 m. 023 mill.
About like n° 5496. Unpolished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5510. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height 0 m. 018 mill. (pl. II).
Blind eyelet behind. Unpolished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4238. See n° 5496, note 1.

5511. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — Hard grey black stone. — Height 0 m. 059 mill.
Both sides alike. Like n° 5502, without the lines across front. Polished. See n° 5496, note 1.

5512. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height 0 m. 025 mill.
Eyelet behind. Otherwise about like n° 5496. Smoothed.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4079. See n° 5496, note 1.

5513. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — Dark glass. — Height 0 m. 029 mill.
Eyelet behind. Otherwise about like n° 5502 with art lines across front. Polished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4079. See n° 5496, note 1.

5514. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height 0 m. 026 mill.
Rough supporting post up the back. Otherwise like n° 5498. Unpolished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4079. See n° 5496, note 1.

5515. Amon’s feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height 0 m. 029 mill.
Like n° 5512, but more slender.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4079. See n° 5496, note 1.
5516. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height o m. 027 mill.
Rough post behind. Otherwise like n° 5502, without incised lines across front.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4070. See n° 5496.

5517. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height o m. 026 mill.
Eyelet behind. Otherwise about like n° 5496.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4070. See n° 5496.

5518. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Dark glass. — Height o m. 028 mill.
About like n° 5516, but better cut.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4070. See n° 5496.

5519. Amon's feathers with horns as amulet. — Black glass (jet). — Height o m. 033 mill. (pl. II).
Polished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4067.

5520. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height o m. 032 mill.
Blind eyelet behind. Otherwise like n° 5496. Polished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4070.

5521. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Dark stone. — Height o m. 034 mill. (pl. II).
Back plain. Unpolished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4070.

5522. Amon's crown as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 015 mill. (pl. II).
Eyelet on top, broken off. Roughly made. Well glazed.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6238.

5523. Amon's feathers as amulet. — Dark stone. — Height o m. 02 cent.
About like n° 5496. Rough and unpolished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4180.
5524. Double feathers as amulet. — Dark greenish stone. — Height 0 m. 023 mill. (pl. II).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4180.

5525. Double feathers as amulet. — Dark yellowish stone. — Height 0 m. 021 mill.

Like n° 5524.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4180.

5526. Double feathers as amulet. — Hæmatite (?). — Height 0 m. 019 mill.

Like n° 5524.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4180.

5527. Double feathers as amulet. — Slate. — Height 0 m. 026 mill.

Even more rudely formed than n° 5524.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4240.

5528. Double feathers as amulet. — Dark yellow limestone. — Height 0 m. 026 mill.

Like n° 5524.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4240.

5529. Double feathers as amulet. — Dark yellowish stone. — Height 0 m. 028 mill.

Like n° 5524.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4240.

5530. Double feathers as amulet. — Feldspath. — Height 0 m. 02 cent.

Like n° 5524. Thick.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4240.

5531. Double feathers as amulet. — Feldspath. — Height 0 m. 019 mill.

Like n° 5524.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4180.
5532. Double feathers as amulet. — Height 0 m. 03 cent. (pl. II).

Main rib of each feather in relief. Supporting post up the back.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4054.

5533. Double feathers as amulet. — Feldspath. — Height 0 m. 03 cent. (pl. II).

Plain. Supporting post up the back.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4054.

5534. Double feathers as amulet. — Green and yellow mottled stone. —

Height 0 m. 025 mill.

Plain like n° 5533, middle line not continued to the bottom. Long blind eyelet on back.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4180.

5535. Double feathers as amulet. — Dull green stone. — Height 0 m. 027 mill.

Back flat. Otherwise like n° 5533.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4054.

5536. Double feathers as amulet. — Speckled green stone. — Height

0 m. 025 mill.

Like n° 5534. Blind eyelet behind.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4180.

5537. Double feathers as amulet. — Speckled green stone. — Height

0 m. 029 mill.

Like n° 5536.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4054.

5538. Double feathers as amulet. — Speckled green stone. — Height

0 m. 03 cent.

Like n° 5536, eyelet pierced. Stained.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4240.
5539. Double feathers as amulet. — Speckled green stone. — Height o m. 0.32 mill.

Like n° 5533, but with eyelet instead of post behind.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5053.

5540. Double feathers as amulet. — Speckled green stone. — Height o m. 0.28 mill.

Like n° 5533, but middle line in front not exactly in middle. Hole through top from front to back.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5054.

5541. Double feathers as amulet. — Speckled green stone. — Height o m. 0.24 mill.

Like n° 5539; eyelet crossed by three incised lines.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5054.

5542. Double feathers as amulet. — Finely speckled green stone. — Height o m. 0.32 mill. (pl. II).

About like n° 5533. Post pierced by hole near top.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5054.

5543. Double feathers as amulet. — Finely speckled green stone. — Height o m. 0.27 mill.

Like n° 5524, with eyelet behind.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5054.

5544. Double feathers as amulet. — Speckled green stone. — Height o m. 0.27 mill.

Like n° 5533. Blind eyelet instead of post behind.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5054.

5545. Double feathers as amulet. — Speckled green stone. — Height o m. 0.29 mill.

Like n° 5524.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5054.
5546. Double feathers as amulet. — Green and white mottled stone. — Height o m. o29 mill.

Like n° 5533. Post lower.

BIBL.: MASPERO, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4240.

5547. Double feathers as amulet. — Light colored stone, with net of fine blue veins. — Height o m. o32 mill. (pl. II).

Both sides alike.

BIBL.: MASPERO, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4054.

5548. Double feathers as amulet. — Yellow limestone. — Height o m. o17 mill.

Like n° 5524, with a line up the middle of each feather.

BIBL.: MASPERO, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4180.

5549. Double feathers as amulet. — Yellow limestone. — Height o m. o22 mill.

Front like n° 5532. Back flat with incised line up the middle.

BIBL.: MASPERO, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4180.

5550. Double* feathers as amulet. — Black glass. — Height o m. o26 mill.

Like n° 5524 with rough post up the back. Smoothed.

BIBL.: MASPERO, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4180.

5551. Sign 'pr (9), as amulet. — Black and yellow mottled hard stone. — Height o m. o26 mill. (pl. III).

Blind eyelet on top. Marked with incised lines (a). Back flat and plain.

BIBL.: MASPERO, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4339.

5552. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Black speckled granite. — Height o m. o26 mill. (pl. III).

Blind eyelet above. Marked with incised lines (a). Back flat and plain.

BIBL.: MASPERO, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

* See also n° 5689 ff.

(9) See also n° 5590.
5553. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Black speckled granite. — Height o m. o 2 g mill.

Similar to n° 5552; only three lines across front and only two vertical lines at top.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5554. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard grey and black mottled stone. — Height o m. o 3 7 mill. (pl. III).

Eyelet above. Seven pair of incised lines across front. Back slightly rounded and plain. Polished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5555. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard grey and black mottled stone. — Height o m. o 3 cent. (pl. III).


Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5556. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard grey stone. — Height o m. o 2 8 mill. (pl. III).

Blind eyelet above. Front rounded; back flat and plain. Smoothened.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5557. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard black and green mottled stone. — Height o m. o 2 5 mill. (pl. III).

Blind eyelet above. Front rounded; back flat and plain. Smoothened.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5558. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Black and white mottled stone (hard). — Height o m. o 1 8 mill. (pl. III).


Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5559. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard black and grey stone. — Height o m. o 2 5 mill. (pl. III).


Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.
5560. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard black and grey stone. — Height 0 m. 0.24 mill.

Eyelet above. About like n° 5559.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4239.

5561. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard black and grey stone. — Height 0 m. 0.33 mill.

Eyelet above. About like n° 5559.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4239.

5562. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard black and grey stone. — Height 0 m. 0.23 mill.

About like n° 5559. Incised lines across base.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4239.

5563. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard black and grey stone. — Height 0 m. 0.21 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4239.

5564. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard black and grey stone. — Height 0 m. 0.21 mill.

About like n° 5559, without the indentations on bottom.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4239.

5565. Sign 'pr, as amulet. — Hard black and grey stone. — Height 0 m. 0.26 mill.

About like n° 5559, with incised lines on blind eyelet, and without indentations on bottom. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4239.

5566. N't-sign as amulet. — Height 0 m. 0.23 mill. (pl. III).

Sides rounded but also flattened. Marked with incised lines. Both sides alike.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4239.

*Catal. du Musée*, n° 5918.
5567. Nt-sign as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 017 mill.

About like n° 5566. Only one incised line across top and bottom. Polished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4232.

5568. Nt-sign as amulet. — Onyx. — Height o m. 018 mill. (pl. III).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4232.

5569. Nt-sign as amulet. — Onyx (?). — Height o m. 016 mill. (pl. III).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4232.

5570. Nt-sign as amulet. — Onyx. — Height o m. 018 mill. (pl. III).

Plain. Polished. Pierced from top to bottom (n).
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4232.

5571. Nt-sign as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height o m. 021 mill. (pl. III).

Something like n° 5570, with three incised lines across middle. Unpolished.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4232.

5572. Nt-sign as amulet. — Limestone (?). — Height o m. 017 mill.

About like n° 5571.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4232.

5573. Nt-sign as amulet. — Alabaster. — Height o m. 017 mill. — Saqqarah, January 1859 (pl. III).

Four bands across front.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4232; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 4402.

5574. Sm;\(^{(1)}\) sign as amulet. — Jet. — Height o m. 029 mill. (pl. III).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4244.

\(^{(1)}\) Or refer, according to Griffith.
5575. Sm'-sign as amulet. — Jet. — Height o m. 0.38 mill. (pl. III).

Both sides alike. Stem round. Dull polish.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4244.

5576. Sm'-sign as amulet. — Dark glass. — Height o m. 0.24 mill. (pl. III).

Back flat. Polished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4244.

5577. Sm'-sign as amulet. — Black glass (jet). — Height o m. 0.25 mill. (pl. III).

Back flat. Stem marked with incised lines. Unpolished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4244.

5578. Sm'-sign as amulet. — Black glass (jet). — Height o m. 0.27 mill. (pl. III).


Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4244.

5579. Sm'-sign as amulet. — Black glass (jet). — Height o m. 0.28 mill. (pl. III).

Back flat and plain. Unpolished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4244.

5580. Sm'-sign as amulet. — Black glass (jet). — Height o m. 0.27 mill. (pl. III).


Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4244.

5581. Sm'-sign as amulet. — Black stone. — Height o m. 0.33 mill. (pl. III).


Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4244.
5582. 

$Sm$:-sign as amulet. — Black stone. — Height $0.034$ mill. (pl. III).


Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4244.

5583. 

$Sm$:-sign as amulet. — Yellow limestone. — Height $0.036$ mill. (pl. III).

Flattish. Back plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4244.

5584. 

$Sm$:-sign as amulet. — Black stone. — Height $0.033$ mill. (pl. III).

Back slightly rounded and plain. Front polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4244.

5585. 

$Sm$:-sign as amulet. — Black glass (jet). — Height $0.034$ mill. (pl. III).

Back flat and plain. Front polished. Stem square.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4244.

5586. 

$Sm$:-sign as amulet. — Blackish grey stone. — Height $0.026$ mill. (pl. III).


Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4244.

5587. 

$Sm$:-sign as amulet. — Blackish grey stone. — Height $0.03$ cent.

About like n° 5582, cross piece and blind eyelet plain. Smoothed.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4244.

5588. 

$Sm$:-sign as amulet. — Dark glass. — Height $0.026$ mill.

About like n° 5586.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4244.
AMULETS.

5589. $Smi$-sign as amulet. — Blackish grey stone. — Height o m. o22 mill.

About like n° 5586.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4244.

5590. Sign 'pr', as amulet. — Black and grey speckled stone. — Height o m. o31 mill.

About like n° 5559 with three lines across front.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5591. Tablet as amulet. — Dark green jasper (?). — Height o m. o32 mill.

Oblong. Blind eyelet above.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5592. Tablet as amulet. — Blackish grey stone. — Height o m. o31 mill.

Like n° 5591.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5593. Tablet as amulet. — Pale green feldspath. — Height o m. o27 mill.

Like n° 5591.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5594. Tablet as amulet. — Speckled green stone. — Height o m. o25 mill.

Like n° 5591.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5595. Tablet as amulet. — Pale green feldspath. — Height o m. o3 cent. (pl. III).

Like n° 5591, more slender. Blind eyelet crossed by incised lines.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5596. Tablet as amulet. — Hard white stone with green flecks. — Height o m. o31 mill. (pl. III).


Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.
5597. Tablet as amulet. — Green feldspath. — Height 0 m. 035 mill.

About like n° 5595, still more slender.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5598. Tablet as amulet. — Hard green and grey stone. — Height 0 m. 023 mill.

Like n° 5591, but slender.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5599. Tablet as amulet. — Green feldspath. — Height 0 m. 022 mill.

About like n° 5595.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5600. Tablet as amulet. — Pale green feldspath (?). — Height 0 m. 026 mill.

About like n° 5596. Irregular in shape.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5601. Tablet as amulet. — Speckled green feldspath. — Height 0 m. 022 mill.

(Pl. III).

About like n° 5596. Cross section, wedge shaped.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5602. Tablet as amulet. — White and green feldspath. — Height 0 m. 025 mill.

Like n° 5595, but very slender and almost as thick as it is broad. Smoothed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5603. Tablet as amulet. — White and green feldspath. — Height 0 m. 027 mill.

Like n° 5602, eyelet pierced.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.

5604. Tablet as amulet. — Green feldspath. — Height 0 m. 028 mill.

Like n° 5602, eyelet pierced. Highly polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4242.
5605. Tablet as amulet. — Greenish grey speckled stone. — Height 0 m. 015 mill. (pl. III).

Broader than it is long. Cross section wedge-shaped like n° 5601. Eyelet above, crossed by incised lines.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4201.

5606. Tablet as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 015 mill.

About like n° 5605. Wdyt-eye roughly scratched on front.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4201.

5607. Tablet as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 012 mill. (pl. III).

About like n° 5605.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4201.

5608. Tablet as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 009 cent.

About like n° 5607.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4201.

5609. Tablet as amulet. — Dark grey stone. — Height 0 m. 011 mill.

Like n° 5607.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4201.

5610. Tablet as amulet. — Dark grey speckled stone. — Height 0 m. 01 cent.

Like n° 5607.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4201.

5611. Tablet as amulet. — Dark grey speckled stone. — Height 0 m. 016 mill.

Like n° 5607.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4201.

5612. Tablet as amulet. — Black glass. — Height 0 m. 015 mill.

About like n° 5605.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4201.
5613. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Height o m. 0.18 mill. (pl. IV).

Back flat, plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4949.

5614. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Height o m. 0.21 mill.

Like n° 5613.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4949.

5615. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Height o m. 0.19 mill. (pl. IV).

Like n° 5613.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4949.

5616. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Height o m. 0.16 mill.

Like n° 5613.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4949.

5617. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Height o m. 0.16 mill. (pl. IV).

About like n° 5615.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4949.

5618. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Very hard, fine red stone. — Height o m. 0.15 mill. (pl. IV).

Roughly cut. Both sides flat.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4949.

5619. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Height o m. 0.19 mill.

Eyelet with incised lines on top. Both sides alike, like the front of n° 5613.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4949.
AMULETS.

5620. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Height 0 m. 016 mill.

Blind eyelet on top, with incised lines. Otherwise, about like n° 5613.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4249.

5621. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Very hard, fine red stone. — Height 0 m. 021 mill.

Blind eyelet on top. Both sides alike, like front of n° 5613.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4249.

5622. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Red sandstone. — Height 0 m. 017 mill.

Irregular lump on top. Otherwise, about like n° 5615.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4249.

5623. Sun on the horizon, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Height 0 m. 015 mill.

About like n° 5613.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4249.

5624. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet (1). — Red sandstone. — Length 0 m. 034 mill. (pl. IV).

Both sides alike. Worn.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.

5625. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Length 0 m. 038 mill. (pl. IV).

Roughly cut.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.

(1) Possibly from a foundation deposit.

Catal. du Musée, n° 5218.
5626. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Very hard fine red sandstone. —
Length 0 m. 033 mill.

Ears, horns and tail more distinct than n° 5624.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.

5627. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Length
0 m. 03 cent.

About like n° 5626.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.

5628. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Fine hard red sandstone. —
Length 0 m. 026 mill.

About like n° 5626.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.

5629. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Very hard fine red stone. —
Length 0 m. 023 cent.

About like n° 5626.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.

5630. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Very hard fine yellow stone. —
Length 0 m. 021 mill.

About like n° 5626.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.

5631. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Length
0 m. 021 mill.

About like n° 5626.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.

5632. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Fine hard red sandstone. —
Length 0 m. 022 mill.

About like n° 5626.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.
5633. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Length o m. 0.33 mill.

Back side rather flat. Otherwise about like n° 5624.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.

5634. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Fine red sandstone. — Length o m. 0.3 cent.

About like n° 5626.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4247.

5635. Ox bound for sacrifice, as amulet. — Alabaster. — Length o m. 0.27 mill.

About like n° 5626.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4246.

5636. Mason’s level, as amulet. — Slate. — Height o m. 0.54 mill. (pl. IV).

Without the line and the weight. Hole vertically through the top (a), and one slanting from the opening on top to the front of top. Vertical incised line marks middle of front of base.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4246.

5637. Mason’s level, as amulet. — Slate. — Height o m. 0.39 mill.

Like n° 5636, but with only one hole, passing through top from front to back.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4246.

5638. Mason’s level, as amulet. — Slate. — Height o m. 0.35 mill.

Like n° 5637, without incised line on front.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4246.

5639. Mason’s level, as amulet. — Haematite. — Height o m. 0.36 mill.

Like n° 5638.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4246.
5640. Mason's level, as amulet. — Olive colored slate. — Height 0 m. 04 cent. (pl. IV).

Without line and weight. Roughly cut. Front marked with vertical incised lines. Hole through the top.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4246.

5641. Mason's level, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Height 0 m. 02 cent. (pl. IV).

Without line and weight. Back plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4246.

5642. Mason's level, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Height 0 m. 019 mill.

About like n° 5641.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4246.

5643. Mason's level, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Height 0 m. 022 mill.

About like n° 5641.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4246.

5644. Masons's level, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Height 0 m. 019 mill. (pl. IV).

Slightly different from n° 5641.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4246.

5645. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Hard yellow limestone. — Length (longest leg) 0 m. 025 mill. (pl. IV).

Each leg pierced lengthwise by a hole. One leg 0 m. 001 mill. longer than the other.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5646. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Hard yellow limestone. — Length 0 m. 027 mill.

Like n° 5645. Inside of one leg are two holes running into main hole; and inside the other leg, one hole.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.
5647. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Hard yellow limestone. — Length o m. 022 mill.

Like n° 5645.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5648. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Length o m. 023 mill. (pl. IV).

Eyelet on the shorter leg.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5649. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 022 mill.

Thick and poorly made, without holes or eyelets.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5650. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 026 mill.

Plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5651. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 025 mill.

Plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5652. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 027 mill.

Plain. One leg much longer than the other.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5653. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 023 mill.

Like n° 5652.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5654. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 027 mill.

Like n° 5652.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.
5655. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 021 mill.
Like n° 5652.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5656. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 019 mill.
Like n° 5652.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5657. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 02 cent.
Like n° 5652.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5658. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 017 mill.
Like n° 5652.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5659. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 019 mill.
Like n° 5652.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5660. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 016 mill.
Plain.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5661. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 017 mill.
Plain.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5662. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 017 mill.
Plain.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.
5663. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Dark opaque stone. — Length o m. 0.21 mill.
Like n° 5652.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5664. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.17 mill.
Plain.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5665. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Yellow limestone. — Length o m. 0.19 mill.
Like n° 5652.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5666. Carpenter's square, as amulet. — Hard grey stone. — Length o m. 0.17 mill.
Like n° 5652.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4245.

5667. Solar disc, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.16 mill. (pl. IV).
Square basis.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.

5668. Solar disc, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.11 mill. (pl. IV).
Disc somewhat elongated.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.

5669. Solar disc, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.14 mill.
Like n° 5667, hole in center of disc.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.

5670. Solar disc, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.15 mill.
Like n° 5669.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.
5671. Solar disc, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 014 mill.

Like n° 5669.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.

5672. Solar disc, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 015 mill. (pl. IV).

About like n° 5669.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.

5673. Solar disc, as amulet. — Pale green feldspath. — Height 0 m. 014 mill.

Like n° 5667.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.

5674. Solar disc, as amulet. — Green and white speckled stone. — Height 0 m. 017 mill.

Like n° 5667.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.

5675. Solar disc, as amulet. — Fine grained blackish stone. — Height 0 m. 013 mill.

Like n° 5672, without the hole in center. Unpolished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.

5676. Solar disc, as amulet. — Fine grained black stone. — Height 0 m. 017 mill. (pl. IV).

Roughly cut. Unpolished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.

5677. Solar disc, as amulet. — Yellow limestone. — Height 0 m. 018 mill.

Like n° 5672, without the hole in center.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.
5678. Solar disc, as amulet. — Agate. — Height 0 m. 017 mill.

Like n° 5679. Polished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4237.

5679. Cartouche, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 02 cent. (pl. IV).

Incised lines across bottom.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5680. Cartouche, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 023 mill. (pl. IV).

Front slightly rounded. Support behind, broken.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5681. Cartouche, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 014 mill. (pl. IV).

Very short.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5682. Cartouche, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 018 mill.

Plain.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5683. Cartouche, as amulet. — Whitish stone. — Height 0 m. 02 cent.

Front edge beveled. Black stains.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5684. Cartouche, as amulet. — Black stone. — Height 0 m. 019 mill.

Like n° 5679. Unpolished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

5685. Cartouche, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 021 mill. (pl. IV).

Amon’s feathers on top. Otherwise like n° 5679. Eyelet behind.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4239.

Catal. du Musée, n° 5318.
5686. Cartouche, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.23 mill.

About like n° 5685, without the eyelet.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4232.

5687. Cartouche, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.2 cent. (pl. IV).

Amon's feathers on top, like n° 5685. Hole through upper part. Base wanting.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4232.

5688. Cartouche, as amulet. — Yellow limestone. — Height o m. 0.45 mill.

Like n° 5685.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4214.

5689. Double feathers with sun's disc, as amulet. — Speckled green stone. — Height o m. 0.38 mill. (pl. IV).

Disc in relief. Front marked with incised lines. Roughly cut.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4054.

5690. Seal, as amulet. — Green feldspath. — Length o m. 0.17 mill. (pl. IV).

Rectangular, with channel on top. Face blank.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5691. Seal, as amulet. — Green feldspath. — Length o m. 0.14 mill.

Like n° 5690.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5692. Seal, as amulet. — Greenish feldspath (†). — Length o m. 0.14 mill.

Like n° 5690. Unpolished.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5693. Seal, as amulet. — Green feldspath. — Length o m. 0.13 mill.

Blind eyelet on top instead of channel. Otherwise like n° 5690.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.
5694. Seal, as amulet. — Green feldspath. — Length o m. 015 mill.

Like n° 5693, but lower.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5695. Seal, as amulet. — Green stone. — Length o m. 015 mill. — Width o m. 015 mill.

Like n° 5693. Blind eyelet crossed by incised lines. Square dirty.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5696. Seal, as amulet. — Slate. — Length o m. 015 mill.

Like n° 5693.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5697. Seal, as amulet. — Slate. — Length o m. 015 mill.

Like n° 5693.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5698. Seal, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Length o m. 015 mill.

Like n° 5690.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5699. Seal, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Length o m. 015 mill.

Like n° 5693, but with the eyelet pierced.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5700. Seal, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Length o m. 011 mill. (pl. IV).

About like n° 5699, but lower. Incised lines on eyelet. Corners broken.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5701. Seal, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Length o m. 095 mill.

About like n° 5693, but very roughly cut.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.
5702. Seal, as amulet. — Pale green fayence. — Length o m. 0.12 mill. (pl. IV).
   Almost pyramidal, with eyelet on top with incised lines. Face blank.
   Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5703. Seal, as amulet. — Pale greenish fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.1 cent.
   About like n° 5699.
   Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5704. Seal, as amulet. — Purple fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.12 mill. (pl. IV).
   Truncated pyramid, with channel in top, and pierced by hole. Face blank.

5705. Seal, as amulet. — Light bluish fayence. — Length o m. 0.13 mill. (pl. IV).
   About like n° 5690, without the channel in the top (a). Pierced by hole. Face marked by incised lines (b).

5706. Seal, as amulet. — Light greenish fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.16 mill.
   Like n° 5704, with face like n° 5705. Glaze much damaged.
   Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4233.

5707. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.52 mill. (pl. IV).
   Round post (a).
   Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4121.

5708. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 0.42 mill.
   Like n° 5707, but flatter.
   Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4121.

5709. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 0.34 mill., width 0 m. 0.11 mill.
   Like n° 5707. Highly polished. Base smeared with bitumen.
   Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4121.
5710. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 034 mill., width 0 m. 009 mill.

Like n° 5707. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4121.

5711. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 025 mill., width 0 m. 007 mill.

Similar to n° 5707. Small piece broken out of side of base.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4121.

5712. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 02 cent.

Similar to n° 5707.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4121.

5713. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 032 mill.

Similar to n° 5707.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4116.

5714. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 02 cent.

Similar to n° 5707.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4116.

5715. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 023 mill.

Similar to n° 5707.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5716. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 019 mill. (pl. IV).

Similar to n° 5707.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5717. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length 0 m. 022 mill. (pl. IV).

Post round.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4121.
5718. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.25 mill.

Similar to no. 5717. Post square with beveled edges. Traces of bitumen.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), no. 4121.

5719. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.26 mill.

Similar to no. 5717, but with square post. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), no. 4121.

5720. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.23 mill., height o m. 0.2 cent.

Similar to no. 5717. Post square with beveled edges.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), no. 4121.

5721. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.26 mill., height o m. 0.13 mill.

Top like no. 5707. Post and base like no. 5718.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), no. 4121.

5722. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.12 mill., height o m. 0.11 mill.

Top, like no. 5707. Otherwise similar to no. 5717, but with square post. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), no. 4119.

5723. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.17 mill., height o m. 0.09 mill.

Similar to no. 5718.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), no. 4119.

5724. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.11 mill., height o m. 0.11 mill. (pl. IV).

Rudely made.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), no. 4119.
5725. **Head-rest, as amulet.** — Haematite with whitish streaks. — Length o m. 0.28 mill., height o m. 0.13 mill. (pl. IV).

Similar to n° 5707, but plain.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5726. **Head-rest, as amulet.** — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.19 mill., height o m. 0.12 mill.

Top like n° 5707. Otherwise like n° 5718. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4116.

5727. **Head-rest, as amulet.** — Haematite with white streaks. — Length o m. 0.29 mill., height o m. 0.15 mill.

Like n° 5725.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4116.

5728. **Head-rest, as amulet.** — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.21 mill., height o m. 0.12 mill.

Similar to n° 5725. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4121.

5729. **Head-rest, as amulet.** — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.26 mill., height o m. 0.16 mill.

Similar to n° 5725. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4116.

5730. **Head-rest, as amulet.** — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.27 mill., height o m. 0.11 mill.

Similar to n° 5725. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4116.

5731. **Head-rest, as amulet.** — Haematite. — Length o m. 0.22 mill., height o m. 0.15 mill.

Similar to n° 5725.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.
5732. Head-rest, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Length o m. 015 mill., height
    o m. 009 mill.

    Similar to n° 5735. Polished.
    Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h119.

5733. Head-rest, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Length o m. 014 mill., height
    o m. 010 mill.

    Similar to n° 5735. Polished.
    Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h119.

5734. Head-rest, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Length o m. 032 mill., height
    o m. 02 cent.

    Plain with top like n° 5717. Round post. Highly polished.
    Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h121.

5735. Head-rest, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Length o m. 02 cent., height
    o m. 016 mill.

    Similar to n° 5734.
    Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h116.

5736. Head-rest, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Length o m. 022 mill., height
    o m. 015 mill.

    Similar to n° 5734.
    Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h119.

5737. Head-rest, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Length o m. 019 mill., height
    o m. 013 mill.

    Similar to n° 5734.
    Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h116.

5738. Head-rest, as amulet. — Hämatite. — Length o m. 027 mill., height
    o m. 019 mill. (pl. IV).

    Similar to n° 5734. Very rudely cut. Four-cornered post. Unpolished.
    Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° h121.
5739. Head-rest, as amulet. — Haematite. — Length o m. 028 mill., height o m. 022 mill.

Similar to n° 5735.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4121.

5740. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue-green fayence. — Length o m. 086 mill. — Collection Huber (pl. V).

Upper part pierced lengthwise (a). Both sides alike.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4122; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5957.

5741. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue-green fayence. — Length o m. 05 cent.

Similar to n° 5740.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4122.


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4122.

5743. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Pale greenish fayence. — Length o m. 062 mill.

Similar to n° 5742, but more rudely made.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4122.

5744. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue-green fayence. — Length o m. 065 mill.

Somewhat similar to n° 5743, but white of eyes not cut out. Eyebrows marked by oblique incised lines. Broad eyepet above. Glaze irregular and discolored in places.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4122.

5745. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue-green fayence. — Length o m. 075 mill. (pl. V).


Catal. du Musée, n° 5218.
5746. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Bluish green fayence. — Length 0 m. 078 mill. — Purchase.

Right eye. Back plain. Somewhat like no. 5742 in outline. White of eye cut out. Space between eyebrow and cosmetic stripe, filled with row of four wrinkle-eyes in relief, that between cosmetic stripe and conventional wrinkle (?), with two rows of four eyes each; each row smaller than the one above. Iris and eyebrow, black. Two eyelets on top.


Right eye. Back plain. Space above cosmetic stripe filled with a row of five figures in relief. Hathor-heads and Bes-figures alternating; middle figure, lost out; space below cosmetic stripe, filled with three figures, a Hathor-head, a figure (now lost out) and an ape holding something to its mouth: these figures were all made separately and fused in. Eyebrow and iris, black. Tear-mark, broken off. Dirty.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4118; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 5084.

5748. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Green slate. — Length 0 m. 031 mill. (pl. V).

Right eye. Pierced lengthwise. Back inscribed as follows:

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4118.

5749. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Length 0 m. 055 mill.

Right eye. Back plain. Similar to no. 5740. Eyebrows, eyelashes, cosmetic stripe, wrinkle and lines on tear mark, in relief. Iris, eyelashes, cosmetic stripe, oblique marks on eyebrow (>>>), purplish. Large hole pierced lengthwise, from each side, meeting in the center.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4129.

5750. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Length 0 m. 043 mill. (pl. V).

Right eye. Back plain. Eyelet on top. Eyebrows, black. Eye socket and space under
cosmetic stripe (a) hollowed out; traces of reddish plaster with which setting was fastened (or hollow was filled).  

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4122.

5751. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Length o m. 041 mill.

Left eye. Back plain. Similar to n° 5750. Cosmetic stripe and eyebrow, not marked with incised lines. Space under eyebrow filled out with reddish paste or plaster.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4122.

5752. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 054 mill.

Right eye, similar to n° 5751. Eye socket set with bone (?) ivory ??) on which iris is painted, dark brown. No eyelet, but pierced lengthwise. Margin discolored, deep blue almost black.


Right eye. Back, right eye simply outlined with shallow lines. Front contains hollows like n° 5750, and in addition three above eye (a). Well glazed.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4122.

5754. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Silver (?) gilded. — Length o m. 037 mill.

Right eye. Back plain. Similar to n° 5740. Eyebrows, eyelashes, cosmetic stripe, iris, wrinkle and lines of tear-mark, raised threads of silver welded on. Iris, lost. Hollow box consisting of a narrow ribbon of metal bent into form of outline of eye and welded at upper left corner. The front and back (each one plate) appear to be welded on. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4120.

5755. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Pale green fayence. — Length o m. 018 mill.  — Mitrahineh, February 1861.

Similar to n° 5740. Above, a lioness lying on her left side, head facing to the right. Right eye, the principal one. Pieces broken off of front end of eye. Lioness about half as long as eye.

Bibl. : Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4118; *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 15008.

(1) See n° 5751, 5752.
5756. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Length o m. 0·29 mill.

Finely formed (lines in relief like n° 5749) on both sides. Right side, the principal one. Above, a row of three small   eye; on which rest a lioness, lying on left side, head turned to the right. Lioness same length as eye. On tear-mark, in relief, a serpent with double crown, and in free space two illegible signs. Pierced lengthwise. Dull finish.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4118.

5757. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 0·35 mill. — Huber collection.

Eyebrows, eyelashes, cosmetic stripe, wrinkle and lines of tear-mark raised (like n° 5749). On space between cosmetic stripe and wrinkle, on front above, an ape sitting upright, in relief. Above cosmetic stripe and eye, row of vertical incised lines. Above eye, an oblong enclosure, containing on front three eye; and, on back, a row of   serpent; above that, a lioness similar to n° 5755-5756.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4118; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5296.

5758. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Length o m. 0·23 mill.

About like n° 5756, but very roughly made. Tear-mark, marked with simple incised lines, without serpent. Lioness somewhat shorter than eye. Dull finish.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4118.

5759. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Length o m. 0·21 mill.

Like n° 5758, but still more rudely cut. Poorly glazed.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4119.

5760. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Jet. — Length o m. 0·26 mill.


Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4120.

5761. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Hard black slate (?). — Length o m. 0·25 mill.

About like n° 5740. Eyelet on top. Smoothed.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4115.
5762. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Black and white spotted stone, hard. — Length o m. 0.24 mill.

Like n° 5761.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6120.

5763. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Length o m. 0.18 mill.

Like n° 5761.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6120.

5764. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Black and grey semi-transparent stone. — Length o m. 0.23 mill.

Like n° 5761.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6117.

5765. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.19 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6117.

5766. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Black and white speckled stone. — Length o m. 0.18 mill.

Like n° 5765.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6120.

5767. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.47 mill. — Saqqarah, December 1859 (pl. V).

Similar to n° 5761, but with the space between cosmetic stripe and wrinkle cut out (a).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6150; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 5791.

5768. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.45 mill.

Like n° 5767. Tear-mark broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 6120. On back in ink p (?i) II b.
5769. **Divine-eye, as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.35 mill.**

Similar to n° 5767, but not so bowed as n° 5767. Rough work. Cosmetic stripe, marked with incised lines.

_Bibl._: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4120.

5770. **Divine-eye, as amulet. — Opaque carnelian. — Length o m. 0.25 mill.**

Both sides alike, and convex. Like n° 5767.

_Bibl._: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4120.

5771. **Divine-eye, as amulet. — Opaque carnelian. — Length o m. 0.26 mill.**

Like n° 5770 (cf. n° 5767).

_Bibl._: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4120.

5772. **Divine-eye, as amulet. — Brown jasper. — Length o m. 0.29 mill.**

Like n° 5769 (cf. n° 5767).

_Bibl._: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4120.

5773. **Divine-eye, as amulet. — Black and white speckled stone. — Length o m. 0.24 mill.**

Like n° 5770.

_Bibl._: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4120.

5774. **Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.29 mill. (pl. V).**

Space under cosmetic stripe partly cut out (a). Instead of tear-mark, an arm holding an Ο sign. Eye socket hollowed out (b). Both sides alike. Pierced lengthwise.

_Bibl._: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4148.

5775. **Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.12 mill. (pl. V).**

Both sides alike, similar to front of n° 5767, but middle of space between eyebrow and eye is cut out. Pierced lengthwise.

_Bibl._: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4120.
5776. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 05 cent. (pl. V).

Back flat; front convex. Space between eyebrow and eye, and below eye, cut out (a). White of eye on front, set in with white stone (? bone?). Iris and eyebrow on front, colored black. Back, like front, except for cutting and coloring. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5123.

5777. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 04 cent.

Similar to n° 5776. Lines on cosmetic stripe omitted. White of eye, lost out.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5122.

5778. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Pale green fayence. — Length o m. 05 cent. (pl. V).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5120.

5779. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 03 cent. (pl. V).

Back reverse of front. Spaces above and below eye (a) and also white of eye cut out. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5118.

5780. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 04 cent. — Mitrabich, July 1858 (pl. V).

Both sides alike. Enclosed in a square. Eye similar to n° 5776, but white of eye not cut out. Parts cut out are marked a on sketch. Iris and eyebrows, black. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5117; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 1140.

5781. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 03½ mill.

Enclosed in rectangular frame, like n° 5780. Poor work.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5115.
5782. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 038 mill.
Like n° 5780. Dull finish.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4115.

5783. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 038 mill.
Like n° 5780. Poor work. Poorly glazed.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4117.

5784. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 043 mill.
Like n° 5780.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4115.

5785. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 035 mill.
Similar to n° 5780, but tear-mark has no incised lines. Side with right eye convex; the other flat.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4117.

5786. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 037 mill. — Mitrahineh, July 1858.
Similar to n° 5780, but cosmetic stripe is marked with incised lines. Front convex, back flat.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4117; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 1139 (?).

5787. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue-green fayence. — Length o m. 03 cent. — Saqqarah "Tomb of the queen", 1898.
Similar to n° 5786. Square not marked with incised line.
Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 34731.

5788. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 041 mill.
Similar to n° 5780. Square with plain margin, no incised line.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4115.
5789. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Length o m. 0'41 mill. (pl. V).
   About like n° 5780.

5790. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 0'48 mill.
   — Collection Huber (pl. V).
   Similar to n° 5780, but with feather upright between front corner of eye and bottom of square. Parts cut out are marked a on sketch. Front, convex; back, flat.
   Bibli. : MASPERO, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4117; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5225.

5791. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 0'38 mill.
   Like n° 5790. Feather not marked by incised lines.

5792. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 0'42 mill.
   Like n° 5790. Feather not marked by incised lines. Both sides flat.

5793. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Green fayence, stained brown. — Length o m. 0'41 mill.
   Like n° 5790. Both sides flat. Discolored. Lower front corner, glued on.

5794. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Length o m. 0'43 mill.
   Like n° 5790. Feather not marked by incised lines. Discolored.

5795. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Length o m. 0'45 mill.
   Like n° 5790. Side with left eye, convex. Feather not marked by incised lines.

5796. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Length o m. 0'44 mill.
   Like n° 5780.
   Catal. du Musée, n° 5218.
5797. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Length o m. 0.38 mill. (pl. V).

Like n° 5786 but with a wing protecting back part of eye. Parts cut out a.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5117.

5798. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Yellowish fayence. — Length o m. 0.3 cent. — Mitrahineh, 1898 (according to note on back) (pl. V).


5799. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Pale green fayence. — Length o m. 0.23 mill.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5120.

5800. Plate with divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.33 mill.

Right eye marked out with shallow incised lines and enclosed in a rectangle.

5801. Plate with divine-eye, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Length o m. 0.27 mill.

Right eye, like n° 5776, on a c, sign. In front and behind the eye, a standing ape with uplifted hands and Ω on his head. All in relief enclosed in a raised margin. Two eyelets on top.

5802. Plate with divine-eye, as amulet. — Dark green fayence. — Length o m. 0.34 mill. — Gizeh, Pyramids, May 1861.

Right eye, on c sign; in front standing figure of goddess with lioness head and disc. Interstices, cut out. Back plain. Eyelet on top.
Bibl. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 15893.

5803. Plate with divine-eye(\(^1\)). — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 1.3 cent., height o m. 1.0 cent.

Left eye like n° 5740 in relief enclosed in raised margin. Back plain.

\(^1\) Possibly as inlay for sarcophagus, inscription or the like.
5804. Plate with divine-eye. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.20 cent.,
height o m. 1/43 mill. — Bought of Farrag, May 21, 1887 (pl. V).
Right eye, with arm holding sign in front of tear mark. Eyebrow, cosmetic stripe
and iris, black. Pierced by two holes (a). Back unglazed; shows print of cloth.
Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 27803.

5805. Plate with divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.28 mill.
Irregular oval plate with left-eye outlined in black. Pierced lengthwise.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (lélès). n° 4115.

5806. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Length o m. 0.25 mill.
(pl. V).
Right eye enclosed in circle with milled edge. Parts cut out (a). Back plain. Glaze
worn off. Pierced lengthwise.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (lélès). n° 4117.

5807. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Length o m. 0.25 mill.
Right eye like n° 5806. Well glazed. Both sides alike (i.e. left eye on back).
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (lélès). n° 4117.

5808. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Dull purple fayence. — Length o m. 0.25 mill.
Right eye like n° 5806. Edge deeply serrated. Eyebrows and tear mark, marked with
incised lines. Dull finish.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (lélès). n° 4117.

5809. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Whitish fayence. — Length o m. 0.2 cent.
Right eye like n° 5806. Edge plain. Poorly glazed. Eyebrow and tear mark, marked
with incised lines.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (lélès). n° 4117.

5810. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.27 mill.
Right eye like n° 5806. Edge plain. Poorly formed and heavily glazed.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (lélès). n° 4117.
5811. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Light blue faience. — Length 0 m. 0.24 mill.

Right eye enclosed in an oblong with rounded corners and serrated edge. Iris and eyebrow black. Tear-mark, with incised lines. Interstices cut out. Back plain. Dull finish.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4117.

5812. Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Light blue faience. — Length 0 m. 0.54 mill. (pl. V).


5813. Disc with group of four divine-eyes on each side, as amulet. — Light blue green faience. — Length 0 m. 0.38 mill.

Disc with serrated edges. Eyes, roughly incised, grouped as on n° 5812. Pierced lengthwise.

5814. Disc with group of four divine-eyes on each side, as amulet. — Light green faience. — Length 0 m. 0.44 mill.

Like n° 5813.

5815. Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Green faience. — Length 0 m. 0.45 mill. (pl. V).

Two pairs placed with eyebrows and cosmetic stripes together, on the front (a). Interstices filled with oblique lines (incised). Eyes inlaid (traces of plaster and of white preserved). Behind a single right eye in relief. Pierced lengthwise; part of string in hole. Front convex; back flat.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4117.

5816. Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Light green faience. — Length 0 m. 0.42 mill. (pl. V).

Front like n° 5815; space between two pairs filled with rosette (a). Back single eye incised somewhat like n° 5815 (b). Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue* (fiches), n° 4117 (2).
5817. **Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. —**

Length 0 m. 0.32 mill. (pl. VI).

Front similar to n° 5815; iris, raised and colored black. Back, single eye incised, similar to n° 5815. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 6118.

5818. **Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Green fayence. —**

Length 0 m. 0.52 mill. (pl. VI).

Front about like n° 5815; iris, raised; iris and eyebrows colored black; space between wrinkles and eyes, plain; space between two pairs filled by two lotus flowers (a). Back flat and plain. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 6117.

5819. **Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. —**

Length 0 m. 0.51 mill. (pl. VI).


Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 6118.

5820. **Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. —**

Length 0 m. 0.51 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 6118.

5821. **Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. —**

Length 0 m. 0.42 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 6118.
5822. Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.39 mill.

About like n° 5821. White of eye, not inlaid.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4118.

5823. Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.2 cent., height 0 m. 0.25 mill. (pl. VI).

Front convex; back, flat; otherwise both sides nearly alike (b). Interstices cut out (a). Poorly glazed. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4118.

5824. Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.37 mill.

About like n° 5823 but much more rudely made. Glazed.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4118.

5825. Group of four divine-eyes, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.28 mill.

About like n° 5823-5824 but more rudely made even than n° 5824.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4118.

5826. Group of four divine-eyes, one pair above the other, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.54 mill. (pl. VI).

Iris, eyelashes, cosmetic stripes, eyebrows, black. Pierced lengthwise. Poorly glazed.

5827. Group of divine-eyes, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.64 mill.

5828. **Group of eyes, as amulet.** — Blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 032 mill. .

Front, convex; back flat and plain. Front, four vertical rows of eyes \( (5+7+6+5) \) separated by narrow black bands. Pierced vertically. Glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, *Catalogue (fiches)*, n° 4208.

5829. **Pair of divine-eyes on a barrel, as amulet.** — Whitish fayence. —

Length 0 m. 038 mill. — Mitrahine, 1898.

Right eye and left eye in relief, separated above and below by a palm leaf in relief. 
Raised ring at each end of barrel. Pierced lengthwise. Glaze almost entirely destroyed.

Bibl.: *Journal d’entrée du Musée*, n° 32876.

5830. **Pair of divine-eyes on a barrel, as amulet.** — Blue green fayence. —

Length 0 m. 04 cent.

Similar to n° 5829; iris and eyebrows, black; interstices, cut out; barrel hollow with thick walls. Well glazed.

5831. **Three divine-eyes on a nearly spherical barrel.** — Blue green fayence.

— Length 0 m. 025 mill. (pl. VI).

Three right eyes, one above the other around the middle. Eyebrows and iris, black. 
Barrel hollow, hole at each end. Rings around each hole (a). Glazed.

5832. **Four divine-eyes on a nearly spherical barrel.** — Pale blue green fayence. —

Length 0 m. 02 cent. (pl. VI).

Right eyes, one above the other around the middle, first and fourth being separated by three bands. Hollow barrel with open ends. Interstices cut out. Rings around ends (a). Iris and eyebrows black.

5833. **Pair of divine-eyes on a barrel.** — Blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 018 mill.

Like n° 5830; eyes separated not by palm leaves but by plain strips. Roughly formed. Glazed.
5834. Pair of divine-eyes on a barrel. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 02 cent.
Like n° 5833 (n° 5830).
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 51+9.

5835. Pair of divine-eyes on a barrel. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 019 mill.
Like n° 5833 (5830).

5836. Pair of divine-eyes on a barrel. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 03 cent.
Like n° 5833 (5830).

5837. Pair of divine-eyes on a barrel. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 017 mill.
Like n° 5833 (5830).

5838. Pair of divine-eyes on a barrel. — Dark green fayence. — Length o m. 017 mill.
Two right eyes, one above the other. Otherwise like n° 5833 (5830). Well glazed.

5839. Three divine-eyes on a nearly spherical barrel. — Blue fayence. —
Length o m. 012 mill. — Abydos, 1893 (pl. VI).
Like n° 5831. Simple rings around each hole (a).
Bibl. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 30463.

5840. Three divine-eyes on a nearly spherical barrel. — Blue fayence. —
Length o m. 013 mill. — Abydos, 1893.
Like n° 5839 (5831).
Bibl. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 30463.

5841. Divine-eye enclosed in a square, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. —
Length o m. 013 mill.
5842. Divine-eye enclosed in a square, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. —
Length o m. 015 mill.

Like n° 5841. Glaze destroyed.

5843. Divine-eye enclosed in a square, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. —
Length o m. 125 mill.

Like n° 5841. Glaze destroyed.

5844. Divine-eye in a circle, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. —
Length o m. 016 mill.

Like n° 5806, except that back is reverse of front.

5845. Divine-eye in a circle, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length
o m. 018 mill.

About like n° 5806, but with deeply serrated edge. Very poorly glazed.

5846. Divine-eye in a circle, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length
o m. 018 mill.

Like n° 5845 (5806).

5847. Three divine-eyes on a nearly spherical barrel. — Blue green fayence.
— Length o m. 024 mill. (pl. VI).


Bibl.: Maspero. Catalogue (fiches), n° 4169.

5848. Sign 'nh, as amulet. — Purplish fayence. — Height o m. 084 mill.
(pl. VI).

Front marked with incised lines. Back plain. Very poorly glazed. Loop not cut out.

Bibl.: Maspero. Catalogue (fiches), n° 4223.

5849. Sign 'nh, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 034 mill.
(pl.VI).

Front and back alike. Top pierced. Loop not cut out. Poorly glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero. Catalogue (fiches), n° 4218.

Catal. du Mue's, n° 5218.
5850. Sign 'nh, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 022 mill. (pl. VI).

Front and back alike. Eyelet on top. Loop not cut out. Very poorly glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4918.

5851. Sign 'nh, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 052 mill. — Saqqarah. November 1858 (pl. VI).

Both sides alike. Inside of loop, cut out. Loop and ends of loop forming stem, rounded. Crosspiece of two flat pieces; cord binding them together, in relief.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4218; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 2450.

5852. Tablet with 'nh-sign, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 028 mill. — Mitrahineh. September 1858 (pl. VI).

Tablet, narrower in the middle with eyelet on top. 'nh on front and back, incised.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4218; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 2452.

5853. Tablet with 'nh-sign, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 027 mill.

Like n° 5852, but broader.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4296.

5854. Tablet with 'nh-sign, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 029 mill. — Mitrahineh. September 1858 (pl. VI).

About like n° 5852. Fine glaze, almost entirely destroyed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4218; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 4039.

5855. Tablet with 'nh-sign, as amulet. — Pale blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 029 mill.

Like n° 5852, but narrower; glaze poor. Glaze almost entirely destroyed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4296.

5856. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Height 0 m. 004 mill. (pl. VI).

Incised line parallel to base. Eyelet behind. Poorly glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4182.
5857. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.39 mill. (pl. VI).

Similar to n° 5856, but with double incised line around base.

Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 99372.

5858. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.24 mill. (pl. VI).

Roughly made and glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4182.

5859. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.27 mill.

About like n° 5856. Glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4027.

5860. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.39 mill.

Rudely formed. Incised line across front only. Eyelet behind. Poorly and irregularly glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4027.

5861. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.31 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4027.

5862. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height o m. 0.36 mill.

Like n° 5860, except dull glaze is regular.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4027.
5863. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 031 mill.
Like n° 5860. Glazed.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4189.

5864. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Pale blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 023 mill.
Like n° 5860. Dull finish.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4189.

5865. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 032 mill.
Like n° 5861.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4182.

5866. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 035 mill.
No incised line around base. Eyelet behind. Dull irregular glaze.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4027.

5867. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 03 cent.
Like n° 5866. Irregular glaze.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4027.

5868. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 032 mill.
Like n° 5861.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4027.

5869. Crown of Upper Egypt, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 024 mill.
Like n° 5856, but very rudely formed. Glazed.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4182.
5870. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.28 mill. (pl. VI).

Marked with incised lines. Upper part is a plate, in outline like a crown, the details being in relief. Hole through upper part. Glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5032.

5871. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.28 mill.

About like n° 5870, details of upper part more indistinct. Incised line around base as on n° 5858. Glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5032.

5872. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Blue and green fayence. — Height o m. 0.22 mill.

Like n° 5870, incised line all around base. Well glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4181.

5873. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.19 mill.

Like n° 5870. Glaze partly destroyed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4181.

5874. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.26 mill.

Like n° 5870, but details indistinct. Glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4181.

5875. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Pale blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.31 mill.

About like n° 5870, but without the incised vertical lines on lower part.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 5032.
5876. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Pale greenish fayence. — Height o m. 0.39 mill.

Like n° 5875, with four finely incised lines on upright piece above.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4181.

5877. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Pale blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.29 mill.

Like n° 5870, without vertical lines on lower part.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4181.

5878. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.39 mill.

Like n° 5875. Glaze partly worn off. Rudely made.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4181.

5879. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.43 mill.

Like n° 5875. Glaze partly worn off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4032.

5880. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.43 mill.

Like n° 5875. Glazed. No line around base.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4032.

5881. Crown of Lower Egypt, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.36 mill.

Like n° 5875. No line around base or on upright piece. Glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4032.
5882 to 5973. Tablets, as amulets. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height 0 m. 018 mill. — M. 019 mill., length 0 m. 014 mill. — M. 015 mill. — Saqqarah, January 1860 (at least 51 were found).

Ninety-two rectangular tablets, each pierced from top to bottom by two holes. On front, in three vertical lines:

On 27 tablets, 

On n° 5906, same inscription in two horizontal lines. On n° 5912, — omitted.

On n° 5941 and n° 5969, — at top of third line.

On n° 5888, — instead of —. These and other smaller variations show that tablets were made separately by hand. Well glazed. N° 5959 to 5973 are lighter colored.

Bib.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6567-6557. (N° 5966 is Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6568; and n° 5960 is Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6594.) Maspero. Catalogue (fiches), n° 4134 (refers to n° 5959-5973).

5974. $d$-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.3 cent. (pl. VI).

Supporting post up the back, pierced through upper part. Glazed.

5975. $d$-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.31 mill.

Like n° 5974.

5976. $d$-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.32 mill. (pl. VI).

Like n° 5974. Upper corner of post not cut off.

5977. $d$-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.33 mill.

Like n° 5974.

5978. $d$-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.33 mill.

Like n° 5976 (5974).

5979. $d$-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.33 mill.

Like n° 5974.
5980. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.33 mill. 
   Like no. 5974.

5981. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.35 mill. 
   Like no. 5974.

5982. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.33 mill. 
   Like no. 5974.

5983. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.34 mill. 
   Like no. 5974.

5984. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.36 mill. 
   Like no. 5976 (5974).

5985. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.37 mill. 
   Like no. 5974.

5986. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Purplish fayence. — Height o m. 0.34 mill. 
   (pl. VI). 
   Like no. 5974 except as to shape of top (a).

5987. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Bluish fayence. — Height o m. 0.33 mill. 
   Like no. 5986 (5974).

5988. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Pale greenish fayence. — Height o m. 0.36 mill. 
   Like no. 5986. Roughly made.

5989. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Pale greenish fayence. — Height o m. 0.36 mill. 
   (pl. VI). 
   Like no. 5974 except as to shape of top (a).
5990. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Pale greenish fayence. — Height o m. 035 mill.

Like no 5989 (5974); but very broad.

5991. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Pale bluish green fayence. — Height o m. 033 mill. (pl. VI).

Similar to no 5974 except as to shape of top (a).

5992. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height o m. 021 mill.

About like no 5974.

5993. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greyish green fayence. — Height o m. 02 cent. (pl. VI).

About like no 5974.

5994. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height o m. 028 mill.

About like no 5974.

5995. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height o m. 027 mill. (pl. VI).


5996. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Pale green fayence. — Height o m. 023 mill. (pl. VI).

About like no 5974.

5997. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Pale green fayence. — Height o m. 024 mill.

Like no 5974.

5998. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 028 mill.

About like no 5986 (5974).

Catal. du Musée, no 5974.
5999. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.28 mill. (pl. VI).

About like n° 5874; vertical incised lines below each crossbar.

6000. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.29 mill.

About like n° 5986 (5974).

12001. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.33 mill.

Like n° 5974.

12002. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.36 mill.

About like n° 5974.

12003. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.36 mill. (pl. VII).

About like n° 5974.

12004. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.34 mill.

About like n° 5974.

12005. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.31 mill.

About like n° 12003 (5974). Shaft square cornered.

12006. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.32 mill.

About like n° 12003 (5974).

12007. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height o m. 0.31 mill.

About like n° 5991.


Front, ornamented with incised lines a. Supporting post up the back, pierced above. Glazed.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 30584.


Supporting post up the back, not pierced. Glazed.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 30750.


About like n° 12003 (5974). Glaze almost completely destroyed (traces).

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 30275.

12012. Flat almond shaped amulet (?). — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.45 mill. — Huber collection (pl. VII).

Ends cut off and left rough. Front convex; back concave a. On front and on back, one vertical line of roughly incised hieroglyphs b c. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4248; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5269.

12013. Flat almond shaped amulet (?). — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.39 mill.

Like n° 12012 but thicker, underside less concave. Polish on front ground off and inscription subsequently added, in very rough characters somewhat like hieratic. Hole bored in upper end, now filled with plaster. See n° 12012, note 1.


(1) Apparently held by hand or enclosed in plaster; cf. n°s 5485 and 5846. See also n°s 12013-12017.
12014. Flat almond shaped amulet (?). — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.45 mill.

Like n° 12012. Ends rougher. No inscription. See n° 12019, note 1.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4948.

12015. Flat almond shaped amulet (?). — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.42 mill.

Like n° 12012. No inscription.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4948.

12016. Flat almond shaped amulet (?). — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.4 cent.

Like n° 12012. Ends rougher. No inscription. See n° 12012, note 1.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4948.

12017. Flat almond shaped amulet (?). — Opaque carnelian with white spots. — Length o m. 0.48 mill.

Like n° 12012. Ends rougher. Two vertical lines marking off space for inscription, but no inscription. See n° 12012, note 1.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4948.

12018. Almond-shaped amulet (?). — Carnelian. — Length o m. 0.12 mill. —

Saqqarah, January 1859 (pl. VII).

Ends like n° 12012. Back flat. One vertical line of roughly incised hieroglyphs on front, b.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4948; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 4165.

12019. Slender barrel-shaped amulet (?). — Opaque carnelian. — Length o m. 0.52 mill. — Saqqarah\(^1\), March 1862. Tomb of Beki (pl. VII).

Pierced lengthwise. Inscription of three roughly incised lines (a). Polished. One side of upper end, broken off.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 4948; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 19145.

\(^1\) From the same tomb, n° 5183, 5357, 5123.
12020. Slender barrel-shaped amulet (?).—Carnelian.—Length o m. 0'4 cent. — Purchase 1884.

Pierced lengthwise; lower end stopped with plaster. One horizontal line of roughly inscribed signs (a) 𓄭𓄟𓄠𓄦𓄠𓄞 𓄭. Polished.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25856.

12021. Double ded-sign, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 0'28 mill. (pl. VII).

Similar to n° 5341, but joined together from top to bottom. Incised lines indistinct. Covered with thin coat of white substance.

12022. Double ded-sign, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0'28 mill. Like n° 12021.

12023. Amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0'71 mill. — Purchase (Dutilh) 1890 (pl. VII).

Ded-sign with two hands each grasping a 𓄭, in relief on front; on back, Isis with outspread wings. Whitish glaze (similar to n° 12021-12022). Top broken.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 28395.

12024. Ded-sign, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0'46 mill. — Saqqarah (2) 1893.

Like n° 12009.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 30694.

12025. Ded-sign, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0'49 mill. — With n° 12024 (pl. VII).

Broad post up the back, pierced. Glazed.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 30694. See n° 12024.

(2) Glaze (?). Cf. n° 12023.

(1) One of these seven (n°s 12024-12036) was not found at Saqqarah, but added to this group in the case for symmetry.
12026. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Grey fayence. — Height 0 m. 052 mill. — With n° 12024 (pl. VII).

Post up the back, pierced; hole filled with bituminous matter. Glazed.

Bibl.: *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 3069. See n° 12024.

12027. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 071 mill. — With n° 12024.

Like n° 12025. White deposit on middle of upper part.

Bibl.: *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 3069. See n° 12024.

12028. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 05 cent. — With n° 12024.

Like n° 12025. Deposit on upper left corner.

Bibl.: *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 3069. See n° 12024.

12029. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 05 cent. — With n° 12024.

Like n° 12025.

Bibl.: *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 3069. See n° 12024.

12030. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 047 mill. — With n° 12024.

Like n° 12025.

Bibl.: *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 3069. See n° 12024.

12031. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 04 cent. (pl. VII).

No supporting post. Front marked with incised lines. Pierced from top to bottom.

Heavy glaze, worn off in spots ₩.

Bibl.: *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1809.

*¹* N° 12031-12059 appear to belong to same necklace.
12032. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 0\(\frac{1}{4}\) cent.

Like n° 12031. Broken in two in middle.

Bibl.: *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12033. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 0\(\frac{1}{4}\) cent.

Like n° 12031.

Bibl.: *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12034. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 0\(\frac{1}{4}\) cent.

Like n° 12031.

Bibl.: *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12035. *Ded*-sign, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 0\(\frac{1}{4}\) cent.

Like n° 12031.

Bibl.: *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12036. Knot, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 0\(\frac{1}{2}\) mill. (pl. VII).

Front marked with incised lines. Pierced from top to bottom. Glaze like n° 12031.

Bibl.: *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12037. Knot, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 0\(\frac{1}{4}\)1 mill.

Like n° 12036 except incised line on head is wanting.

Bibl.: *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12038. Knot, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 0\(\frac{1}{4}\)1 mill.

Like n° 12036.

Bibl.: *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.
12039. Knot, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 042 mill.
   Like n° 12036.
   Bibli.: Catalogue, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12040. Knot, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 041 mill.
   Like n° 12036.
   Bibli.: Catalogue, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12041. Knot, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 038 mill.
   Like n° 12036.
   Bibli.: Catalogue, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12042. Ushebtin-figure, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height
   0 m. 036 mill. (pl. VII).
   Pierced from top to bottom. Glaze like n° 12031.
   Bibli.: Catalogue, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12043. Ushebtin-figure, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height
   0 m. 039 mill.
   Like n° 12042.
   Bibli.: Catalogue, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12044. Ushebtin-figure, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height
   0 m. 041 mill.
   Like n° 12042.
   Bibli.: Catalogue, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12045. Ushebtin-figure, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height
   0 m. 037 mill.
   Like n° 12042.
   Bibli.: Catalogue, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.
12046. *Ushebiu-figure*, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height o m. 035 mill.

Like n° 12042.

Bibl. : *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12047. *Ushebiu-figure*, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height o m. 04 cent.

Like n° 12042.

Bibl. : *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12048. *Ushebiu-figure*, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height o m. 038 mill.

Like n° 12042.

Bibl. : *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12049. *Ushebiu-figure*, as amulet. — Blue green glazed steatite. — Height o m. 04 cent.

Like n° 12042.

Bibl. : *Catalogue*, 1895, n° 1000. See n° 12031.

12050. Double knot, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 052 mill. — Saqqarah (?), 1859 (pl. VII).

Front marked with incised lines. Each knot pierced from top to bottom. Glazed. Stains. Juncure of two halves marked by irregular line down the back (1).


12051. Heart, as amulet. — Amethyst. — Height o m. 035 mill. (pl. VII).

Eyelet on top.


(1) Made in two parts and stuck together before being glazed.

*Catal. du Musée*, n° 5218.
12052. Heart, as amulet. — Amethyst. — Height o m. 0.36 mill. (pl. VII).

Human head. Head pierced from side to side.

Bibl.: Catalogue, 1895, n° 1093 bis; Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4550.

12053. Heart-vase, as amulet. — Whitish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.48 mill. — Mitrahineh, September 1888. Tell el-Qalâa (pl. VII).

Both sides alike, marked with incised lines. Top, square; neck pierced from side to side. Hollow.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 28490.

12054. Heart, as amulet. — Hard green stone. — Height o m. 0.57 mill. (pl. VII) (1).

Top, oval. Front beetle marked out, with incised lines. Back, one vertical line of incised signs.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4551.

12055. Heart, as amulet. — Hard green stone (serpenline?). — Height o m. 0.85 mill. — Saqqarah, January 1859 (pl. VII).

Back flat, and crossed by nine incised lines for an inscription which was never written.

Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 44191; Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4527.

12056. Heart, as amulet. — Green slate. — Height o m. 0.71 mill. (pl. VII).

Flat plate, in outline heart-shaped; on front, a carefully carved beetle in relief; on back nine horizontal lines of inscription (2).

(1) Other hearts with scarabaeus in relief, n°° 12056, 12127, 12128.

(2) For same text see n° 5231. See Larsen, Toddlebach, Cap. livv, l. 33 ff (cf. Cap. cxxv).
AMULETS.


On top, *atef*-crown, with left horn broken off. Post up the back, not pierced. Glazed.

12058. Group of divine-eyes, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 063 mill. — Gaou, 1895.

Four rows, similar to n° 5898 (8+13+13+9 = 43 eyes). Serrated edge; pierced. On flat back, one *udat*-eye outlined with incised lines; iris and eyebrow black. Glazed.

Bibl. : *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 31236.

12059. Plate with divine-eye, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Height 0 m. 025 mill., length 0 m. 034 mill. — Gaou, 1895 (pl. VII).


Bibl. : *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 31225.

12060. Heart, as amulet. — Dark blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 025 mill. (pl. VIII).

Square top with eyelet. Glazed. Bottom marked with incised lines.

12061. Heart, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 031 mill. — Gaou, 1893 (pl. VIII).

Square top, with eyelet. Both sides alike.

Bibl. : *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n° 31219.
12062. Heart, as amulet. — Blue faience. — Height o m. 0.33 mill. — Gaou, 1893 (pl. VIII).

Square top, with eyelet. Heavy glaze.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 31950.

12063. Heart, as amulet. — Blue green faience. — Height o m. 0.27 mill. — Gaou, 1893 (pl. VIII).

Square top with eyelet. Glazed.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 31951.

12064. Knot, as amulet. — Purple faience. — Height o m. 0.39 mill. — Gaou (?), 1895 (pl. VIII).

Back plain. Loop, centre cut out. Eyelet above; a ring-like head made separately and stuck on. Heavy glaze.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 31950.

12065. Bead with three divine-eyes. — Blue green faience. — Height o m. 0.18 mill. — Magazine (pl. VIII).


Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 31954.

12066. Heart, as amulet. — Crystal. — Height o m. 0.48 mill. — Purchase, 1890 (pl. VIII).

Sun’s disc on oval top, hearing on back an eyelet. Weather-worn in places: eyelet broken.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 29129.

12067. Heart-vase, as amulet. — Crystal. — Height o m. 0.34 mill. (pl. VIII).

Cylindrical hole, diameter slightly decreasing towards bottom. Top, round.

12068. Heart, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.26 mill. — Purchase, 1881 (pl. VIII).

Square top with eyelet. On front, figure of god and goddess (Horus and Isis) engraved. Traces of gilding.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 26192.
12069. Heart, as amulet. — Hard dark grey and pinkish stone. — Height 0 m. 062 mill. — Said to come from Assasif, at Thebes, and presented to Museum by M. Henri Péreire, 1864 (pl. VIII).

Oval top with eycket. On the eycket one vertical line. On the front and the back each eight lines:

Front:

Back:
Glazed with very fine glaze before the inscription was cut on it. One side somewhat pinkish. Cracked.


12070. Divine-eye, as amulet. — Glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 017 mill. — Purchase, 1892 (pl. VIII).


Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 29581.

12071. Head-rest, as amulet. — Wood, painted black. — Height 0 m. 03 cent., length 0 m. 036 mill. — Magazine (pl. VIII).

Roughly cut. Painted black. One vertical line of badly cut signs filled with yellow, on bottom.


12072. Almond shaped amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 041 mill. — Coptos, 1887 (?).

Like n° 12012. On front two vertical lines of roughly incised signs:


12073. Group of signs, nh, dl and ws on nh. — Pale bluish grey fayence. — Height 0 m. 05 cent. — Purchase, 1890 (pl. VIII).


Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 29171.

1. Discolored by fire.
12074. Rectangular plate with group of three signs, 'nh, dd and ws. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 12 cent., length 0 m. 138 mill. (pl. VIII).


12075. Rectangular plate with group of three signs, 'nh, dd and ws. — Blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 041 mill., height 0 m. 033 mill. — San, February 1893 (pl. VIII).


Bibl. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 21097.

12076. Rectangular plate with group of three signs, 'nh, dd and ws. — Blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 041 mill., height 0 m. 033 mill. — San, February 1893.

Like n° 12075.

Bibl. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 21098.

12077. Rectangular plate with group of three signs, 'nh, dd and ws. — Blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 041 mill., height 0 m. 034 mill. — San, February 1893.

Like n° 12075.

Bibl. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 21099.

12078. Rectangular plate with group of three signs, 'nh, dd and ws. — Green fayence. — Length 0 m. 041 mill., height 0 m. 034 mill. — San, February 1892.

Like n° 12075.

Bibl. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 18957.

12079. Stamp, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 018 mill. (pl. VIII).

12080. Stamp, as amulet. — Blue green faience. — Height o m. 009 mill. (pl. VIII).


12081. Sun's disc on horizon (?), as amulet. — Red glass paste. — Height o m. 026 mill. (pl. VIII).

Eyelet above. Back flat.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 42449.

12082. Plate with divine-eye in relief, as amulet. — Blue green faience. —

Length o m. 059 mill., height o m. 047 mill. (pl. VIII).


12083. Group of four cartouches, two pairs, one on front and one on back, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. —

Height o m. 015 mill. — Drah-abu'l-Naggah (according to Mariette, Catalogue) (pl. VIII).

Two holes, from top to bottom. Edge, has a line of bead ornament (b). Cartouches:

Cartouches and signs, incised.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3659; Mariette, Catalogue (1866), n° 519: Album du Musée de Boulaq (pl. XXXVII); Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 21394.

12084. Cartouche, as amulet. — Light blue glazed stone. — Height o m. 013 mill.

Pierced from top to bottom. Incised line around edge. Front: . Back:

Glaze worn off on back and edges. Cartouches and signs, incised.

XIH Dynasty, Usertesen II.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3656. See n° 12085.
12085. Cartouche, as amulet. — Light blue glazed stone. — Height o m. 0.13 mill.

Like n° 12084. Front: ... Back:

XIIth Dynasty. Usertesen II.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3568. See n° 12084.

12086. Cartouche, as amulet. — Light blue glazed stone. — Height o m. 0.11 mill.

Similar to n° 12084. Front: ... Back:

XIIth Dynasty, Amenemhat III.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3662.

12087. Cartouche, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.28 mill.

Edge, blank. Front: ... Back: ... Pierced from and to end.

Poorly glazed. Cartouches and signs, incised.
XVIIIth Dynasty (?).
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3698. See n° 12088, 12091.

12088. Cartouche, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.28 mill.

Like n° 12087. Front: ... Back:

XVIIIth Dynasty (?).
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3699. See n° 12087.
Catal. du Musée, n° 5218.
12089. Cartouche, as amulet. — Dark blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 023 mill.

Incised line around edge. Pierced by fine hole from top to bottom (?). Thick bright glaze. Cartouches and signs, incised:

XVIIIth Dynasty (?).

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue (fiches), n° 3700.

12090. Cartouche, as amulet. — Dark blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 024 mill.

Edge blank. Pierced by fine hole from top to bottom. Glazed. Lower corner, broken off. Cartouches and signs, incised:

XVIIIth Dynasty (?).


12091. Cartouche, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 028 mill.

Like n° 12087.

XVIIIth Dynasty (?).

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3702. See n° 12087.

12092. Cartouche, as amulet. — Bluish black fayence. — Height 0 m. 02 cent.

Edge blank. Pierced from top to bottom. Thick bright glaze. Roughly made. Cartouches and signs, incised:

XVIIIth Dynasty (?).

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3703.
12093. Cartouche, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 02 cent.

Edge blank. Pierced from top to bottom. Poorly glazed. Cartouches and signs, incised. New Empire, XIXth Dynasty, Sety I*.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 29344. For the other cartouches of Sety I*, see n° 12098, 12105, 12120-12123.

12094. Cartouche, as amulet. — White glazed stone. — Height 0 m. 026 mill.

Edge blank. Pierced from top to bottom. Dull glaze, crackled. Cartouches and signs, incised.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3768.

12095. Cartouche, as amulet. — Dark brown fayence. — Height 0 m. 029 mill. (pl. VIII).

Pierced from top to bottom. Dull glaze (discolored?). Front and back as in plate VIII. Signs, incised.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3672.

12096. Cartouche, as amulet. — White fayence. — Height 0 m. 029 mill. (pl. VIII).

Pierced from top to bottom. Thick bright glaze. Something broken off of top. Back blank. Front, as in plate VIII. Signs and border in relief (not incised).

Vth Dynasty (?).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3800. See n° 12097.

12097. Cartouche, as amulet. — White and light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 054 mill. — Mitrahineh, June 1858 (pl. VIII).


Vth Dynasty (?).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3644; Mariette, Catalogue (1876), n° 510; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 2032. See n° 12096.
12098. Cartouche, as amulet. — White stone, overlaid with green. — Height o m. 03 cent. (pl. VIII).

Pierced from top to bottom. Cartouches and signs incised. Front and back as in plate VIII. Color still thick in the signs.

XIXth Dynasty, Sety I" (?) .

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3759. See n° 12095.

12099. Cartouche, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 05 cent. (pl. VIII).


XIXth Dynasty, Nechtanebo I" .

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3751; Album du Musée de Boulog, pl. XXXVII. For other cartouches, as amulets, see n° 12100 ff.

12100. Plate with double cartouche, as amulet. — Stone, with white glaze. — Height o m. 035 mill. (pl. IX).

Pierced from top to bottom. Front, cartouches in relief with hieroglyphics incised; back, all incised. Glazed. Edges broken off.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3711.

12101. Plate with cartouches, as amulet. — Light green glazed stone. — Height o m. 048 mill. — Purchased at Luxor, 1872 (?) (pl. IX).

Pierced near top by large hole, from side to side. Edges of top and sides rounded. Cartouche with atef-crown, on nb-sign between two uraei: on front, cartouche and uraei with crown of Lower Egypt; on back, cartouche and uraei with crown of Upper Egypt. Signs, etc., in relief. Front, as in plate IX. On upper edge, one vertical line of signs in relief. Glaze worn on and back.

New Empire, XVIIIth Dynasty (?) Thothmes III.

12102. Plate with ram-headed sphinx on one side and two cartouches on the other, as amulet. — Stone, glazed white. — Height 0 m. 0.23 mill. (pl. IX).

Pierced from side to side. Front (in relief) and back (incised), as in plate IX. One side slightly convex. Glazed.

XXVIth Dynasty (?), Shabaka.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3781.

12103. Plate with two cartouches, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.25 mill., length 0 m. 0.42 mill. — Mitrahineh, July 1858 (pl. IX).

Pierced from side to side by large hole. Thin glaze. Cartouches and signs, incised and filled with coloring matter (blue?). Back blank. Front, as in plate IX. Edges, sharp. Upper left corner broken off.

XXVIth Dynasty, Ahmose.


12104. Plate with two cartouches, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.33 mill., length 0 m. 0.42 mill. (pl. IX).

Pierced from side to side by a large hole. Cartouches and signs painted on in dark blue before glazing. Back blank. Front, as in plate IX. Edges rounded.

XXVIth Dynasty. Ahmose.


12105. Plate with cartouche, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.34/4 mill. (pl. IX).

Pierced from top to bottom. Edge marked by two incised lines. Front, rounded from side to side. Back flat, with two lions. Cartouche, signs and lions, incised. Poorly glazed. Front, back and edge as in plate IX.

XXVIth Dynasty.
12106. Thick plate (or block) with cartouches, as amulet. — Brownish fayence (?) (discolored). — Height 0 m. 017 cent., length 0 m. 017 mill., width 0 m. 007 mill. (pl. IX).

Pierced from side to side. Edge blank. Front, sphinx standing before cartouche back, cartouche between two winged uræi. Signs, cartouches, etc., incised.

Poorly glazed. Front and back, as in plate IX. Discolored.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3758. For other cartouches, as amulets, see n° 12120 ff. See n° 12093.

12107. Figure of vulture and uræus, as amulet. — Pale blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 037 mill. (pl. IX).

Joined by a thin wall which is pierced by small hole. Glazed. Head of vulture broken off.

12108. Divine eye, as amulet. — Very light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 078 mill., length 0 m. 02 cent. (pl. IX).

Pierced lengthwise. One side, reverse of the other. Eyelashes, cosmetic stripe and wrinkle, in relief. Glazed.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4476.

12109. Knot, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Height 0 m. 014 mill. (pl. IX).

Eyelet behind. Front marked with incised lines. Heavy bright glaze.

12110. Wig, as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height 0 m. 018 mill. (pl. IX).

Eyelet behind. Queue marked with incised lines. Polished.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4196.

12111. Left hand open, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 012 mill. (pl. IX).

Eyelet on end of wrist. Roughly made. Glazed poorly.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4196.
12112. Left hand open, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 024 mill. (pl. IX).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4196.

12113. Right hand open, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 034 mill. (pl. IX).

Eyelet, crossed by four incised lines, on end of wrist. Square plate on end of wrist (under the eyelet). Glazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4196.

12114. Right hand open, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 018 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4196.

12115. Left hand, closed with thumb thrust between first and second fingers, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 017 mill. (pl. IX).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4140.

12116. Right hand, closed, with thumb between first and second fingers, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 018 mill. (pl. IX).

Hole through wrist. Roughly made. Thick bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4140.

12117. Right hand, closed with thumb between first and second fingers, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 017 mill.

Similar to n° 12116. Rudely made.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4140.
12118. Right hand, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 017 mill.

Similar to n° 12117.

Bibl.: Massero, Catalogue, n° 4140.

12119. Right hand, as amulet. — Dark greenish fayence. — Height o m. 017 mill.

Similar to n° 12117. Poor glaze, somewhat worn.

12120. Cartouche, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 031 mill. — Gaou, 1895 (pl. IX).

Pierced by two holes from top to bottom, which run together a little way from the edge and are open on the back. Edge blank. Well glazed, glaze stained. Front and back as in plate IX.

Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 31249 (1).

12121. Cartouche, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 015 mill. — Gaou, 1895 (pl. IX).

Holes and edge like n° 12120. Glaze better preserved. Front as in plate IX.

Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 31249. See n° 12120 and n° 12093.

12122. Cartouche, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 031 mill. — Gaou, 1895.

Like n° 12121. In piercing, the hole into was broken through the signs  and  .

Glaze like n° 12120.

Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 31249. See n° 12120 and 12093.

12123. Cartouche, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 031 mill. — Abydos, « envoi de Moh. Doheir », September-December 1895 (2).

Like n° 12121. Glaze like n° 12120.

Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 31990. See n° 12120 and 12093.

(1) Three were found (n° 12120-12122). See n° 12093.
12124. Cartouche, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 03 cent. — With n° 12123.

Like n° 12121, except that the two holes remain separate.

Bibl. : Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 31990. See n°’s 12123 and 12093.

12125. Cartouche, as amulet. — Blue glazed steatite. — Height 0 m. 019 mill.

Pierced from top to bottom. Edge, blank. Front, deeply incised signs; back, shallow signs [1]. Front and back [1]

12126. Divine eye on hawk’s legs with an extended wing, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 044 mill. (pl. IX).

In front a uræus. Interstices cut out a. Back blank with two eyelets, one above and one below. Glazed.

12127. Heart, as amulet. — Hard fine-grained green stone. — Height 0 m. 064 mill. — «Sépulture prêtres Amon», Deîr-el-Bahri, 1891 (Brugsch). — Small white label with gold border, in pencil B. 155 (pl. IX).

On top, a rectangular projection. On each side, an eyelet. Through each eyelet, a piece of string, stained with bitumen, to which pieces of mummy cloth are sticking. On the front, a scarabæus outlined with incised lines. On the back, an inscription: eleven lines of carelessly incised signs [2]. See n° 12054.

[1] Possibly written first on this side and erased.

12128. Heart, as amulet. — Hard fine grained green stone. — Height 0.36 m. — "Sépulture prêtres Amon", Deir-el-Bahri, 1891 (Brugsch). — Small white label with gold border, in pencil "147" (pl. IX).

On top, a round projection. On each side, a square projection. On front, a scarabæus in low relief. Back, flat, with ten lines of roughly incised signs (1). See n° 12654.

---

(1) For same text, see n° 5231, 12127. See Lepsius, Totenbuch, Cap. xix (lines 33 ff) (cf. Cap. xvi).
AMULETS.

Bitumen stains.


Eyelet on top. Two projections, one on each side. Broken in a number of pieces and mended in ancient times.

12130. Heart, as amulet. — Brecchia, red with white spots. — Height 0 m. 059 mill. — «Sépulture prêtres Amon», Deîr-el-Bahri, 1891 (Brugsch). — In pencil «166» (pl. IX).

Oval top with eyelet. Small projection on each side. In the eyelet, fragment of string.

12131. Heart, as amulet. — Dark greenish slate. — Height 0 m. 044 mill. — «Sépulture prêtres Amon», Deîr-el-Bahri, 1891 (Brugsch). — Small label with gold border, in ink «B. 57» (pl. X).

Eyelet on top.

12132. Heart, as amulet. — Wax. — Height 0 m. 045 mill. — «Sépulture prêtres Amon», Deîr-el-Bahri, 1891 (Brugsch). — Small square of paper, stuck on with pin, in pencil «139» (pl. X).

Rectangular top. Large projection on each side. Pieces of mummy cloth sticking to it.

12133. Heart, as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 031 mill. (pl. X).

Round top. Projection on each side, broken off. Black, yellow, white, and light blue streaks, drawn into an irregular zigzag pattern. Pierced from top to bottom. Shiny surface. Body of heart, black glass. Colors fused into surface (0,0005 deep).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 6142.
12134. Heart, as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 022 mill. (pl. X).

Round top. Pierced from top to bottom. Irregular in form. Projection on each side. Two streaks, one of yellow and one of white running in left spirals around from top to bottom, on blue background. Shiny surface. Colors (white and yellow), fused into surface like n° 12133. Body of heart, blue glass.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4142.

12135. Heart, as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 018 mill. (pl. X).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4142.

12136. Heart, as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 021 mill. (pl. X).

Top, broken off. Pierced from top to bottom. Projection on each side, that on right side broken off. White and yellow left spirals on blue background similar to n° 12134. White and yellow fused into surface of blue body like n° 12133. Shiny surface.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4142.

12137. Heart, as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 021 mill. (pl. X).

Round top. Pierced from top to bottom. Projection on each side. White right spiral drawn into zigzag pattern (something like n° 12135) on purplish background. White, extremely shallow, fused into surface. Surface shiny.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4142.

12138. Heart, as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 021 mill. (pl. X).

Round top. Pierced from top to bottom. Projection on each side. Body, pale greenish translucent glass; over it, a streak of blue black running in a zigzag left spiral around from top to bottom; in the middle of the blue black streak and laid over it, a pinkish streak. Blue black and pink fused into surface. Surface iridescent.
12139. **Heart, as amulet.** — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 016 mill. (pl. X).

Round top. Pierced from top to bottom. Projection on each side. One reddish brown and one white left spiral, running from top to bottom, on dark blue background. Shiny surface.

*Bibl.*: *Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4125*.

12140. **Heart, as amulet.** — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 022 mill. — Gaou(?), 1895(?). Purchase (pl. X).

Round top. Pierced from top to bottom. Projection on each side, broken off. One dark green and one yellow left spiral running from top to bottom on light greenish blue background. Surface now worn dull.

*Bibl.*: *Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 3122*.

12141. **Papyrus column (wd-sign), as amulet.** — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 029 mill. (pl. X).

Pierced from top to bottom. One yellow, left spiral, from top to bottom, on translucent blue green background. A reddish brown ring, laid over spiral, around edge of top and another around base. Yellow fused into surface. Reddish brown fused into surface.

*Bibl.*: *Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4128*.

12142. **Papyrus column (wd-sign), as amulet.** — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 035 mill.

Pierced from top to bottom. One white left spiral from top to bottom on blue green background (slightly translucent). Spiral fused into surface.

12143. **Papyrus column (wd-sign), as amulet.** — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 038 mill.

Similar to n° 12142. White left spiral on dark blue background. Piece broken out of edge of rim.

12144. **Papyrus column (wd-sign), as amulet.** — Variagated glass. — Height 0 m. 035 mill.

Similar to n° 12142. Dark blue spiral on light bluish green background.
12145. Papyrus column (wad-sign), as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height o m. 0.033 mill. (pl. X).

Pierced from top to bottom. White left spiral, much distorted above, on black background. Irregular yellow ring around edge of rim and another around base. White and yellow fused into surface. Surface shiny.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4126.

12146. Papyrus column (wad-sign), as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height o m. 0.025 mill.

Similar to n° 12145. White spiral, more regular. Yellow, faded. Surface, iridescent and ready to scale off. One side broken off rim.

12147. Papyrus column (wad-sign), as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height o m. 0.024 mill.

Pierced from top to bottom. Broad white left spiral, from top to bottom, on blue background. Red ring around rim.

Base, red.

Red and white fused into surface. Iridescent scale over the surface.

12148. Papyrus column (wad-sign), as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height o m. 0.027 mill.

Pierced from top to bottom. White left spiral, running from top to bottom, covered by a yellow spiral except on top of rim and on base. Background black.

White and yellow fused into surface. Iridescent scale over the surface.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4128.

12149. Papyrus column (wad-sign), as amulet. — Variagated glass. — Height o m. 0.025 mill.

Pierced from top to bottom. Black left spiral, from top to bottom, on translucent light blue green background. Shiny surface corroded on rim and in places on shaft.

12150. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Dark brown glass. — Height o m. 0.066 mill. (pl. X).

First and second fingers of right hand. Finger-nails, roughly indicated by incised lines. Knuckles marked on front and on back, each by a single incised line. Polished.
12151. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 082 mill.
(pl. X).

First and second of right hand. Finger nails, scarf skin and knuckles marked by incised lines on back of fingers. Highly polished.

12152. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 108 mill.

Similar to n° 12151, but more slender. Smoothed, not polished.

12153. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 080 mill.

Similar to n° 12151. Lines about finger nails, roughly incised. Highly polished.

12154. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 068 mill.

Similar to n° 12151, but much flatter. Polish partly destroyed.

12155. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 088 mill.

Similar to n° 12151, but very slender. Lines very roughly incised. Smoothed not polished.

12156. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 078 mill.
(pl. X).

First and second finger of left hand. Finger nails, like n° 12151. Knuckles, two incised lines each on back of fingers, and one, two or three lines each, on front. Highly polished.

12157. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 091 mill.
(pl. X).

First and second fingers of right hand. Finger nails and three knuckles (marked on back of fingers only) indicated by incised lines. Smoothed, not polished.

12158. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 088 mill.
(pl. X).

First and second fingers of right hand. Finger nails and three knuckles (on back of fingers only) indicated by incised lines. Smoothed, not polished.
12159. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 064 mill. (pl. X).

First and second fingers of right hand. Finger nails, very rudely cut. Knuckles marked only on back of fingers. Smoothed.

12160. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 046 mill.

First and second of right hand. Finger nails scarcely indicated. Joints marked inside by deeply incised lines. On back, two incised lines on second finger. Rudely cut. Dull polish; edges roughened (by filing?) after polishing.

12161. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 076 mill.

First and second of right hand. Finger nails marked by incised lines. Roughly shaped. Smoothed, not polished.

12162. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 104 mill. (pl. X).

First and second of right hand. Finger nails well made. Joints marked only on inside, by three incised lines on each finger near top.

12163. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian, mottled dark olive and black. — Height 0 m. 095 mill. (pl. X).

First and second of right hand. Cut off square at base. Finger nails, marked. Joints marked on inside only. Finely polished.

12164. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 08 cent.

First and second of right hand. Finger nails and knuckles not marked. Division between fingers, indicated only on end. Inside, convex. Outside, flat. Polished.

12165. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Dark mottled stone (obsidian?). — Height 0 m. 054 mill.

First and second of right hand. Division between fingers indicated. Finger nails and knuckles not marked. Inside more convex that outside. Dull polish.
12166. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard, streaked stone, dark olive and black. — Height o m. 044 mill.

Division between fingers, incised line. Finger nails and knuckles, not marked. Roughly cut. Finely polished.

12167. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard mottled stone, dark olive and black. — Height o m. 106 mill.


12168. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Dark olive stone, hard. — Height o m. 11 cent. (pl. X).

First and second of right hand. Finger nails well cut. Knuckles marked inside and out by incised lines. Dull polish. Outside smeared with bitumen bearing print of linen.

12169. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard stone, very dark, almost black. — Height o m. 102 mill. (pl. X).

First and second of right hand. Only the tips of fingers roughly marked, with finger nails and wrinkles of first joint (inside and out). Dull polish.

12170. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard mottled stone, dark olive. — Height o m. 084 mill.

First and second of right hand. Outside, only tips of fingers roughly marked with finger nails and wrinkles of first joint. Inside three joints, each one marked by one incised line. Dull polish.

12171. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard streaked stone, dark olive and black. — Height o m. 086 mill. (pl. X).

First and second of right hand. Outside, finger nails and two wrinkles. Bit of bitumen between tips of fingers. Polished.

12172. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard black stone, with rust colored speckles. — Height o m. 094 mill.

About like n° 12171, but very flat. Smoothed.

Catal. du Musée, n° 5218.
12173. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard black stone, with rust colored speckles. — Height 0 m. 073 mill.

About like n° 12171, but with three wrinkles. Smoothed.

12174. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard black stone, with rust colored speckles. — Height 0 m. 111 mill.

About like n° 12171, but with only one wrinkle. Polished. Small piece broken out of base.

12175. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard, rusty black stone. — Height 0 m. 066 mill. (pl. X).

About like n° 12158, but very flat. Smoothed.

12176. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Black limestone. — Height 0 m. 098 mill.

First and second of left hand. Only tips are worked, finger nails and dividing line. Bottom cut off square. Roughly cut. Smoothed.

12177. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 057 mill. (pl. X).

First and second of right hand. On back, outside, finger nails and two wrinkles roughly indicated. Inside two double wrinkles on each finger. Smoothed, not polished.

12178. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard black stone, with rusty colored speckles. — Height 0 m. 101 mill. (pl. X).

First and second of right hand. Finger nails and two double wrinkles on back (outside). Smoothed. Faint traces of gilding.

12179. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 045 mill.

First and second of right hand. Finger nails roughly indicated. Inside, two wrinkles on each finger, each indicated by one incised line. Traces of bitumen and gilding on inside.

12180. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 09 cent.

First and second of right hand. Division between fingers alone indicated. Traces of gilding on one side.
12181. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard streaked stone, dark olive and black. — Height 0 m. 123 mill.

First and second of right hand. Division of fingers indicated only at tips. Dull polish. Traces of gilding, clear on one side, faint on the other.

12182. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard streaked stone, dark olive and black, obsidian? — Height 0 m. 115 mill.

About like n° 12181. Polished. Traces of gilding on one side and on edge.

12183. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Hard greenish black stone. — Height 0 m. 104 mill.

About like n° 12181, but thicker and narrower. Smoothed. Traces of gilding on one side.

12184. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 104 mill. — Gau, 1893 (pl. X).


Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 30585.

12185. Pair of fingers, as amulet. — Obsidian. — Height 0 m. 115 mill. (pl. X).

Very thin plate with inside slightly concave, outside slightly convex. Division between fingers marked by indentation at top. Outside highly polished; inside smoothed.

12186. Pectoral, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 074 mill., length 0 m. 107 mill. (pl. X).

Form: Like front of naos with hollow cornice. Back upper edge pierced by four holes on each side.

Front. — Middle field, jackal lying on a naos; behind him a column for inscription, unwritten. Surrounded by a block pattern border. Hollow cornice marked by vertical lines.

Back. — Middle field, two girdle-knots surrounded by block pattern border like middle field of front.

Coloring and technique: Blue green glaze, heavy and glassy where well preserved. Design, border and cornice lines, simple black lines.
12187. Pectoral, as amulet. — Blue green faience. — Height 0 m. 0.83 mill., length 0 m. 0.65 mill. — Gadrab, 1891 (?) (pl. XI).

Form: Plate in shape of front of naos. Back upper edge pierced by four holes on each side.

Front. — Jackal lying down on naos, surrounded by simple black line. Hollow cornice, marked with vertical lines.

Back. — Ded-sign and knot, resting on a black line.

Technique: Figures, signs, and lines, on both sides, in simple black lines. Bright, blue green glaze.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 29597.

12188. Pectoral, as amulet. — Blue green faience. — Height 0 m. 0.9 cent., length 0 m. 0.87 mill. (pl. XI).


Front. — Ded-sign between two girdle knots, surrounded by block-pattern border. Hollow cornice, vertical lines.


Technique: Figures, signs, etc., incised on plate, filled with black color and glazed. Bright glaze, worn and stained in places.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4348; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 3465.

12189. Pectoral, as amulet. — Blue green faience and purplish blue faience. — Height 0 m. 0.81 mill., length 0 m. 1.25 mill. (pl. XI).

Form: About like n° 12186. In addition to eight holes through upper back edge, there are twelve holes through the lower back edge. Large hole cut in face, penetrating nearly to glaze on back. In this hole, a large purplish blue scarab.

Front. — Solar bark on which rests upright the large blue scarab. To the left of the bark, Isis; to the right Nephthys (?), both standing with uplifted hands. Cornice; border on bottom and on both sides, like n° 12186.

Back. — Oval, like bottom of scarab, with four lines of almost illegible signs; on each side a girdle knot. The whole surrounded by block-pattern border.

Technique: Signs, figures, etc., incised lines, filled with black before glazing. Bright glaze, worn and stained in places. Glaze on scarab, granular and irregular. Upper corners, cracked (in baking?). One of them repaired in antiquity.
12190. Pectoral, as amulet. — Blue green fayence (plate) and dark olive slate (scarab). — Height 0 m. 091 mill., length 0 m. 098 mill. — Saqqarah, February 1860 (pl. XI) [1].

Form : Plate in shape of front of naos. Back upper edge pierced by four holes on each side. In center of face, hole with slate scarab beautifully carved in detail. Hole penetrates to glaze on back.

Front. — Solar bark with upright scarab. On left, name of Isis; on right, name of Nephthys. Border and cornice, like n° 12186.

Back. — Middle field like on n° 12189, surrounded by border like front and surmounted by vertical lines like on cornice of front. Inscription, illegible except first line (beginning): [drawing].

Technique : Figures, signs and ornamentation, simple black lines, laid on before glazing.

Bright thick glaze. Scarab originally fastened by means of a fine yellowish paste. Upper left hand corner cracked off and glued on.


12191. Pectoral, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence (plate) and greyish purple fayence (scarab). — Height 0 m. 072 mill., length 0 m. 101 mill. — Hieraconpolis (Kom-el-Ahmar), 1887 (pl. XI).

Form : About like n° 12187. In center of front, a scarab, set in.

Front. — Solar bark with upright scarab. To left of scarab on bark, Isis (?); to the right, Nephthys. Border and cornice, about like n° 12189 (front).

Back. — Blank except for one vertical line :

Technique : Signs, figures and ornamentation scratched in, filled with black before glazing. Bright glaze. Scarab made separately of a paler color, inclined to greyish purple : hole cut through plate; scarab inserted, packed in and glazed. Outline of base of scarab visible on back. Broken in two and glued together. Front stained.

Bibl. : Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 28589.

12192. Pectoral, as amulet. — Dark blue fayence discolored to light blue green and pale purple. — Height 0 m. 11 cent., length 0 m. 125 mill. (pl. XI).

Form : Plate in form of front of naos. Upper back edge, pierced by four holes on each side. Large hole cut through center, for scarab.

[1] See n° 12210, 12213.
Front. — Solar bark with upright scarab (now missing) between Isis standing on left and Nephthys standing on right. Block-pattern border on top and two sides. Vertical lines on hollow cornice.

Back. — Isis standing with uplifted hands on left, Nephthys on the right. Border and cornice lines as on front. Row of vertical lines also across bottom of back. One vertical line of signs in front of each goddess (see pl. XI).

Technique: Signs, figures, ornamentation scratched in, and colored before glazing: where glaze is well preserved, the color is light bluish green, in other places white. The edge of hole for scarab is glazed inside. Smooth, bright thick glaze. Broken in four pieces and mended. Much discolored.

12193. Pectoral, as amulet. — Yellow and lavender fayence. — Height 0 m. 11 cent., length 0 m. 10 cent. — Gaou, 1895 (pl. XI).

Front: Plate in shape of front of naos. Upper front edge pierced by one hole on each side. Small oval hole in front for hobbling scarab.

Front. — Solar bark with horizon and scarab (now missing) between Ma’at squatting on left and Isis squatting on right. Surrounded by block-pattern border. Vertical lines, alternate red and lavender on yellow background, on hollow cornice. At the bottom, a row of flowers (nymphaea caerulea) upside down. In plate XI, the shaded parts and black lines are incised and colored lavender. White parts, in relief and colored yellow. Red lines above, incised and red. Red spots below, red.


Technique: Figures and ornamentation in relief(1). Thick smooth glaze. Scarab originally fastened by means of reddish resinous substance.

Both upper corners and lower right corner broken off. The breaks smeared with soft yellowish putty-like substance.

Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 31238.

12194. Pectoral, as amulet. — Yellow and lavender fayence. — Height 0 m. 081 mill., length 0 m. 098 mill. — Gaou, 1895 (pl. XI).

Front: Like n° 12193, except upper back edge (not front edge) is pierced by three holes on left, two on right. Instead of hole for scarab, an oval disc either set in or cut loose from surrounding background, level with surrounding purple background and of the same color and glaze. Above it, sun’s disc of red glazed fayence set in.

Front. — Like n° 12193, but Isis on left instead of Ma’at. Row of flowers across bottom not so deep nor so well formed.

Back. — Blank. Yellow with lavender showing through in places.

(1) Yellow and red laid on over purple, see n° 12195 (end).
Technique: Figures and ornamentation in relief like n° 12193. Yellow and red laid on over purple; see back. Vertical lines on cornice incised, and filled with purple and red, but purple is visible under the red in places\(^{(1)}\). Glaze as on n° 12193. Brown stains, especially on heads and shoulders of goddesses.


12195. Pectoral, as amulet. — Blue and yellow fayence. — Height 0 m. 068 mill., length 0 m. 085 mill. — Sint, January 1895 (pl. XII).

Form: Plate in shape of front of naos. Upper back edge pierced by two holes on each side.

Front. — Solar bark with upright scarab between Isis on right and Nephthys\(^{(2)}\) on left. Surrounded by block-pattern border. Above, hollow cornice with vertical blue lines. Between cornice and front, half round strip. Scarab, blue, originally gilded; legs of scarab, black; lines on back of scarab yellow. Hair of figures, tips of rudders, spot (horizon?) on middle of boat, marks on prow of boat, black. Background of scarab, red. Background of rest of front and lines on cornice, blue (inclined to purple). Figures, bark, blocks, edges, yellow.

Back. — Ded-sign between two knots, dark brown on yellow background.

Technique: Body of scarab, set in. Lines on back of scarab inlaid (yellow). The whole pectoral is blue paste, scratched and filled with blue before glazing. Red around scarab was filled in later, unglazed. Black and dark brown, painted on\(^{(3)}\). Upper edge in front, chipped.


12196. Pectoral, as amulet. — Wood gilded and inlaid with stones of different colors. — Height 0 m. 11 cent., length 0 m. 141 mill. — Sheikh Abd-el-Gurnah\(^{(3)}\), 14 March 1896. Tomb of \(\begin{array}{c} \text{Sheikh} \\ \text{Abd-el-Gurnah} \end{array}\) (pl. XII).

Form: Plate shaped like front of naos. Hole in center with scarab. Upper back edge pierced by two holes on each side.

Front. — Scarab, beautifully worked out of some resinous substance. On the left ded-sign inlaid in blue, red and light blue. On the right, girdle knot of carnelian set in. Around this, block-pattern border in blue, red, and light green (originally light blue?). Above a row of long pendants, inlaid in light green, red and blue and

\(^{(1)}\) Apparently purple laid over whole and baked, then yellow and red laid on and baked again.

\(^{(2)}\) Appears to have been baked a second time, after scarab had been set in and black had been painted on.

\(^{(3)}\) N° 12196-12201 were found in same tomb.
separated by small red dots (inlaid). On hollow cornice row of vertical stripes, each inlaid in red, blue, light green.

**Back.** — Bottom of scarab with seven lines of incised signs:

Under the signs \( \text{\textcopyright} \) in line 1, are visible the signs \( \text{\textcopyright} \) having been previously written. In line 2, under the signs \( \text{\textcopyright} \), are also visible the signs \( \text{\textcopyright} \).

On the left Isis, on the right Nephthys kneeling with uplifted hands each on a \( \text{\textcopyright} \) (gold) sign, all in relief. Border, cornice, etc., corresponding to front but simply marked out with incised lines and gilded, not inlaid and rather carelessly done.

**Technique:** Beautiful work. Heavy smooth gilding. Inlaid stones held by cream colored paste. Blue and light green glass. Red (except scarab and knot) appears to be tortoise shell and is in places swollen and discolored, in some places sprung. The scarab (of some resinous material) is cracked; one side of tip and one other smaller piece on right side are gone (whole when found).

**Bibl.:** Catalogue, 1895, n° 1388; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 31379.

**12197. Pectoral, as amulet.** — Wood, gilded and inlaid with different coloured stones. — Height 0 m. 07 cent., length 0 m. 086 mill. — With n° 12196 (pl. XII).

**Form:** Plate shaped like front of naos. Upper back edge pierced by two holes on each side.

**Front.** — Jackal lying on naos decorated with false door pattern. Surrounded by block-pattern border. The large blocks are blue; the small blocks are red, light blue, red. Hollow cornice, vertical stripes, red, blue, light blue, blue, red, blue, etc.

**Back.** — Mummy, anointed with oil, upright facing right. Before it, offering table with offerings and in front of table facing left standing man, holding censor in right hand and pouring liquid from a vase into a basin with his left. Border and cornice ornamentation in simple lines, corresponding to that of front. In relief and gilded.

**Technique:** Black, obsidian. Light blue, glass. Blue, lapis lazuli (imitation). Red, shell (?). The leash of the whip and the pattern on basis on which jackal rests, are painted in red and black on the wood and covered with thin plates of clear glass, set in. The inlays are set with fine cream coloured paste. Heavy smooth gilding. Some red stones, swollen and broken. Other stones discolored in places.

**Bibl.:** Catalogue, 1895, n° 1388; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 31380. See n° 12196.
12198. **Necklace used for suspending pectoral**<sup>(1)</sup>— Glass and gilded wood. — Length of long beads 0 m. 04 cent. to 0 m. 046 mill., diameter of spherical beads 0 m. 008 mill. to 0 m. 01 cent. — With n° 12196 (pl. XII).

**Beads**<sup>(2)</sup>. — Twelve (12) long blue beads, eight (8) light blue ones, and eight (8) of gilded wood, — in all twenty-eight (28) long beads. Thirty-two (32) blue spherical beads, twenty-eight (28) light blue spherical beads, sixteen red (16) ones, and twelve (12) of gilded wood, — in all, 88 small beads. Total 116 beads of all kinds.

**Arrangement**: Two pairs of strings, one of which passed over each shoulder. All four strings, (2) alike.

**Technique**: Heavy smooth gilding (like on n° 12196-12197) laid over a layer of plaster. The wooden beads alone are symmetrically made; the others all show more or less irregularity. All are pierced lengthwise.

Two long blue beads and one wooden bead are broken in two. Three of the smaller beads are broken; several, corroded or discolored.

**Bibl.**: Journal d‘entrée du Musée, n° 3138. See n° 12196.

12199. **Pectoral, as amulet.** — Wood gilded and inlaid with colored stones, glass, etc. — Height 0 m. 116 mill., length 0 m. 144 mill. — With n° 12196 (pl. XII).

**Form**: Like n° 12196, but without the raised strip separating the hollow cornice from the front.

**Front**: Scarab, of hard green stone with whitish speckles, set in hole. Scarab similar to that n° 12196, but less carefully cut. On each side of scarab, and facing it, a kneeling goddess with uplifted hands and above each goddess an udat-eye, to the left a right eye and to the right a left eye. Surrounded by block border, similar to n° 12196, consisting of large blocks separated by three stripes in the following order: large blue block, red, light green, blue stripes; large red block, blue, light green, red stripes; large blue block, etc. Ornamentation above, row of pendants like n° 12196, but without intervening red dots. Cornice like n° 12196.

---

<sup>(1)</sup> Found in position on the mummy holding the large pectoral (n° 12196) in front and the small one (n° 12197) behind (Daressy).

<sup>(2)</sup> In this order when found (Daressy). Large beads show the series, dark blue, gilt, light blue, repeated. Small beads show the series, light blue, red, gilt, dark blue, repeated to middle of the chain; in the rest of the chain the order is confused.

*Catal. du Musée*, n° 5918.
Back. — Bottom of scarab with 9 (?) lines of inscriptions, the first 2 (?) of which are covered with pitch:

On left of scarab a girdle knot inlaid in blue and red. On right, a design inlaid in blue, light blue, and red. Ornamentation on border and cornice, in simple lines corresponding to front (similar to n° 12196-12197).

Technique: Two small boards set together, covered with loosely woven linen, a thin layer of fine plaster and gilded. Blues are glass. Red is carnelian. White is ivory(?). Set in with a fine cream coloured paste.

Gilding much scaled off. Smeared with pitch in places. One stone lost out of front; several out of back.

Brill.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 31365. See n° 12201.

12200. Pectoral, as amulet. — Wood gilt and inlaid with colored glass, stones, etc. — Height 0 m. 07 cent., length 0 m. 09 cent. — Gur-nah, tomb of 𓊩𓊩𓊩𓊩𓊩𓊩𓊩𓊩, 14 March 1896 (Daressy). With n° 12196.

Form: Like n° 12199. Three holes through upper back edge on each side, four of them with fits of string.

Front. — Man seated on a stool holding with right hand a lotus (?) flower to his nose and in the left a bouquet(?). His head anointed(?). Before him a low stand with offerings(?). Then, facing him, a man one foot advanced, holding a bouquet(?) in his uplifted right hand, a single flower (?) in his left. Border and cornice like n° 12199 omitting the row of pendants.

Back. — Incisions in which stones were set, representing a . . . . between two jackals on pedestals facing each other[2].

Technique: Colors like n° 12199. Gilt laid directly on wood.

Gilding and stones, entirely gone from back. Many stones lost out of front. See n° 12201 and 12196.

[1] See n° 5231 and Leveque, Todtenbuch, Cap. xvi, l. 34 ff.
[2] The pectoral was in bad condition and has been much repaired. It is uncertain whether the stones in flowers, etc., have been correctly reapplied.
12201. Necklace used for supporting pectorals. — Glass and gilded wood. — Length of long beads, about 0 m. 037 mill., diameter of small beads, about 0 m. 007 mill. — Gurnah, tomb of 𓊲𓊱𓊳𓊺𓊴, 14 March 1896, with n° 12196.

Beads. — Six (6) long blue beads (cf. n° 12198), eight (8) long red ones, eight (8) long gilt ones, eight (8) long light blue ones, — in all 36 long beads. Forty seven (47) small blue beads, seven (7) dark blue ones, forty-two (42) small light blue ones, twelve (12) small carnelian beads, three (3) rows of three beads joined together, of gilded wood, — in all 111 small beads. Total: 1441 beads.

Arrangement : The presence of the beads composed of three small beads joined in a row, indicates that the necklace was composed of three strands instead of two (cf. n° 12198)\(^1\).

Two blue beads broken. Wooden beads in bad state. Gilding like on n° 12199.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 3199. This necklace with the pectorals n° 12199, 12200, belonged to the second mummy found in the tomb of 𓊲𓊱𓊳𓊺𓊴 (Barissy, Brugsch). — Cf. n° 12196-12198. See n° 12196.

12202. Pectoral, as amulet. — Wood gilded and inlaid. — Height 0 m. 094 mill., length 0 m. 10 cent. — Abusir, tomb of the dogs, January 1889.

Form : Front of naos. Back upper edge pierced on each side by three holes. Each group of holes joined by a groove on back.

Front. — Anubis standing with arms hanging, before Osiris seated on a throne. Below two white stones (?) glazed green. Above and on each side block border in the following order : large transparent block, red stripe, light blue stripe; grey block, light blue stripe, red stripe; transparent block, etc. (\(^1\)). Hollow cornice, a row of vertical stripes, each inlaid with a red, a grey; a light blue, and a grey stone.

Back. — No traces of inlaying (cf. n° 12197).

Technique : Set together out of three pieces of wood held by two pegs driven in from above. In the lower part the grain of the wood runs vertically, in the other two horizontally. The transparent stones are feldspath; the grey stones are feldspath laid in a bed of greenish blue paste. Other coloured stones are apparently glass. All inlaid pieces are held by a fine yellow paste. The background was covered with a layer of plaster and gilded. The Anubis originally held a staff in his right hand; staff and extended right arm now filled with plaster. Skirt of Anubis not inlaid.

\(^{1}\) Present arrangement modern.

\(^{2}\) In the middle block of the upper row, there is now glued (with modern glue) a small scarab of green glazed stone with the signs : 𓊱𓊴𓊳.
Preservation: The lower piece has shrunk so that the upper parts now project on each side. Gilding, plaster and many stones gone from front. Ornamentation on back entirely gone.

Ref. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 28711.

12203. Pectoral, as amulet. — Name of $\frac{3}{4}$ $\text{N} \text{N} \text{N}$. — Wood covered with plaster and varnished. — Height 0 m. 113 mill., length 0 m. 161 mill. — Gurnet Murrai, tomb of $\frac{3}{4}$ $\text{N} \text{N} \text{N}$ (pl. XII).

Form: Front of naos. Back upper edge, pierced by three holes on each side.

Front. — Solar bark, with upright scarab between Ma'at on the left and Nephtys on the right. Surrounded by a block pattern border. Above, hollow cornice with row of vertical stripes (1) — dark green, red, dark green, light green, dark green, red, dark green (2), etc.

Back. — Representation of bottom of scarab painted on, with eight (8) lines of inscription. On each side, a del-sign:

Technique: Front, figures and border in relief. Covered with plaster, painted and varnished (3). Greens are ground mineral substances, laid on thick. Slightly cracked. Varnish turned yellow.

Ref. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 27264.

12204. Pectoral, as amulet. — Wood and black slate (?). — Height 0 m. 136 mill., length 0 m. 184 mill. — Gurnet Murrai, tomb of Sn-udm (pl. XII).

Form: Front of naos pierced by oval hole containing a large stone scarab. Upper back edge pierced on each side by three holes in which are still knotted the ends of the supporting necklace with four heads on the strings, on one side (a green, a red and a green one on one string; a green one on another) and two beads (green), lying beside the pectoral. A string consisting of 6 to 8 threads loosely twisted together, passes through each hole (4). Each string is knotted with a simple knot before entering the upper hole, and each three is then knotted together outside the

(1) Owing to the fact that the varnish has turned yellow, it is difficult to determine the original color of the background.

(2) The dark green was originally a blue or blue green.

(3) Technique same as n° 12206.

(4) Thus there were three strands to the necklace, cf. n° 12193 and 12201.
lower holes with an ordinary double knot, two strings being laid together and tied with the third one (?). 

Front. — Solar bark with scarab upright between Isis and Nephthys. Block border, consisting of large dark green blocks separated by three stripes, red, light green, red. Hollow cornice with row of vertical stripes, — dark green, light green, dark green, red, dark green, etc. (like n° 12203). The top of naos is red.

Back. — Bottom of scarab with 11 lines of incised signs. On each side a del-sign, blue-green, red and light green with black outlines. Border like front. Above simple vertical lines, dark red:

Technique: Covered with plaster and painted. No trace of varnish. Scarab set in with a fine yellow plaster. Inscription filled with yellow (?). Blue, yellow, and green consist of ground crystalline substance laid on thick. Design laid out in red lines (except hollow cornice) and with a mistake at stern of bark. Shrinking of wood around the stone scarab has split the pectoral from side to side.

Ref.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 27261.

12205. Pectoral, as amulet. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 122 mill., length 0 m. 166 mill. — Garnet Murrai, tomb of Sn-ndm (pl. XII).

Form: Front of naos. Back upper edge pierced by three holes on each side half way between middle and side.

Front. — On left, figure of Osiris looking to the right; facing it, a figure of Horus; both squatting and holding an "ah-sign on the knee. Border, cornice and top like n° 12204.

Back. — Girdle knot between two del-signs, surrounded by border and surmounted by row of lines like n° 12204. But the holes for the necklace are not painted.

Technique: Like n° 12204.

Perfect.

Ref.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 27262. See n° 12204.

(1) Impossible to determine manner in which double knot is tied without destroying the knot.

(2) Technique same as n° 12205.
12206. Pectoral, as amulet. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 09/4 mill., length 0 m. 13 cent. — Gurnet Murrai, tomb of Sn-mîm (pl. XIII).

Form: Front of naos. Three holes on each side through back upper edge. On the right, a string of 6 to 8 threads loosely twisted, in each hole; all three knotted together below holes, apparently like n° 12204.


Technique: On front the background is sunk throwing jackal, whip, naos and border (as on n° 12203) into relief. Covered with plaster and varnished like n° 12203.

Varnish turned yellow.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 27265. See n° 12203.

12207. Pectoral, as amulet. — Wood and slate. — Height 0 m. 088 mill., length 0 m. 105 mill. — Gurnet Murrai, tomb of Sn-mîm (pl. XIII).

Form: Front of naos with hole in which is set a stone scarab. Back upper edge pierced by four holes on each side, two of which on each side contain ends of strings. Ends of strings double knotted below in a half bow-knot (fig. 1 of the plate).

Strings of 6 to 8 threads. The other two holes (c and d) are empty. Hole e is double, one channel running up through back edge, and the other running down obliquely and coming out on face of pectoral.

Front. — Solar bark with upright scarab resting on the horizon. Isis on right, Nephthys on the left in attitude of n° 12204. Block border and cornice in simple lines. In front of Isis, the signs $\hat{1}$; in front of Nephthys $\hat{\|}$. On the back of the scarab, the lines are painted yellow (white), with two udat-eyes, two $\hat{1}$ signs and two ba-birds also painted yellow.

Side edges. — Both marked with black lines (fig. 2 of the plate).

Back. — Bottom of scarab with seven lines of inscription, painted yellow. On each side a ded-sign surmounted by an udat-eye facing scarab. Outlines, all black. Border and top like front.

Top. — Marked by at least two parallel stripes running lengthwise, — originally blue (?) with black outlines.
AMULETS.

Technique: Covered with extremely thin layer of plaster, painted and varnished.
Scarab painted and varnished.
Scaled off on edges. Split by shrinking of wood around scarab. Discolored to a dark greenish hue so that design is indistinct and the colors are not clearly distinguishable.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 97967.

12208. Pectoral, as amulet. — Hard blue frit. — Height o m. 1 0/4 mill., length o m. 1 0/4 mill. (pl. XIII).

Form: Front of naos. Cornice deeply hollowed and separated from front by raised stripe. Depression in cornice for receiving sun's disc, and another in middle of front for scarab. Back upper edge, pierced by two holes on each side.

Front. — Solar bark with upright scarab (missing) between Isis on left and Nephthys on right. Block border. Vertical lines on cornice.

Back. — On left, facing right, Osiris standing. Before him, offering table above which is an oval (bottom of scarab) with four lines of roughly incised signs. On the right, facing left, female figure with uplifted hands. Border and upper part like front but without hole for sun's disc.

Technique: Hard well baked blue frit. Lines very roughly incised.
Broken in two obliquely through the middle.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4322.

12209. Pectoral with the name of (1), as amulet. — Bluish green glazed steatite. — Height o m. 0 9/4 mill., length o m. 0 9/4 mill. — Saqqarah, November 1858 (pl. XIII).

Form: Front of naos. Raised semi-cylindrical strip between cornice and front (a). Back upper edge pierced by two holes on each side.

Front. — Apis-bull on naos, facing left. In front of him an offering table and a male figure standing with left foot advanced and with uplifted hands, facing bull. Block border. Vertical lines on hollow cornice. One line of inscription.

Back. — Jackal on naos facing right. Before him, male figure standing, right foot advanced, hands uplifted, facing jackal, toes of sandals turned up. One line of inscription. Border and upper part like front except that the raised semi-cylindrical strip is replaced by an ornament in simple incised lines such as is used on round mouldings.

(1) Bears the same name as n° 12214, and is probably the companion (or back) piece to n° 12214. Cf. n° 12196-12197.
Technique: Heavy glaze. Color unevenly distributed. Upper left corner, cracked (in piercing holes?) before glazing. Design and ornamentation drawn in simple incised lines.

Crack across upper left corner.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4340; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 9288.

12210. Pectoral, as amulet. — Green glazed steatite. — Height o m. 07 cent., length o m. 102 mill. — Saqqarah(1), February 1860 (pl. XIII).

Form: Front of naos. Raised semi-cylindrical stripe between cornice and front. Back upper edge pierced by two holes on each side.

Front. — On left, jackal-headed human figure, facing right, seated on throne, holding sceptre in left hand. Before it, an offering table with a pot. On right, facing left, human figure, kneeling on left knee, left hand uplifted. On both sides and below, block border as on n° 12209. Above, vertical lines.

Back. — Ded-sign with two arms holding up a sun's disc. On each side, a girdle-knot. Surrounded on all sides by block border as on front. No lines above.

Technique: Bright glaze. Color unevenly distributed. Partly drawn in simple lines, partly sunk relief (man's head, sun's disc). Cracked before (or in the process of) glazing.

Upper front edge, left side, piece broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4352; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6966. See n° 12190, 12213.

12211. Upper right corner of pectoral. — Bluish green glazed stone (white). — Height o m. 042 mill., length o m. 06 cent. (pl. XIII).

Form: Like n° 12210.

Front. — On right, upper part of standing man holding sceptre in each hand. Beginning of two lines of inscription; upper part of two objects (resting on table of offerings?); upper part of staff. Border and cornice like n° 12210.

Back. — Upper part of ded-sign, with arms and sun's disc, and on left upper part of knot, — like n° 12210. Border as on n° 12210, but above them is a row of alternate and .

Technique: Design in simple incised lines, except sun's disc which is in sunk relief. Bright thick vitreous glaze. Color well distributed.

(1) See n° 12190, 12213.
12212 a, b. Two pieces of the same pectoral. — Blue green glazed stone (white).
   — Height (a) o m. 0.37 mill., (b) o m. 0.45 mill., length (a) o m. 0.46 mill., (b) o m. 0.7 cent. (1) (pl. XIV).


Front. — Solar bark with scarab (missing) between two goddesses. Block border. Below is a row of nymphaea flowers. On cornice, winged sun's disc.


Technique: On front, design in relief on sunk background. On back, design in simple incised lines. Scarab fastened with a fine, hard, brown paste. Bright thick vitreous glaze. Color dark and well distributed.

12213. Pectoral, as amulet. — Blue green glazed stone, inlaid. — Height o m. 0.8 cent., length o m. 0.9 cent. — Saqqarah(2), February 1860 (pl. XIV).

Front of naos with moulding and hollow cornice. Back upper edge pierced by two small holes on each side.


Back. — On right Osiris on a platform; before him, standing man, right foot advanced, hands uplifted. Block border in simple incised lines.

Technique: Central field and nymphaea border, in relief with sunk background. Background filled up by inlaying red glass, held by fine red paste. Large blocks in block border inlaid with red glass (held by red paste) and lapis lazuli (held by blue paste). The small blocks are simply laid off with incised lines. The blue glaze of the stone, where it appears, seems to have been covered with layer of fine white plaster and gilded. Glazed before inlaying. On the back, the design is laid out partly in incised lines and partly in sunk relief. Border, in simple incised lines. Evenly colored. Glaze, dull except in places (due to poor preservation?).

Glaze inlay in lower right corner, fallen out.

Bibli.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1334; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6967. See n° 12190, 12210.

(1) Originally, height about 0 m. 0.95 mill., length about 0 m. 1.2 cent.
(2) See n° 12190, 12210.
12214. Pectoral in name of Amenemhat I, as amulet. — Blue green glazed stone, inlaid. — Height 0 m. 098 mill., length 0 m. 098 mill. — Saqqarah, November 1856 (pl. XIV).

Form: Front of naos. Hollow cornice, rounded moulding. Back upper edge pierced by two holes on each side.

Front. — Solar back with scarab (missing). On the left Isis, on the right Nephthys, standing with uplifted hands. Below water line, and row of nymphæa cerulea like n° 12212. Block border. On hollow cornice winged sun's disc (inlay of disc missing).

Back. — Osiris, offering table and standing man about like n° 12213. Block border, moulding-ornament instead of moulding and row of vertical lines above.

Technique: On front, the background is sunk and inlaid with red and green speckled stones and with lapis lazuli (or imitation), held in place by a hard fine red paste. The sun's disc on hollow cornice, the red and the blue blocks in border, and the spaces between the flowers below, are also inlaid in the same manner. Bright glaze. Color unevenly distributed. Glazed before inlaying, so that the sunk background also shows glaze where sets have fallen out. On the back, the design is in simple incised lines.

Broken in two from top to bottom. Left part, much discolored; red stones swollen and corroded. Scarab, sun's disc and a number of sets, lost out.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4523; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 3170. See n° 12209.

12215. Pectoral, as amulet. — Soft greyish stone (slate?). — Height 0 m. 08 c., length 0 m. 088 mill. — Huber collection (pl. XV).

Form: Front of naos. Rounded moulding. Back upper edge pierced by two holes on each side.

Front. — Solar back with two scarabs (missing). On left Nephthys, on right Isis, standing with uplifted hands. Block border on two sides and below; above, winged sun's disc.

Back. — Large scarab with open wings, supporting an oval with six lines, five of which are inscribed. A déd-sign below on each side of scarab. Above, a kneeling man, two posts(?), an lion-eye, a horned disc, an ape and a flower. Above block border; on sides and below, border with simple oblique lines.

Technique: Front, design in relief on sunk background. Sunk background inlaid with light blue, green (originally light blue?) and red glass. Sun's disc also inlaid with red glass. Border and cornice, design made with incised lines. Back, design laid out in incised lines. Sun's disc in upper left corner inlaid (missing).

Lower left corner broken off and glued on, — lighter colored and inlaid piece discolored. Upper right corner, broken off. Both scarabs gone.

12216. Pectoral in name of $\text{\textcopyright}$, as amulet\(^{(1)}\). — Grey slate, inlaid. — 
Height o m. 067 mill., length o m. 084 mill. — Saqqarah, 14 December 1874 (pl. XV).

Form: Front of naos. Hollow cornice and rounded moulding. Back upper edge pierced by two holes on each side.

Front. — Solar bark with two scarabs (missing) between Isis on left and Nephthys on right. Block border in red and blue with gilded spaces between. On hollow cornice, winged disc.

Back. — Bottom of scarab (i.e. a single oval space) with six lines of inscriptions, supported on an open lotus flower. On left Osiris squatting, on right man kneeling. Block border. Above, is a winged scarab.

Technique: Design on front is in relief on sunk background. Large blocks of border are inlaid (stone or glass) and held by a blue paste; the spaces between are covered with plaster and gilded. Traces of same white plaster on all other parts not inlaid. The red glass inlay pieces have only a thin crust of red on the surface and appear to be light blue green underneath. Back, design partly in sunk relief and partly in incised lines.

Inlaid pieces much discolored. Many inlaid pieces lost out. Gilding much damaged.


12217. Pectoral in name of $\text{\textcopyright}$, as amulet. — Greenish slate, inlaid. — 
Height o m. 066 mill., length o m. 075 mill. — Saqqarah, 14 December 1874 (pl. XV).

Form: Like n° 12216.

Front. — Jackal lying on naos, on left; on right, kneeling man. Block border, like n° 12216. On cornice winged scarab.

Back. — On left, Osiris seated on throne; before him a kneeling man. Above, a flying scarab. Block border in simple incised lines, on two sides and below.

Technique: Like n° 12216.

Upper right corner and tip of upper left corner, broken away. Some sets and most of gilding, disappeared.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4778; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 22224. See n° 12216.

\(^{(1)}\) N° 12217 is the companion or back piece to n° 12216. N° 12216, 12217 and 12260 were found at the same time and in the same place.
12218. Pectoral, as amulet. — Soft blackish grey slate. — Height o m. 0.97 mill., length o m. 1.1 cent. (pl. XVI).

Form: Front of naos. Back upper edge pierced by two holes on each side.

Front. — Large scarab between two small ones (all three missing). Below a B-bird, a horizon and an offering table with a flower. On left, standing figure on a naos broken away. On right, Osiris standing (on a naos?). Above, two winged hawks, Isis, Nephthys and mummy (?); also, two vertical lines of inscription.

Back. — Oval with six inscribed lines and one blank one, as body of hawk with wings, tail, legs and head. On left Isis and Anubis, on right Nephthys and Osiris. Above, winged sun’s disc.

Technique: Scarabs, sun’s disc on hawk’s heads, and sun’s disc on back, set in. Design partly in incised lines and partly in sunk relief.

Broken in two. Middle of left side broken out. Lower right corner broken away. All inlaid pieces except one sun’s disc, lost out.

12219. Pectoral, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Height o m. 0.86 mill., length o m. 0.93 mill. — Elephantine, June 1858 (scarab alone) (pl. XVI).

Form: Both sides alike — like front of naos. Front, with scarab(1) set in. Back upper edge, four holes on each side.

Front. — Three rows of figures. Lower row, three spaces. Small middle space, udjat-eye, above ded-sign between two knots. On right, bearded god squatting on nb-sign facing right, standing ape-headed figure facing right, and standing man with uplifted hands facing left. On left, ape-headed god squatting on nb-sign facing left, jackal-headed god standing facing left, man with uplifted hands facing right.

Middle row. Solar bark with scarab on lotus flower (scarab extending across upper row), ape-headed god, two goddesses and Horus as helmsman.

Upper row. On left, Isis with uplifted hands facing right, before her, Osiris seated facing right. On right, Osiris with ws-staff, facing right. Before him, kneeling man.

Right border. Ten squatting gods, one above the other, facing left.

Left border. Two standing apes, one ded-sign, two standing apes, knot, ded-sign, knot, ded-sign, knot.

Back. — Three rows of figures. Bottom row. Bark of the form of funeral bark with hawk, squatting deity (bull’s-head?), squatting jackal-headed deity, kneeling man, woman (?) sitting on her heels.

(1) The fact that the scarab is entered alone in the Journal raises a doubt as to its belonging to the pectoral.
Second row. In middle, ded-sign; on right, kneeling Isis, standing ape, standing god; on left, kneeling Nephthys, standing ape and standing Anubis. — All facing ded-sign.

Third row. In middle, oval (representing bottom of scarab) with seven lines of inscription; on left Osiris sitting in naos; on right, above two kneeling jackal headed deities, below two kneeling hawk-headed deities.

Technique: Figures in relief on sunk background. Bright thick glaze. Scarab of green stone with black speckles. Stained and discolored to a blackish grey. Broken in two and glued.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4350; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 2164 (the scarab alone).

12220. Pectoral, as amulet. — Blackish grey slate. — Height 0 m. 055 mill., length 0 m. 065 mill. (pl. XVI).

Form: Front of naos, with scarab in high relief out of same piece of stone. Back upper edge pierced by one hole on each side.

Front. — Solar bark with scarab. Dog-headed ape on each extremity. On left Isis, on right Nephthys. In each upper corner, a sun’s disc with rays with hands. Border on two sides. Vertical lines on cornice.

Back. — Oval (bottom of scarab) blank. Isis, Nephthys, two jackals and four udat-eyes as in figure.


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1557.

12221. Pectoral in name of ḫēb-, as amulet. — Height 0 m. 091 mill., length 0 m. 072 mill. — Saqqarah, March 1859 (pl. XVII).

Form: Front of naos, with hollow cornice and round moulding. On top, small hawk’s head pierced from side to side as eyelet.
Front. — Scarab between two signs. Block border. Vertical lines on hollow cornice.

Back. — Six lines of roughly incised hieroglyphics:

Technique: Scarab and plate cut out of one piece. Scarab in high relief; feathers and border in low relief.

Lower left corner broken off and glued on. Back of scarab, brussed.


12222. Pectoral, as amulet. — Blue green glazed stone. — Height 0 m. 082 mill., length 0 m. 10 cent. — Abydos, May 1893 (pl. XVII).

Form: Front of naos. Upper front edge pierced by two holes on each side; fibres of a string in the right one. Block border: lines on cornice.

Front. — Scarab supporting a sun's disc, on which rests a solar bark with Horus and two ayes.

On left, Osiris on a throne, facing the right. Behind him, Isis with horned disc. Above, udot-eye with an uplifted hand.

On right, shaved-headed man standing with uplifted hands. Behind him, Neith (?). Above, udot-eye with uplifted hand.

Back. — Beginning on left, Isis with horned disc standing facing right. Osiris seated facing right, above him a flying scarab: standard with jackal facing right: offering table with nympheaus carubaea, standing man with uplifted hands facing left. Behind him, Neit with crown of Lower Egypt. Above all, ten short vertical lines of inscription. Surrounded by simple incised lines.

Technique: Front, in relief, of udot-eyes, sun's disc, and back of scarab, apparently originally inlaid. Back, sunk relief or incised lines. The upper part (above line c) is a separate piece fastened on, in a manner at present not to be ascertained (glued?) before glazing: this piece suffered a fracture near middle also before glazing. Bright thick vitreous glaze. Color evenly distributed.

Upper left corner, knocked off.

Bibl.: Wallis, Egyptian Ceramic Art; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 30346.
12223. Fragment of pectoral. — Soft blackish grey slate. — Height 0 m. 069 mill., length 0 m. 104 mill. — Karnak, salle hypostyle, near col. n° 13 (North), 12 December 1895 (Legrain) (pl. XVII).

Form: The form follows outline of the figures. Apparently not of naos form.

Front. — Scarab in relief between Isis on right and Nephthys on left, both kneeling (?).

Back. — Seven horizontal lines of inscription. On each side a by-bird above an udjat-eye.

Technique: Front in relief. Back, incised lines. Two holes, pierced from front to back with greater diameter in front than behind (i, j). Signs on heads of goddesses, pierced (g, h). Two other holes, vertical in the thickness of the plate.

Fragment.

12224. Pectoral, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 072 mill., length 0 m. 077 mill. — Gaou, 1895 (pl. XVII).

Form: Front of naos. Back upper edge pierced by two holes on each side.

Front. — Osiris, with Amon's feathers, squatting, facing right. Before him, Nephthys (?), sitting on her heels, holding something up with both hands, facing left. Surrounded by block border, interrupted above by Amon’s feathers. Vertical lines on hollow cornice.

Back. — Slightly convex but plain.

Technique: In relief; background cut out. Thick glaze poorly laid on with small points unglazed. Dark blue splotch on ‘nub-sign and on border, back of Osiris. Cracked in three places (b) before or during glazing-process. Border on right side, broken away, having been cracked before or during glazing.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 31335.

12225. Pectoral, as amulet. — Hard-baked blue green frit. — Height 0 m. 063 mill., length 0 m. 069 mill. (pl. XVIII).

Form: Plate; naos-form has almost disappeared. Suspended by two eyelets on top.
CATALOGUE DU MUSÉE DU CAIRE.

Front. — Two udjat-eyes on ur-signs facing each other and separated by a ur-sign. Above, winged disc. Rounded moulding, eyebrows and iris are black.

Back. — Flat, blank.

Technique: Back shows imprint of coarse cloth, on which the paste was poured while soft. Front, in relief on sunk background. Roughly cut out with a knife. Extremely poor thin glaze.

12226. Pectoral, as amulet. — Baked clay colored green. — Height 0 m. 058 mill., length 0 m. 068 mill. (pl. XVIII).

Form: Plate, with naos-outline. No holes or eyelets for suspending. Same design on both sides. Cow standing; in front, plants springing up from the ground. Above, a winged serpent.

Technique: Red baked clay covered with an irregularly distributed coat of smooth green color (from light to dark). Design in very shallow sunk relief. Hand-made, not moulded.


12227. Tablet in form of naos, as amulet. — Blackish grey slate and glass. — Height 0 m. 038 mill., length 0 m. 038 mill. (pl. XVIII).

Front, frame enclosing single plate of white (clear) glass inlaid. Back, flat and plain. Eyelet on top (new broken off).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4226.

12228. Tablet in form of naos, as amulet. — Grey slate. — Height 0 m. 037 mill., length 0 m. 03 cent. (pl. XVIII).

Eyelet on top. Front hollowed out for inlay similar to n° 12227. Back, flat and plain.

12229. Tablet in form of front of naos, as amulet. — Blue glass. — Height 0 m. 037 mill., length 0 m. 04 cent. (pl. XVIII).

Blind eyelet on top. Middle field of front, red ded-sign between two yellow knots, all set in hollow filled with greyish plaster. Three red strips set in border, on top and two sides. Cornice winged disc. inlaid; only light green wing preserved. Badly cracked. Three or four small pieces chipped out.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4350.
12230. Tablet in form of front of naos, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.35 mm., length 0 m. 0.29 mm. (pl. XVIII).

Eyelet on top.  
*Front.* — Cow in relief. Hollow cornice with vertical lines in relief.  
*Back.* — Flat, plain.  

Technique: Made in a mould. White body. Color well distributed. Poor glaze.

12231. Tablet in form of front of naos, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.35 mm., length 0 m. 0.29 mm. (pl. XVIII).

Similar to n° 12230, but with background cut out deeper. Above the cow an udat-eye; above that a sun's disc between two ḫed-signs, flanked by rows of five ī-signs. Back, flat and plain. Eyelet on top.  
Body, white. Coloring and glaze almost entirely worn off.

12232. Tablet in form of front of naos, as amulet. — Faded light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.32 mm., length 0 m. 0.27 mm.  
Similar to n° 12230, but no sun's disc between horns of cow.  
Glaze and color very poor.

12233. Tablet in form of naos, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.19 mm., length 0 m. 0.2 cent. (pl. XVIII).  
Upper corners notched (for attaching the tablet); otherwise, like n° 12230. Glaze nearly entirely destroyed.  

**Bibl.** : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.

12234. Tablet in form of front of naos, as amulet. — Light olive green fayence. — Height 0 m. 0.19 mm., length 0 m. 0.19 mm. (pl. XVIII).  
Eyelet on top. Cow in high relief, with two dark blue spots on its body, neck and loin. Smooth bright glaze, evenly colored. Whitish deposit in places.  

**Bibl.** : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4583.

12235. Tablet in form of front of naos, as amulet. — Carnelian. — Height 0 m. 0.36 mm., length 0 m. 0.21 mm. (pl. XVIII).  
Hollow cornice, rounded moulding and plain common front. Back plain. Upper front edge pierced by one hole on each side. Polished.  

**Bibl.** : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4953.  
*Catal. du Musée,* n° 5218.
12236. Tablet of irregular form, as amulet. — Light green frit (?). —
Height 0 m. 0.24 mill., length 0 m. 0.3 cent. (pl. XIX).

On front, cow walking, facing right. On back, pair of udat-eyes. Outlines of figures are incised. Two small holes through upper part for suspending. Unglazed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4597.

12237. Tablet with rounded corners, as amulet. — Blue green frit. —
Height 0 m. 0.1 cent., length 0 m. 0.96 mill. (pl. XIX).

On front, cow with three flowers, outlines incised. The two left legs of the cow and the flowers are sunk. Back slightly convex and plain. Not glazed. Two holes for suspending.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.

12238. Tablet, rectangular, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Height 0 m. 0.23 mill., length 0 m. 0.19 mill. — Saqqarah, February 1860 (pl. XIX).

On front, cow above a pair of udat-eyes. On back, ram (?) or pair of udat-eyes. Sunk relief. Upper part pierced by two holes. Glaze worn off back.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 7017.

12239. Rectangular tablet, as amulet. — Soft grey translucent stone (soapstone?). — Height 0 m. 0.2 cent., length 0 m. 0.32 mill. (pl. XIX).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.

12240. Tablet of irregular form, as amulet. — Soft grey translucent stone. —
Height 0 m. 0.13 mill., length 0 m. 0.19 mill. (pl. XIX).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4597.
12241. **Tablet of irregular form, as amulet.** — Soft grey translucent stone. —  
Height 0 m. 012 mill., length 0 m. 025 mill. (pl. XIX).


*BiBL.*: *Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4597.*

12242. **Tablet of irregular form, as amulet.** — Hard dark blue stone (?). —  
Height 0 m. 013 mill., length 0 m. 018 mill. (pl. XIX).


*BiBL.*: *Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4597.*

12243. **Plate, rectangular, thin, as amulet.** — Bronze. — Height 0 m. 026 mill.,  
length 0 m. 036 mill. (pl. XIX).

Cow walking, facing right. In relief, beaten work. Upper part pierced by two holes.

*BiBL.*: *Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.*

12244. **Plate, rectangular, thin, as amulet.** — Bronze. — Height 0 m. 026 mill.,  
length 0 m. 03 cent. (pl. XIX).

Cow walking, facing left. Incised outlines (scratchy). Upper part pierced by two holes.

*BiBL.*: *Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.*

12245. **Plate, rectangular, thin, as amulet.** — Bronze. — Height 0 m. 02 cent.,  
length 0 m. 042 mill. (pl. XIX).

Cow facing right. Incised lines. Pierced by two holes, punched.

*BiBL.*: *Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.*

12246. **Plate, rectangular, thin, as amulet.** — Bronze. — Height 0 m. 022 mill.,  
length 0 m. 032 mill. (pl. XIX).


*BiBL.*: *Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.*
12247. Plate of irregular form, thin, as amulet. — Bronze. — Height 0 m. 0.34 mill., length 0 m. 0.45 mill. (pl. XIX).

Cow, facing left. Outlines incised. Pierced by two holes, punched.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.

12248. Plate of irregular form, thin, as amulet. — Bronze. — Height 0 m. 0.29 mill., length 0 m. 0.46 mill. (pl. XIX).

Cow, facing left. Outlines incised, scratchy. Pierced by two holes, punched.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4577.

12249. Plate, nearly rectangular, thin, as amulet. — Bronze. — Height 0 m. 0.33 mill., length 0 m. 0.39 mill. — Gurnah, October 1858 (pl. XIX).

Cow, facing right. Outlines incised. Hole punched in each corner.


12250. Plate, nearly rectangular, thin, as amulet. — Bronze. — Height 0 m. 0.37 mill., length 0 m. 0.42 mill. (pl. XIX).

Cow, facing right. Outlines incised. Two holes punched in upper part. Upper edge bent over on back and pounded flat making strip on back, 0.002 in breadth.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.

12251. Plate, nearly rectangular, thin, as amulet. — Bronze. — Height 0 m. 0.33 mill., length 0 m. 0.38 mill. (pl. XIX).

Cow, facing left. Outlines incised. One hole punched in upper part.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.

12252. Plate, nearly rectangular, thin, as amulet. — Bronze. — Height 0 m. 0.24 mill., length 0 m. 0.37 mill. (pl. XIX).

Cow, facing right. Outlines incised. Two holes punched in upper part.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4588.
12253. Plate, nearly rectangular, as amulet. — Bronze. — Height o m. 0.23 mill., length o m. 0.37 mill. (pl. XIX).

Cow, facing right. Outlines incised. One hole punched in each upper corner.

12254. Tablet in form of offering table, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.29 mill., length o m. 0.2 cent. — Gaou, 1895 (purchased?) (pl. XIX).

Above is an eyelet. Back blank. On front, hollow tray with four circles in relief (cakes?) and a spout. Eyelet broken. Bright glaze. One of the cakes imperfectly formed.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 31296.

12255. Tablet in form of offering table, as amulet.— Light bluish green fayence. — Height o m. 0.26 mill., length o m. 0.2 cent.


12256. Tablet in form of offering table, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.32 mill., length o m. 0.23 mill. (pl. XIX).

Above is an eyelet. Hollow tray with square in relief and spout. Back, blank. Bright glaze.

12257. Tablet in form of offering table, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.35 mill., length o m. 0.27 mill. (pl. XIX).


Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 32799 b. See n° 12258.

12258. Tablet in form of offering table, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.33 mill., length o m. 0.26 mill. — Bersheh, 1897 (pl. XIX).

Like n° 12257. White spot on front.


12259. Tablet with ḫ−ḫ-sign, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.35 mill., length o m. 0.22 mill. (pl. XIX).

12260. Tablet, form of $\frac{1}{4} \text{-sign}$, as amulet. — Light blue fayence discolored blue green in places. — Height o m. 0.35 mill., length o m. 0.33 mill. — Saqqarah, 14 December 1874 (pl. XX).

No means of suspension. One side, reverse of the other. Glaze spotted with white deposit or stain. Arms joined by thin wall.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 22226. See n° 12216 and 12217 found on same day, at same place.

12261. Tablet, as amulet. — Dark olive green fayence. — Height o m. 0.32 mill., length o m. 0.2 cent. (pl. XX).


12262. Vase, as amulet. — Very dark olive green fayence. — Height o m. 0.22 mill. (pl. XX).

Eyelet on top. Thick bright glaze.

12263. Solar bark, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.22 mill. — Saqqarah, January 1859 (pl. XX).


Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 3863.

12264. Hare lying on a thin plate, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.27 mill. (pl. XX).

Wall joining ears to back, pierced by one hole. Ears joined together. Very thin dull glaze showing bright only on base.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12265. Hare lying on a thin plate, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.33 mill. (pl. XX).

Plate rounded behind. Ears joined together and to back by a thick wall. Wall pierced. Glaze poor, showing white speckled network over the blue.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.
12266. Hare lying on rectangular base, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Length o m. 0.31 mill. (pl. XX).

Wall joining ears and back. Wall pierced. Dull glaze with white speckles.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12267. Hare lying on a plate, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.32 mill.

Plate rounded behind. Ears and back joined: joining wall pierced. Well formed. Dull glaze showing bright only on bottom. White stains.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12268. Hare lying on a rectangular plate, as amulet. — Bright blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.23 mill. (pl. XX).

Ears and back joined: joining wall pierced. Bright glaze. Glaze and color well distributed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12269. Hare lying on a rectangular plate, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.39 mill. (pl. XX).

Ears and back joined: joining wall pierced. Bright glaze, poorly preserved in places.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12270. Hare lying on a plate, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.32 mill. — Saqqarah, December 1839.

Plate rounded behind. Ears and back joined: joining wall pierced. Roughly made by hand. Dull glaze, showing five white points.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4165; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5554.

12271. Hare lying on rectangular plate, as amulet. — Pale blue greenish fayence. — Length o m. 0.25 mill.

Ears and back joined: joining wall pierced. Poorly made. Dull glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.
12272. Hare lying on rectangular plate, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.24 mill.

About like n° 12270. Bright glaze.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12273. Hare about like n° 12271, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.27 mill.

Bright vitreous glaze. Forepart discolored.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12274. Hare lying on plate, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.27 mill. (pl. XX).

Plate rounded behind. Ears and back joined : joining wall pierced. Well made. Bright glaze.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12275. Hare, about like n° 12270, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.2 cent. — Mitrahineh, July 1858.

Bright glaze.


12276. Hare, about like n° 12270, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.22 mill.

Bright glaze.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12277. Hare, about like n° 12270, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.2 cent.

Dull glaze.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.
12278. Hare lying on plate, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 021 mill. (pl. XX).

Plate rounded behind. Ears and back joined; joining wall pierced. Glaze shows rough grainy surface without glaze.

12279. Hare lying on plate, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 023 mill. (pl. XX).

Thin bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12280. Hare, about like n° 12279, as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 019 mill. — Mitrahineb, July 1858.

Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 1100. See n° 12275.

12281. Hare, about like n° 12279, as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence — Length 0 m. 017 mill. — Great Pyramids, 1884 (pl. XX).

Corners of plate behind, cut off. Smooth dull glaze.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 95705.

12282. Hare, about like n° 12279, as amulet. — Greenish olive green fayence. — Length 0 m. 029 mill. (pl. XX).

Back corners of plate, cut off. Bright glaze.

12283. Hare, about like n° 12265, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 031 mill.

Forepaws broken off. Bright glaze, much stained.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

12284. Hare, about like n° 12265, as amulet. — Bluish white fayence. — Length 0 m. 022 mill.

Very rudely cut. Glaze almost entirely destroyed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4154.

Catal. du Musée, n° 5218.
12285. Hare lying on plate, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.008 mill. (pl. XX).

Pierced lengthwise. Bottom inscribed: Thick, bright vitreous glaze, worn off on protuberances.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4138.

12286. Sow standing on a plate, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.55 mill. (pl. XX).

Eyelet on top. Body and snout joined to plate. Glaze dulled by exposure, with whitish deposit (?) in places.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155.

12287. Sow standing on a plate, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.37 mill. (pl. XX).

Eyelet on top. Tip of snout joined to plate. Smooth bright glaze, somewhat discolored.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155.

12288. Sow, similar to n° 12287, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.25 mill. (pl. XX).

Very roughly made. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155.

12289. Sow, similar to n° 12287, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.32 mill. (pl. XX).

Thin smooth glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155.

12290. Sow, similar to n° 12287, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.32 mill. (pl. XX).

Thin smooth glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155.
12291. Sow, similar to no 12287, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. —
Length 0 m. 027 mill. (pl. XX).

Smooth bright vitreous glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4155.

12292. Sow, similar to no 12287, as amulet. — Pale greenish grey fayence. —
Length 0 m. 024 mill. (pl. XX).

Very roughly made. Bright glaze.
Left ear broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4155.

12293. Sow, similar to no 12287, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. —
Length 0 m. 037 mill. — Saqqarah, March 1859 (pl. XX).

Thin pitted glaze worn dull in places (on right side).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4155; Journal d'entrée du Musée, no 4871.

12294. Sow, similar to no 12290 (12287), as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 028 mill.

Roughly done. Dull glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4155.

12295. Sow standing on plate, with both left feet advanced, as amulet. —
Pale blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 024 mill. — Mitrahineh, July 1858 (pl. XX).

Eyelet on top. Legs separate; tip of snout joined to plate. Glaze worn dull.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4155; Journal d'entrée du Musée, no 1083. N° 12295, 12296 and 12298 found together.

12296. Sow, similar to no 12295, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. —
Length 0 m. 03 cent. — Mitrahineh, July 1858 (pl. XX).

Feet and tail painted black on outside.
Thin smooth dullish glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4155; Journal d'entrée du Musée, no 1084. See no 12295.
12297. Sow, similar to n° 12290 (12287), as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.21 mill.

Thin dullish glaze turned white in depressions. Roughly made.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155.

12298. Sow, similar to n° 12295, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.21 mill. — Mitrahineh, July 1858 (pl. XX).

Roughly made. Belly and legs joined to plate. Thin dullish glaze, whitish in depressions.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 1085. See n° 12295.

12299. Sow, similar to n° 12295, as amulet. — Bright blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.23 mill. — Saqqarah, November 1858 (pl. XX).

Left side, between fore and hind leg two pigs, behind hind leg one pig. On right side, between snout and fore leg, two pigs, between fore and hind leg, two pigs. Smooth bright glaze slightly pitted.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 2479.

12300. Sow, similar to n° 12295, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.21 mill.

Left front leg omitted. Smooth dull glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155.

12301. Sow, similar to n° 12292, as amulet. — Pale green fayence. — Length o m. 0.23 mill.

Eyelet broken off. Smooth dull glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155.

12302. Sow, similar to n° 12295, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Length o m. 0.26 mill.

Roughly made. Thin bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155.
12303. *Sow,* similar to n° 12295, as amulet. — White fayence. — Length o m. 026 mill.

Long legs. Thin bright glaze worn dull in places.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4155.

12304. Dog-headed ape, standing, left foot slightly advanced, arms hanging, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 05 cent. (pl. XXI).

Legs and tail joined. Eyelet, behind. Thick bright glaze, somewhat discolored.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167.

12305. Dog-headed ape, about like n° 12304 (not so well made), as amulet. — Pale greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 051 mill.

Smooth bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167.

12306. Dog-headed ape, standing with knees bent and arms hanging, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 043 mill. (pl. XXI).

Eyelet behind. Bright pitted glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167.

12307. Dog-headed ape, similar to n° 12304. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 057 mill.

Eyelet on top of head. Hair on body not indicated. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167.

12308. Dog-headed ape, like n° 12304, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 026 mill.

Very rudely cut. Thin bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 1299 (? or 1199?).

12309. Dog-headed ape, similar to n° 12304, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 03 cent.—Saqqarah, January 1860.

Roughly cut. Thin smooth bright glaze worn almost entirely off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 6704.
12310. Dog-headed ape, similar to no. 12307, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 033 mill.

Eyelet on top. Fine cut across right half of breast made previous to glazing. Thin bright glaze with white speckles. Back, ground flat as if for mounting (modern).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167.

12311. Dog-headed ape, similar to no. 12304, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 029 mill.

Roughly made. Very thin bright glaze much worn.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167.

12312. Dog-headed ape, similar to no. 12304, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 03 cent.

Roughly made, cut out with a knife. Glaze and much of the coloring worn off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167.

12313. Dog-headed ape, similar to no. 12304, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 025 mill. (pl. XXI).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167.

12314. Dog-headed ape, similar to no. 12304, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 036 mill.

Roughly done. Thin bright glaze, much worn off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4167.

12315. Dog-headed ape, similar to no. 12304, as amulet. — Pale bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 052 mill. — Great pyramids, November 1860 (pl. XXI).

Left foot much advanced. Glaze and a great part of the coloring worn off.

12316. Dog-headed ape, similar to no 12315, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 04 cent. — Mitraphineh, 1861 (?).

Hair not indicated. Very thin bright glaze.


12317. Dog-headed ape, standing with left foot advanced and arms hanging, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 041 mill. (pl. XXI).

Eyelet on top of head. Well done. Dull glaze.

Biel.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4167.

12318. Dog-headed ape, similar to no 12315, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 025 mill. — Mitraphineh, July 1858.

Very thin bright glaze. Well done.

Biel.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4167; Journal d’entrée du Musée, no 1009.

12319. Dog-headed ape, similar to no 12307 (eyelet on top). — Pale bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 022 mill. — Great pyramids, 1884.

Left leg much advanced. Smooth bright glaze.


12320. Dog-headed ape, standing, holding a large vase in front of him, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 039 mill. — Huber collection (pl. XXI).

Upper part of front of vase colored bluish black (purple). Thin bright glaze worn almost entirely off. Color also much worn off.


12321. Dog-headed ape, squatting, elbows on knees, chin on hands, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 063 mill. — Huber collection (pl. XXI).

Hands apparently open. Male member lying on ground between feet. Tail curled around on right side. Thin bright glaze, with white speckles, somewhat discolored. Back of base, broken off.

12322. Dog-headed ape, in the position of n° 12321, as amulet. — Yellow frit. — Height o m. 0.06 mill. (pl. XXI).

Roughly cut out. Arms joined to breast. Smooth dull glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4107.

12323. Dog-headed ape, about like n° 12322, as amulet. — Yellow frit. — Height o m. 0.08 mill. (pl. XXI).

No tail. Space between hands and throat cut out. Surface eaten away.

12324. Dog-headed ape, squatting, hands on knees, as amulet. — Dark green fayence. — Height o m. 0.02 cent. (pl. XXI).

Male member lying on ground between feet. Tail curled around to right. Thick bright green glaze.

12325. Dog-headed ape, similar to n° 12324, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.02 cent. (pl. XXI).

Smooth bright glaze.

12326. Dog-headed ape, similar in position to n° 12324, as amulet. — Pale green blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.17 mill. (pl. XXI).

Eyelet on back. Thin bright glaze, turned white in places, worn off in places.

12327. Dog-headed ape, similar in position to n° 12324, as amulet. — Pale greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.15 mill. (pl. XXI).

Eyelet on back. Dull glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4166.

12328. Dog-headed ape, similar in position to n° 12324, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Height o m. 0.04 mill. (pl. XXI).

Eyelet on back.
AMULETS.

12329. Sphinx with ram's head, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 015 mill. — Great pyramids, 1884 (pl. XXI).

Eyelet on back. Thin bright glaze. Roughly made.
Bibl. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25765.

12330. Sphinx with ram's head, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 028 mill. (pl. XXI).

Eyelet on back. Fore feet joined. Hind legs not indicated. Thin glaze, turned whitish in places.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12331. Sphinx with ram's head, like n° 12330, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 026 mill. — Mitrahineh, July 1858.

Back more sloping. Glaze worn off on right side.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 1088 (?).

12332. Sphinx with ram's head, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length o m. 031 mill. — Abydos, January 1860 (pl. XXI).

Similar to n° 12330, but head, mane and neck more elaborate. Thin dull glaze.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6200.

12333. Sphinx with ram's head, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 03 cent. — Mitrahineh, July 1858 (pl. XXI).

Similar to n° 12330, but with mane. Thin dull glaze.
Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 1086 (?).

12334. Sphinx with ram's head, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 024 mill. — Huber collection.

About like n° 12332, but more roughly made. Bright glaze somewhat pitted.
Catalogue du Musée, n° 5918.
12335. Sphinx with ram’s head, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 023 mill.
About like n° 12330, but more roughly made. Thin dull glaze much worn.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171.

12336. Sphinx with ram’s head, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. —
Length 0 m. 033 mill. — Mitrahineh, January 1863 (pl. XXI).
About like n° 12333, but better work. Thin bright glaze, much worn and speckled black.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4170; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 20468.

12337. Sphinx with ram’s head, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. —
Length 0 m. 026 mill. — Huber collection (pl. XXI).
About like n° 12333. Thin bright glaze much worn.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4170; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 7558.

12338. Sphinx with ram’s head, as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. —
Length 0 m. 023 mill.
About like n° 12330. Thick bright glaze.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171.

12339. Sphinx with ram’s head, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. —
Length 0 m. 026 mill.
About like n° 12330, but roughly cut. Thick bright glaze somewhat pitted.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4170.

12340. Sphinx with ram’s head, as amulet. — Pale bluish grey fayence. —
Length 0 m. 023 mill.
About like n° 12330. Rough work. Thick bright glaze.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171.

12341. Sphinx with ram’s head, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. —
Length 0 m. 017 mill.
About like n° 12330. Rough work. Thin glaze.
12342. Sphinx with ram's head, as amulet. — Pale greenish blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 019 mill.
About like n° 12330. Rough work. Bright glaze.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171.

12343. Fragment (head) of sphinx with ram's head, as amulet. — Bright greenish blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 046 mill. — Abu Roash, 1893 (pl. XXI).
Eyelet on top.
Thick very bright glaze. White body. Horns separated from head above ears. Fine crack (due to baking) on left side of head.
Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 30482.

12344. Standing ram with four heads, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli and silver. — Length 0 m. 017 mill. — Huber collection (pl. XXI).
Tied with a silver wire much oxidized. Roughly cut.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 7676.

12345. Standing ram with four heads, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Length 0 m. 018 mill. — Huber collection (pl. XXI).
Both left feet advanced. Very rudely cut.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 7576.

12346. Lion lying down with forepaws outstretched, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 03 cent. (pl. XXI).
Eyelet on back. Dull glaze with white speckles.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4170.

12347. Lion lying down in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 033 mill. — Saqqarah, January 1859 (pl. XXI).
Smooth dull glaze.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5302.
12348. Lion lying down in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.08 mill. (pl. XXI).

Very thin dull glaze much worn. Color faded out on one side.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4170.

12349. Lion lying down in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.22 mill. (pl. XXI).

Bright glaze. Right fore paw broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171.

12350. Lion lying down in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.33 mill. (pl. XXI).

Thick vitreous glaze. Whitish deposit in depressions.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12351. Lion in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.28 mill. (pl. XXI).

Thick bright glaze somewhat pitted.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4170.

12352. Lion in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.4 cent. (pl. XXI).

Bright glaze, pitted. Roughly made.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4170.

12353. Lion in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.26 mill.

Very rudely made. Glaze bright but lumpy.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4170.

12354. Lion similar to n° 12352, but rudely cut, as amulet. — Very pale bluish green fayence. — Length o m. 0.32 mill.

Thin bright fayence, much worn.
12355. Lion in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.22 mill.

Extremely roughly cut. Eyelet hole pierced through body instead of eyelet-block. Thin glaze, much worn.

12356. Lion in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Pale blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.22 mill.

Rudely cut. Thin glaze much worn.

12357. Lion in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.27 mill.

Bright glaze, discolored.

12358. Lion, lying down in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Whitish glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.16 mill. (pl. XXI).


12359. Lion in position of n° 12346, as amulet. — Amethyst. — Length o m. 0.12 mill. — Elephantine, June 1858 (pl. XXI).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 2228.

12360. Lion, as amulet. — Amethyst. — Length o m. 0.12 mill. — Elephantine, June 1858.

Like n° 12359.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 2229.

12361. Two lions, merging into each other at middle of body, as amulet. — Length o m. 0.39 mill. — Abydos, 1874 (?) (pl. XXII).

Fore part of each in position of n° 12346. On their backs a sun's disc. Two holes for suspending, — one which passes in and out on the same surface, on the back, and one through back edge of eyelet block. In relief, on a background which is cut out in outline following roughly outline of relief. Back blank. Bright glaze, pitted.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 22240.
12362. Two lions merging into each other at middle of body, as amulet. —
Pale green fayence. — Length o m. 0.29 mill. (pl. XXII).

Fore part of each about like n° 12346.
Eyelet above, made separately and set on before glazing. Thick very bright glaze, a
trifle iridescent.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4171.

12363. Lion lying in position of n° 12346 and bull standing, merged into each
other at middle of body, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. —
Length o m. 0.27 mill. (pl. XXII).


12364. Bull standing, both left feet advanced, as amulet. — Pale bluish green
fayence. — Length o m. 0.27 mill. (pl. XXII).

Eyelet on top. Horns joined. Legs body and tail joined by wall to base. Cleft in hooves
shown on side of right hooves. Dull glaze. Right horn broken off.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4176.

12365. Bull, in position of n° 12364, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence.
— Length o m. 0.23 mill. — Mitrahinch, July 1858 (pl. XXII).

Legs tail and body joined to base. Horns joined. Right horn broken off. Thin dull glaze.
Incrustation on left side.

12366. Bull, in general like n° 12365, but very rudely made, as amulet. —
Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.22 mill.

Thick bright glaze.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4176.

12367. Bull, in general like n° 12365, but rudely made, as amulet. — Light
greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.19 mill.

Bright glaze. Back of base broken off.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4176.
12368. Bull, in general like n° 12365, but extremely rudely cut out, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.22 mill.

Bright glaze.

12369. Bull, in general like n° 12365, but very rudely cut, as amulet. — Pale greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.25 mill. — Mitrahineh, July 1858.

Wall joining body and legs, very thick. Thin bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4176; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 1091.

12370. Bull, about like n° 12365, as amulet. — Pale greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.29 mill. — Mitrahineh, July 1858 (pl. XXII).

Wall joining legs and body to base, very thick. Bright glaze much worn off. Horns broken off.


12371. Bull, similar to n° 12370, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.26 mill. — Mitrahineh, July 1858.

Very roughly done. Glaze much worn off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4176; Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 1092.

12372. Bull, similar to n° 12370, but extremely rudely cut, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.19 mill.

Glaze much worn off. Surface corroded.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4176.

12373. Bull, similar to n° 12365, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.28 mill. (pl. XXII).

Wall joining legs and body to base, thin. Bright glaze, turned white on back. Left horn broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4176.
12374. Bull, in general like no 12365, as amulet. — Light green blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.15 mill. — Great pyramids, 1884.

Rudely made. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25705.

12375. Bull, in general like no 12365, as amulet. — Greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.15 mill.

Rudely made. Bright glaze, much worn.

12376. Cow, lying down slightly on left side fore feet bent under her head turned to the right, as amulet. — Hard fine black and white speckled stone. — Length o m. 0.21 mill. (pl. XXII).


12377. Cow, lying down, fore feet bent under her, head turned slightly to the left, as amulet. — Hard fine black and white stone. — Length o m. 0.25 mill. (pl. XXII).

Face and horns broken off. Smoothed. Pierced lengthwise, bored from each end; the two holes meet in center of object.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164.

12378. Cow lying down, with hind quarters slightly on left side, face to the front, as amulet. — Opaque carnelian. — Length o m. 0.28 mill. (pl. XXII).

Tail curled around on right side. Pierced lengthwise. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164.

12379. Cow lying down slightly on left side, face turned to the right, as amulet. — Opaque carnelian. — Length o m. 0.23 mill. — Elephantine, June 1858.

Rough work. Smoothed. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 2954(1).

(1) Called a hippopotamus.
12380. Cow (?) lying down on left side, head turned to the right, as amulet. — Red jasper. — Length o m. 0.22 mill. (pl. XXII).

Pierced lengthwise. Split in two lengthwise and mended.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164.

12381. Cat with nine kittens, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.52 mill. (pl. XXII).

Cat sitting on her haunches with her fore legs bent and extended. One pair of kittens on each side under elbow: one pair under fore paws: one pair on fore paws, and one kitten on head. Black spots on kittens. Thick glaze pitted in places. Eyelet on back of cat.

Top of ears of cat and head of kitten broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157.

12382. Cat with six kittens, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.56 mill. (pl. XXII).

Cat sitting, fore feet on ground. One pair of kittens between fore legs: one pair on head: on right side one kitten under body with head to front, on left side one kitten with head to rear. Black spots on cat. Eyelet on back of cat. Hole between kittens on head and the head itself. Thin bright glaze turned white and flaked off in places. Heads of kittens on head and front of base, broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4153; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 1096 (?).

12383. Cat with three kittens, one on each side and one between the fore legs. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.33 mill. — Saqrah, January 1860 (pl. XXII).

Bright glaze turned white in places. Eyelet on back. Front edge of base, broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6683.

12384. Cat sitting on her haunches, tail curled around to the right, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height o m. 0.33 mill. (pl. XXII).

Eyelet on back. Glaze turned whitish and flaked off in places. Left ear broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4153; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 1095 (?).
12385. Cat about like n° 12384, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 03 cent.

Tail not indicated. Spaces between fore legs and body not cut out.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4153.

12386. Cat about like n° 12384, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 029 mill. — Abu Roash, 1893.

Tail not indicated. Dull glaze. Eyelet broken off.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 30484.

12387. Cat about like n° 12384, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height 0 m. 033 mill.

Tail not indicated. Dull surface. Encrusted with sand on lower part.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4153.

12388. Cat in position of n° 12384, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 016 mill. (pl. XXII).

Marked with vertical incised lines. Thin glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4165.

12389. Cat about like n° 12384, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 032 mill.

Tail not indicated.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157.

12390. Cat about like n° 12384, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 024 mill.

Tail not indicated. Glaze worn almost entirely off.

12391. Cat about like n° 12384, as amulet. — Dark blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 034 mill. — Abydos, 30 March 1881 (pl. XXII).

Tail not indicated. Bright thick glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25056.
12392. Cat about like no. 12384, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height o m. 02 cent.

No tail. Dull glaze.

12393. Cat about like no. 12384, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height o m. 026 mill. (pl. XXII).

No tail. Thin glaze much worn.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4153.

12394. Cat about like no. 12384, as amulet. — Purple fayence. — Height o m. 027 mill. (pl XXII).

Dull glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157.

12395. Cat on a papyrus column, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 042 mill. (pl. XXII).

Bright glaze somewhat worn off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4165.

12396. Two cats on a papyrus column, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Height o m. 043 mill. — Mitrahineh, October 1858 (pl. XXII).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4583; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 2060.

12397. Cat on a papyrus column, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Height o m. 045 mill. (pl. XXII).

Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157.

12398. Cat on a papyrus column, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height o m. 051 mill. — Great pyramids, April 1881 (pl. XXII).

Dull glaze, turned white in places.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25681.
12399. Lion sitting on its haunches, as amulet. — Light green fayence. — Height o m. 0.15 mill. (pl. XXII).

Head and fore legs facing the right. Tail curled around on right side. Left side with low eyelet.
Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4165.

12400. Lion sitting on its haunches, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Height o m. 0.22 mill. (pl. XXII).

Head and fore legs facing left. Tail curled around on left side. Right side flat, with low eyelet.
Bright glaze, much worn off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4153.

12401. Animal lying down, head turned to the right, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Length o m. 0.11 mill. — Gurnah, January 1883 (pl. XXII).

On bottom, oval with incised signs (a). Thin glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 6211.

12402. Two animals lying down side by side, one with face to left, one with face to right, as amulet. — Green glazed steatite. — Length o m. 0.13 mill. (pl. XXII).

Bottom rectangular with same incised signs as n° 12401. Thick bright glaze. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12403. Animal lying down, face turned to right, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.09 mill. (pl. XXII).

Bottom with incised signs as in plate XXII. Bright glaze, worn off in places.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 3479.
12404. Animal lying down, face turned to right, as amulet. — Purplish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.009 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Bottom with incised signs as in plate XXII. Ears red; red spot between ears. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12405. Jackal standing, face to front, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.17 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Eyelet on top. Bright glaze. Body and legs joined to base.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 5165; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 7679.

12406. Dog sitting on its haunches, as amulet (?). — Green fayence. — Height o m. 0.22 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Facing forward. Bright glaze. Stained.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157.

12407. Dog, as amulet (?). — Green fayence. — Height o m. 0.22 mill.

Like n° 12406.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157.

12408. Dog (?), lying curled up with its nose on its hind legs, as amulet (?). — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.15 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Glaze entirely gone, and most of coloring. No means of suspending. Bottom flat but without plate.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164.

12409. Animal, lying slightly on left side, head turned to the right, left fore paw crossed over right one, as amulet. — Fine hard black and white stone. — Length o m. 0.29 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Pierced lengthwise. Polished. Eyes originally inlaid.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164.
12410. Animal, standing in crouching position, head turned to right, as amulet. — Opaque carnelian. — Length 0 m. 016 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Tail curled around on right side. Dull polish.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164.

12411. Amulet cut out in the rough, possibly an animal like n° 12410, possibly uraeus, as amulet. — Grey green fayence. — Length 0 m. 018 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Pierced from side to side. Glaze, dirty.

12412. Lion lying slightly on right side, head turned to left, right fore paw crossed over left, as amulet. — Milky agate. — Length 0 m. 026 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Pierced lengthwise. Polished.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164.

12413. Hedgehog on oval plate, as amulet. — White stone. — Length 0 m. 017 mill. (pl. XXIII).

On plate, in sunk relief, crocodile and scorpion. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4160.

12414. Hedgehog on oval plate, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Length 0 m. 016 mill. (pl. XXIII).

On plate, incised, a standing man, holding a vase (?) in his left hand. Bright glaze discolored a dark blue on left side, in process of glazing. Pierced lengthwise. Nose of hedgehog and left edge of plate, broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4160.

12415. Hedgehog on oval plate, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 017 mill. (pl. XXIII).

On plate, and incised. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4160.
12416. Hedgehog, standing on oval plate, as amulet. — Pale greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.25 mill. (pl. XXIII).

On plate, two scorpions, sunk. Belly not joined to plate. Throat joined by square column not attached to legs. Pierced lengthwise through this column and through tail. Bright glaze. Cut out with a knife. Snout broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4160.

12417. Hedgehog, about like n° 12416, as amulet. — Faded greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.2 cent. (pl. XXIII).

Front legs joined to column supporting throat. Side of plate broken off.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4160.

12418. Hedgehog, standing on oval plate, as amulet. — Semi-transparent and brown agate. — Length o m. 0.2 cent.

Plate blank. Spines not indicated. Roughly cut. Smoothed.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4160.

12419. Hippopotamus lying on left side, head turned to right, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.18 mill. (pl. XXIII).

On oval plate, incised signs as in plate XXII. Bright thick glaze somewhat worn. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4138.

12420. Hippopotamus in position of n° 12419, as amulet. — White stone. — Length o m. 0.17 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Roughly cut. Pierced lengthwise. Originally colored green and glazed. Glaze and color entirely gone except for traces. The god set between two uraeus serpents incised, on plate.

12421. Hippopotamus, lying on right side, head turned to the left, as amulet. — Dark blue glass. — Length o m. 0.16 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4164.
12422. Crocodile, snout raised, end of tail curled around to right, as amulet.
   — Faded blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.36 mill. (pl. XXIII).

On a rectangular plate. Wall joining snout to plate, pierced. Glaze worn off. Cut out
with knife.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4159.

12423. Crocodile about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.43 mill.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4159.

12424. Crocodile about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Pale greenish blue fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.4 cent.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4159.

12425. Crocodile about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Pale greenish blue fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.48 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4159.

12426. Crocodile about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.45 mill.

Glaze somewhat better preserved.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4159.

12427. Crocodile about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.42 mill.

Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4159.

12428. Crocodile about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.32 mill.

Very roughly made. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4159.
12429. Crocodile about like no 12422, as amulet. — Purplish blue green fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.35 mill.
Roughly made. Bright glaze.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4158.

12430. Crocodile about like no 12422, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.35 mill.
Bright glaze.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4159.

12431. Crocodile about like no 12422, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.42 mill.
Glaze worn off.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4159.

12432. Crocodile in position of no 12422, as amulet. — Blue green fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.21 mill.
Pierced between belly and plate. Points of spines, tip of snout and fore feet, yellow.
   Thick bright glaze.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4158.

12433. Crocodile about like no 12422, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.22 mill. — Mitrahineh, July 1858 (pl. XXIII).

12434. Crocodile, about like no 12422, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence.
   — Length o m. 0.24 mill. — Pyramids, December 1858 (pl. XXIII).
Well made.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4158; Journal d'entrée du Musée, no 2939.

12435. Crocodile, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.27 mill.
   (pl. XXIII).
Plate cut away. Tail straight. Roughly cut out with a knife. Thin bright glaze.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, no 4158.
Catal. du Musée, no 5318.
12436. Crocodile, about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 034 mill.

Roughly cut. Thin bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12437. Crocodile, like n° 12436, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 021 mill.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12438. Crocodile, about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 025 mill.

Faded nearly white.

12439. Seven crocodiles side by side each in position of n° 12422, on rectangular plate, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 026 mill.


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12440. Seven crocodiles like n° 12439, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 025 mill.

Snouts of four of them broken off.

12441. Crocodile about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 035 mill.

Very roughly cut.

12442. Crocodile about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Fayence. — Length 0 m. 034 mill.

Very roughly cut. Turned pinkish.

12443. Crocodile, similar to n° 12434, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 025 mill. — Pyramids, December 1858.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 2936.
12444. Crocodile, similar to n° 12434, as amulet. — Light greenish blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.23 mill. — Pyramids, December 1858.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 29128.

12445. Crocodile, about like n° 12434, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Length o m. 0.21 mill.

Bright glaze.

12446. Crocodile, about like n° 12436, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.22 mill.

12447. Crocodile, about like n° 12422, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.15 mill.

12448. Crocodile, tail curled around on right side, on oval plate, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.24 mill. — Saqqarah, 1884 (pl. XXIII).


Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25787.

12449. Crocodile, similar to n° 12448, as amulet. — White stone. — Length o m. 0.27 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Dull glaze.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25788.

12450. Crocodile, about like n° 12435, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.16 mill.

Bright glaze. Roughly cut.

12451. Frog on an oval plate, as amulet. — Blue green glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.2 cent. (pl. XXIII).

12452. Frog, as amulet. — Hard yellowish stone (pebble). — Length 0 m. 024 mill. — Saqqarah, 1884 (pl. XXIII).


Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25789.

12453. Frog just like n° 12452, as amulet. — Hard yellowish pebble. — Length 0 m. 024 mill. — Saqqarah, 1884.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25789.

12454. Frog just like n° 12452, but a trifle better made, as amulet. — Black and white pebble. — Length 0 m. 019 mill. — Saqqarah, 1884.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25789.

12455. Frog just like n° 12454, as amulet. — Black and white pebble. — Length 0 m. 02 cent. — Saqqarah, 1884.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 25789.

12456. Frog like n° 12452, but a trifle better made, as amulet. — Hard black and white speckled stone. — Length 0 m. 02 cent. (pl. XXIII).

12457. Frog about like n° 12451, as amulet. — Blue green glazed stone. — Length 0 m. 009 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Back not marked by incised lines. Glaze much worn.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12458. Frog, as amulet. — Carnelian. — Length 0 m. 009 mill. (pl. XXIII).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12459. Frog on a plate, as amulet. — Dark limestone. — Length 0 m. 018 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Front edge of plate pierced vertically. Roughly cut. Smoothed.
12460. Frog on a plate, similar to n° 12459, as amulet. — Hard green and light green speckled stone. — Length 0 m. 023 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Hole in plate bored from bottom upward.

12461. Frog on a plate, like n° 12460, as amulet. — Hard light green stone. — Length 0 m. 015 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Roughly cut.

12462. Frog, about like n° 12460, as amulet. — Hard green and light green speckled stone. — Length 0 m. 02 cent.

Not pierced.

12463. Frog, somewhat like n° 12460, as amulet. — Hard green mottled stone. — Length 0 m. 024 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Hind legs sharply protruding. Not pierced.

12464. Frog on a plate, as amulet. — Hard light green stone. — Length 0 m. 015 mill. (pl. XXIII).

Extremely rudely made. Not pierced.

12465. Frog on a plate, resembling n° 12460, as amulet. — Hard green and light green speckled stone. — Length 0 m. 021 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Narrow back, marked by transverse incised lines. Trace of gilt. Not pierced.

12466. Frog similar to n° 12465, as amulet. — Hard green and white speckled stone. — Length 0 m. 025 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Lengthwise as well as transverse lines on back. No trace of gilt. Front edge of plate pierced, bored from lower side upward.

12467. Frog on a plate, as amulet. — Blue glazed stone. — Length 0 m. 025 mill. — Huber collection (pl. XXIV).

Five rows of warts along back. Not pierced. Over the blue color on bottom, a thick, dull, light green glaze, filled around the edges with bubble pits.

Bibl. : Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 5260.
12468. **Frog on a nearly circular plate, as amulet.** — Faded purple frit. — Length 0 m. 0.33 mill. (pl. XXIV).


**Bibl.**: *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n°... (illegible).

---

12469. **Frog on an oval plate, as amulet.** — Blue glazed frit (?). — Length 0 m. 0.23 mill. — Purchased from Farag, 1890 (pl. XXIV).


**Bibl.**: *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n°29107.

---

12470. **Frog on an oval plate, as amulet.** — Pale blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.17 mill. — Purchased 1893 (pl. XXIV).


**Bibl.**: *Journal d'entrée du Musée*, n°30015.

---

12471. **Frog like n°12470, as amulet.** — Pale blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.17 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Not quite so well done. Front of plate broken off.

---

12472. **Frog about like n°12470, as amulet.** — Pale blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.15 mill. (pl. XXIV).

No yellow on back. Front of plate broken off. Dull glaze.

---

12472a. **Frog on a plate, as amulet.** — Light blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 0.23 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Plate incised. Along backbone and along each side, a narrow sunk band with warts in relief. Band on back, eyes and tip of nose, black. Space between legs and body cut out. Pierced lengthwise. Bright glaze, somewhat grainy.
AMULETS.

12473. Frog on oval plate, as amulet. — Bluish purple fayence. — Length o m. 009 mill. (pl. XXIV).


12474. Frog about like n° 12473, as amulet. — Lavender colored fayence. — Length o m. 01 cent. (pl. XXIV).

Eyes very protruding.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4138.

12475. Frog like n° 12473, as amulet. — Bluish purple fayence. — Length o m. 009 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Lines on back almost obliterated in glazing. Red spot of right eye, left off.

12476. Frog about like n° 12473, as amulet. — Lavender colored fayence. — Length o m. 012 mill. (pl. XXIV).

12477. Frog on a plate, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence on frit. — Length o m. 009 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Plate incised (a). Dull glaze or not glazed. One incised line along backbone. Pierced lengthwise.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4138.

12478. Frog similar to n° 12477, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence or frit. — Length o m. 008 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4138.

12479. Frog on a plate, as amulet. — Light green fayence or frit. — Length o m. 012 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Plate incised (a). Dull glaze. Incised line along backbone. Pierced lengthwise.
12480. Frog on thin plate, as amulet. — Light green fayence on frit. — Length o m. 0.14 cent. (pl. XXIV).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4138.

12481. Frog on a plate, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.13 mill. (pl. XXIV).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4138.

12482. Frog on a plate, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.14 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Plate blank. Pierced lengthwise. Bright glaze.

12483. Group of three frogs on thick rectangular basis, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Length o m. 0.32 mill.

Frogs close together. Basis pierced by three holes from front to back. Frogs made separately and set on before glazing. Thin white glaze, turned white in places.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4165.

12484. Group of three frogs on thick rectangular basis, as amulet. — Light blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.4 cent.

Frogs widely separated. Basis pierced by five holes from front to back. Frogs made separately and set on before glazing. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4165.

12485. Group of four frogs on thick rectangular basis, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length o m. 0.37 mill.

Basis pierced by two holes from front to back. Frogs roughly cut out separately and set on before glazing. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4165.
12486. Frog similar to no 12470, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.25 mill. (pl. XXIV).

No black or yellow.

12487. Fish lying on left side on rectangular plate, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.21 mill. (pl. XXIV).


Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4134.

12488. Fish in relief on plate, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.13 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Pierced lengthwise. Glaze worn dull.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4139.

12489. Fish about like no 12488, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.09 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Black stain on front.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4138.

12490. Fish in relief on a plate, as amulet. — Glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.35 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Pierced lengthwise. Glaze worn off, originally colored yellow (green?).

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4134.

12491. Fish, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Length o m. 0.29 mill. (pl. XXIV).


12492. Fish roughly made, as amulet. — Dark blue fayence. — Length o m. 0.16 mill. (pl. XXIV).

Nose pierced vertically. Very thick bright glaze, corroded (?) on left side.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12493. Fish, tail curved to left, as amulet. — Green glass. — Length 0 m. 053 mill. (pl. XXV).

Hole, running from nose back past middle of fish. Tail, nose and dorsal fin broken off.

12494. Fish, as amulet. — Amethyst (?). — Length 0 m. 032 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyes, — hole bored from side to side and filled with bronze plug. Small hole bored up slanting from mouth and filled with bronze wire. Nose and tail broken off. Lines incised.

12495. Fish, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 025 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet above. Left side flat and blank. Very thick bright glaze, lumpy and translucent.

12496. Fish, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Length 0 m. 037 mill. (pl. XXV).

Line marking gill, and lines on tail incised. Lines on side, lines marking gill and outline edge of fish, black. Hole entering mouth and coming out at left gill. Bright glaze.

12497. Fish, as amulet. — Blue green fayence. — Length 0 m. 021 mill. (pl. XXV).


Bibli.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4141.

12498. Fish, as amulet. — Green glazed stone. — Length 0 m. 022 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet below. Broad flat nose. Bright glaze.

Bibli.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4141.

12499. Fish, as amulet. — Bone. — Length 0 m. 032 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet below. Eyes originally inlaid. Nearly covered with brown substance.

12500. Fish, as amulet. — Green fayence. — Length 0 m. 044 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet above. Eyes and two marks on each side black. Very thin glaze, much worn.
AMULETS.

12501. Cobra on a plate, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 035 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet. Very thin glaze. Left edge of hood ground off in modern times.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4166.

12502. Cobra on a plate, as amulet. — Pale blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 035 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet, broken off. Thin glaze much worn. Right side ground off in modern times.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4166.

12503. Cobra on a plate, as amulet. — Greyish blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 025 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet. Space between folds not cut out. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 2695.

12504. Cobra on a plate, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height 0 m. 024 mill. — Abusir, 1891 (pl. XXV).

Eyelet. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 29370.

12505. Cobra like n° 12504, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height 0 m. 024 mill. — Abusir, 1891.

Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 29370.

12506. Serpent like n° 12504, as amulet. — Greenish grey fayence. — Height 0 m. 024 mill. — Abusir, 1891.

Bibl.: Journal d’entrée du Musée, n° 29370.

12507. Cobra on a plate, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height 0 m. 025 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4166.
12508. Cobra on a plate, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.35 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet. Glaze worn off.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4166.

12509. Cobra on a plate, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.18 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet. Glaze worn off. Roughly slashed out.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4166.

12510. Cobra, similar to n° 12509, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.22 mill. (pl. XXV).

A trifle better made.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1793.

12511. Cobra about like n°s 12509-12510, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.15 mill.

Space between folds cut out.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1793.

12512. Cobra, about like n°s 12509-12510, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.2 cent.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1793.

12513. Cobra, about like n°s 12509-12510, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Height o m. 0.19 mill.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1793.

12514. Cobra, about like n° 12508, surface much corroded, as amulet. — Light blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.28 mill.
Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1793.
12515. Serpent on a plate, as amulet. — Blue fayence. — Height o m. 0.13 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet above. Thick bright glaze.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4158.

12516. Hawk, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.22 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet on back.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1723.

12517. Hawk, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.15 mill. (pl. XXV).

Eyelet on back. Roughly cut.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1800.

12518. Hawk, about like n° 12517, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.13 mill.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1800.

12519. Hawk, about like n° 12517, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.16 mill.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157.

12520. Hawk, about like n° 12517, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.15 mill.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4165.

12521. Hawk, about like n° 12517, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.17 mill.

Blind eyelet plate.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1756.

12522. Hawk, about like n° 12517, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height o m. 0.21 mill.

Blind eyelet plate. Gilt particles.

Bibl. : Maspero, Catalogue, n° 4157.
12523. Hawk, as amulet. — Lapis lazuli. — Height 0 m. 018 mill. (pl. XXV).

Blind eyelet plate on back. Gilt particles.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1756.

12524. Hawk, about like n° 12517, as amulet. — Haematite. — Height 0 m. 015 mill.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1800.

12525. Hawk, as amulet. — Light bluish green fayence. — Height 0 m. 045 mill.

— Purchased 1888 (pl. XXV).

Eyelet on back. Good work. Plate and feet of hawk broken off. Bright glaze.

Bibl.: Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 28556.

12526. Hawk, similar to n° 12525, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. —

Height 0 m. 029 mill. — Saqqarah, March 1860 (pl. XXV).

Eyelet broken off. Space between upper part of legs cut out.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 1756; Journal d'entrée du Musée, n° 10850.

12527. Hawk, as amulet. — Faded blue green fayence. — Height 0 m. 043 mill.

(pl. XXV).

Eyelet on back, broken off. Legs, tail and plate joined together. Color and glaze almost entirely gone.

Bibl.: Maspero, Catalogue, n° 3637.
Catalogue du Musée du Caire. — Amulets.
Catalogue du Musée du Caire. — Amulets.

Pl. V
Catalogue du Musée du Caire. — Amulets.
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Catalogue du Musée du Caire. — *Amulets.*

Pl. VIII
CATALOGUE DU MUSÉE DU CAIRE. — AMULETS.

Pl. IX
Catalogue du Musée du Caire. — Amulets.

Pl. X
Catalogue du Musée du Caire. — Amulets.

Pl. XIII
Catalogue du Musée du Caire. — *Amulets.*

Pl. XXII
Catalogue du Musée du Caire. — Amulets.
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